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HYPER NUT

ZANE SCHWEITZER

 HYPER :
- REACTIVE
- STABLE
- DRIVE
- SPEED
 

TRY IT TO BELIEVE IT.

HYPER NUT
6’9” X 23”
6’10”X 26.5”
7’2” X 28”
7’4” X 30”
7’8” X 30”
8’0” X 31.5”
8’6” X 31.5”

CHANNEL BOTTOM SHAPE
- FLATTER ROCKER ALONG THE TAIL RAIL 
 ENHANCES SPEED AND DRIVE.
- PRO ROCKER DOWN THE CENTRE OF 
 THE BOARD FOR TIGHT POCKET TURNING.
- CREATES A FLAT SPOT IN FRONT OF 
 THE FINS FOR EXTRA ACCELERATION.

THE INVERTED NUT "RAILS”
FOR INSANE ACCELERATION
AND TIGHT TURNING.

COMPACT PERFORMANCE
STABLE AND REACTIVE 
DUE TO SHORT, WIDE OUTLINE.

TUSHINGHAM
 SAILS LTD 

www.star-board.com
www.facebook.com/starboardsup
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Blue sky thinking
Paddlewoo’s podcast interview
(http://paddlewoo.com/dave-kalama-talks-big-waves-and-
his-vision-for-sup-surfing/) with Dave Kalama (for those
who aren’t aware of Dave, Google him), is extremely
poignant. His comments regarding the state of paddle
surfing really hit home. For a long time I’ve been thinking
about the whole longboard art of riding waves and how SUP
surfing is currently lacking a little bit of style and
accessibility. That’s not to say I don’t admire what the top
SUP surfers in the world are doing – in fact it’s quite the
opposite. But hearing Dave comment about SUP coming up
short when compared to prone shortboard riding, I nearly
jumped out of my chair and cheered.

There are those who certainly won’t agree but we have to look at
paddle surfing from an everyman perspective. The fact is (and
we’ve known this for a while, if we’re honest) super narrow, low
volume surf boards with pulled in noses and tails are only really
applicable to lightweights and/or those with access to good
waves. Once you drop below 100L of volume it’s more about rider
weight – if you simply can’t float then what’s the point?

Bringing this back to a UK perspective, most breaks in our ‘hood
aren’t what you’d describe as quality. OK, every dog has its day
and there are spots that buck trends during good swells. But
chances of the average paddler scoring these is slim to none. Day
to day responsibilities and commitments simply halt this. What’s
really needed is equipment to help maximise time on the brine.

Looking at current board design trends and there does seem to
be a gradual swing back towards less extreme shapes that are
more user friendly (check out our Fanatic Stubby
8.6ft/Stylemaster 10ft comparison write up for evidence of this).
But again, as Dave comments in his interview, this isn’t the
whole picture.

Back in the 90s surfing cottoned on that boards of all shapes
and sizes have their place. The resurgence of eggs, magic
carpets, longboards gave surfing a much needed shot in the
arm. SUP surfing needs the same thing, with more emphasis
placed on style of riding not how many big moves you can bang
out. Which brings us to this issue’s Gear Shed section…

Here you’ll find a whole host of sleds designed to make the most
of your time in the waves. And, as an added bonus, a good
number of these boards are also applicable for flat water use –
greatly increasing kit versatility. After all, SUP isn’t just about
surf as we all know.

So if you’ve been quietly avoiding waves, thinking it was only for
those bendy featherweight individuals without regular jobs,
now’s the time to revisit and have a dabble. After all, winter’s just
around the corner – it’s the perfect time of year to get stuck in. 

This issue’s early season wave theme is the perfect swan song
for the last SUP Mag UK of the year. Have no fear though as we’ll
back in 2016 with more UK SUP goodness. If you can’t wait that
long then don’t forget to keep an eye on our website as we’re
always adding content there. It’s been a blast this year, thanks
for being part of it – now, to the beach!

Tez Plavenieks, October 2015
tez@supmaguk.co.uk
@tezwoz

editor’s note
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Cover and editor’s note photos. Klaas Voget riding the AllWave and credit to Fanatic SUP International

Contents photo. Zane Schweitzer, Surf Snowdonia by  Peter Chamberlain / DTL photography
http://www.dtlphotography.com

Not all contributors are professional writers and
photographers, so don’t be put off writing because you have
no experience! Next issue is March 2015 with a deadline
of submissions on February 10th. Technical Information:
Contributions preferably as a Microsoft Word file with 800-
1200 words, emailed to tez@supmaguk.co.uk. Images
should be hi-resolution and emailed with the Word file or if
preferred, a Dropbox folder will be created for you. SUP Mag
UK encourages contributions of any nature but reserves the
right to edit to the space available. Opinions expressed in
this magazine are not necessarily those of the publishing
parent company, 2b Graphic Design. The publishing of an
advertisement in SUP Mag UK does not necessarily mean
that the parent company, 2b Graphic Design, endorse the
company, item or service advertised. All material in SUP
Mag UK is strictly copyright and all rights are reserved.
Reproduction without prior permission from the editor is
forbidden.
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GLIDE TO FREEDOM 
F LY A I R P R EM I U M .  F LY A I R .  D I A M O N D A I R .  F LY A I R F I T 

R I P P ER A I R .  R I P P ER A I R WS .  V I P ER A I R

Live in the city? No storage? Small car? No problem, we’ve got it 
covered. Our Fly Air range defines stability, delivering endless fun 
in a convenient package. For the kids, the Ripper offers a friendly 
start to the sport, whilst fitness fanatics can workout on water and 
relish in the stretched outline of the Fly Air Fit. For surfing spirit and 
timeless elegance, the Diamond Air really is a women’s best friend.

Rider Eva Oude Ophuis 

Photo fish bowl diaries

WWW.FANATIC.COM/SUP  

K66 UK LTD, Kiosk 3 - Beach Parade, BN11 2FG Worthing  

T 0190 336 8253, sales@k-66.com, www.k-66.com
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T 0190 336 8253, sales@k-66.com, www.k-66.com
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Here is where the problems start with two adults and two children... The cost of travelling
in the summer holidays can soon spiral out of control. With flights, accommodation and,
if you’re anything like my family and me, you can never have enough toys with you – be
it skateboards, kites, surfboards and paddle boards – toys to enter our ever growing
quiver of fun. 

This is where I have a solution; a van trip to the South West corner of France. Bidart, near
Biarritz, is an area littered with amazing surf spots and unusually warm waters.

As a child, I spent many a summer vacation in the same area of the Basque Country, as
my dad was, and still is, a super keen surfer. So I am familiar with all the area's breaks –
mainly from a lying down point of view as a grom on a body board.

So this is where we base ourselves; Pavilion Royal, a campsite sitting right on Bidart
beach. There are three vans in total; my Dad's, my sister's and mine, all loaded to the
brim with all manner of surf equipment.

As every surfer knows the best time to surf uncrowded clean waves is first light before the
sun peeps its sleepy head over the horizon. This is where every day begins for us,
checking out the family's favourite break Guethary, just a short drive south of our camp.
Here a fat, lonely wave breaks a 10 minute paddle out from a small, old time whaling
harbour surrounded by deeper clear waters, promising long, fun rides over a bumpy reef.

s t a n d  u p  p a d d l e  m a g  u k9

Words and pics: 
Alan Taylor 
(SUP North)

School’s out for summer! So, with family where do you venture
for your summer break? France – that’s where! (Well, you do if
your name’s Alan Taylor, you’re one of the founding owners of
SUP North and looking a family friendly stand up destination).
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Guethary became the setting 
for one of our heaviest sessions with only the boys choosing to venture out
into the imposing double over head monsters sucking up off the rocky
bottom. Guethary is a break that can hold huge size and as a child, eating
with my family at some of the local restaurants, I had often stared at
pictures hung on the walls of colossal waves breaking out in front of the
town. Well, these where not as big as those winter storm giants but plenty
big enough to give you a good washing machine experience to remember. 

After dropping into a few bombs on my Starboard 9ft carbon Nut board and
successfully avoiding a beating my time came and, missing a drop on a
wave, I was caught in the impact zone of a monster set readying itself to go
full spin cycle on me. I stared at the beast rearing up, exposing its ridiculous
mass and volume, knowing I only had seconds before the eventual
pummeling. I took time to breathe, calming myself for the impending
impact I knew was coming my way. After a gulp of air I sunk beneath the
surface, holding on to my paddle with a vice-like grip, swimming down deep.
Then it started, a violent tug from my leash followed by what many
fairground rides try but fail to imitate; a G-force of roll, pull and push,
squeezing my lungs of any air left inside like a rag in a crazed dog’s jaws.

Exhausted of air, as the beating subsided I swam towards the surface and
eventually rose to the top gasping for breath amongst a surface now filled
with a swirling mass of white foam. But this was the first wave of a set which
wasn't finished with me. Like a gang of school bullies, it released its beating
another two times – letting me know who was boss. I tried as hard as I could
to stay calm and let the ocean do its worst until it eventually relented and it
allowed me to escape. 

s t a n d  u p  p a d d l e  m a g  u k11

Like a half drowned cat running across ice, I made my escape from ground zero,
paddling fast to the side and then into the shore, first lying and then standing as
my composure returned. Exiting the water in front of the tapas bar, where cool
locals and tourists were snapping pics of the carnage and riders, I was welcomed
in with respectful smiles and nods, like a warrior returning from battle. Even
though I had taken a hammering, I could not help but feel like a hero.

Gladly not everyday was like this and most afternoons were spent on our camp
beach as travel around Biarritz at any time other than first light is nothing short
of horrific, with busy holiday and local traffic making it almost impossible to
park at most popular breaks and destinations. The camp beach line up, along
with many other surf breaks, is just like the traffic with many a near miss and
the occasional collision, loaded with surf schools and learners who have yet to
learn any surf etiquette.

As a stand up paddle boarder this is no place to learn your craft. A short leash,
board control and impeccable surf manners are recommended to avoid a dressing
down from a local ripper. Having said that, with a short walk down the beach you
can find a space providing a great learner’s playground as during lower states of
tide long lines of foamy white water are in infinite supply with smiles on every face
as they bump along on the mushy lines. But beware, nudist beaches are in full
effect and with just a short wash down the beach you can get a nasty views of
things much further south than you would ever like to see.

Many a morning starts this way,
some with and others without a
surf but one thing is for sure –
every morning without fail we
pass the best patisserie in the
Basque Country and return to
our camp with treasures of
sticky, sweet, French cakes to
lure the rest of our sleepy
campers out of their tents.
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allowed me to escape. 
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as they bump along on the mushy lines. But beware, nudist beaches are in full
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Many a morning starts this way,
some with and others without a
surf but one thing is for sure –
every morning without fail we
pass the best patisserie in the
Basque Country and return to
our camp with treasures of
sticky, sweet, French cakes to
lure the rest of our sleepy
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On a day of no waves Saint Jean de Luz, a
huge harbour to the south very close to the
border of Spain, is an excellent choice for a flat
water paddle. With SUPs available to rent here,
over 40 paddlers can often be seen on the
water. But Saint Jean de Luz does not only
offer flat water SUP action – as we found on a
huge day when we used the harbour as a bolt
hole to shelter from the giant waves crashing
along the Basque coast line. The spot then
comes alive and offers a great SUP/longboard
wave, jacking up right on the edge of the
northern most harbour wall. However this drop
is not for the faint hearted, as the outside take
off spot is almost as steep as the harbour wall
itself; the set waves smash over it as if to
intimidate any challengers to its peak. 

The Basque coastline has many more exciting
breaks to surf, some of which did not show
their hand on this trip. It's certainly is a great
experience on a paddle board. I was made up
that my whole family took to the water
swimming, paddling and surfing on every day
of our two week vacation. Saint Jean de Luz
offered lots of flat water terrain and possible
long, small, learner waves on the right days on
the inside. There are many more powerful
beach breaks dotted all along the coast, giving
a full on short board, lip smack experience.  

This corner of France has a lot to offer the
SUP community!
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Alan Taylor is Co
Director of SUP
North and
sponsored by
Land Paddle UK/
Kahuna Creations
and Starboard
SUP UK

iSup Demo Center RRD and Red Paddle Co
Starboard Paddle Demo Centre
BSUPA Qualified instructors
SUP Club nights and trips

BEST PRICES GUARANTEED
Free Shipping 

over £150

PACKAGES
Starboard Blend WAS £1259 NOW £969
Naish One Nisco 12’6” Inc Paddle and Leash
WAS £1149 NOW £859
Red Ride 10’6” or  9’8”with Red Alloy Paddle
and Leash NOW £699
Call for more Package Options
FREE SHIPPING

PADDLES
Red Paddle Co Carbon Prime 
Was £279 NOW £179 or £149 when bought
with any New Board
QUICKBLADE PADDLES now in stock
Free Paddle cover with V-Drive or Trifecta
See website for details…

MYSTIC PONCHOS
Plain Colours Was £34.95 NOW £25
Aztec Print Was £39.95 NOW £27
Deluxe Was £49.95 NOW £35

Over 20 years experience

VISIT US ONLINE: www.juiceboardsports.co.uk
JUICE BOARDSPORTS, Unit 3 Linfit Court, Colliers Way, Clayton West, Huddersfield HD8 9WL

01484 860640  team@juiceboardsports.co.uk

BOARDS
NEW BOARDS
New 14 Red Race 12’6” x 28”  
Was £999 NOW £699
New 15 Naish One Nisco 12’6” Inc Paddle 
Was  £1049 NOW £859
New 15 O’Shea iSUP GTR 12’6” x 30”  
Was £899 NOW £799
New 15 O’Shea iSUP 10’6”  
Was £679 NOW £599
New 15 O’Shea iSUP 10’2” x 30”  
Was £659 NOW £579
New 15 Starboard Astro Whopper Zen 10’ x 35” 
Was £669 NOW £535
New 15 Starboard Astro Drive Zen 10’5” x 30” 
Was  £669 NOW £535
New 15 Starboard Astro Touring Zen 12’6” x 31” 
Was £829 NOW £665

USED BOARDS
Used 15 Starboard Pocket Rocket 8’5” x 30” 
Was £1779 NOW £999
Used 14 Starboard Allstar 12’6” x 25” Carbon 
Was £1999 NOW £999
Used 15 Starboard Freeride XL 12’2” x 32” Starshot 
Was £799 NOW 499
Used 14 Red Race 12’6” x 30”  
Was £999 NOW £699
Used 15 Red Race 12’6” x 26” Elite 
Was £999 NOW £799
Used 15 RRD AIR Tourer 12’ x 32” 
Was £765 NOW £529
Used 15 RRD AIR Cruiser 11’4” x 30” 
Was £749 NOW £519
Used 14 O’Shea  iSUP 10’6” 
Was £679 NOW £450

CLOTHING
PRO LIMIT MENS/WOMENS
SUP Airmax Long John 
Was £60 NOW £49
SUP Airmax 2mm Mono Long 
Was £50 NOW £39
SUP Splash PU Top 
Was £75 NOW £59
O’Shea Stealth Winter 
Was £229 NOW £169
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A I R S U P  C O N V E R T I B L E +
It’s a new way to start windsurfing. With the new inflatable AIRSUP in your car you have already adventured for the first 

time into the middle of the sea, on your own. You have discovered the sensation of freedom on the water and being able to 
move on its surface in total control. Then, one day you suddenly find some wind and your paddle is no longer able to drive 

you forward. You realize you could use a sail on your board.
How simple is this?

 Let me try this sail, so light, so simple, everything included in the package. In one afternoon, you are already 
hooked. Welcome to the world of wind driven watersports; The next step forward. Our SUP sails & rigs are designed to be 

the first buy to introduce your whole family to wind driven watersports.

THE SAILS:
A simple, lightweight 2 batten full monofilm sail. Designed to be used in winds from 1 to 14 knots.

• 1,5 sqms for kids from 5 to 8 years old 
• 2,5 sqms for kids from 8 to 11 years old
• 3,5 sqms for kids from 11 to 13 years old

• 4,5 sqms < 65 Kg
• 5,5 sqms > 65Kg

 
                      
                        
                        

           
   

                     
                      

           

 
                  

           
          

          
     
    

 
                      
                        
                        

           
   

                     
                      

           

 
                  

           
          

          
     
    

 
                      
                        
                        

           
   

                     
                      

           

 
                  

           
          

          
     
    

 
                      
                        
                        

           
   

                     
                      

           

 
                  

           
          

          
     
    

 
                      
                        
                        

           
   

                     
                      

           

 
                  

           
          

          
     
    

 
                      
                        
                        

           
   

                     
                      

           

 
                  

           
          

          
     
    

 
                      
                        
                        

           
   

                     
                      

           

 
                  

           
          

          
     
    

 
 

 

      

     

     

     

     

     

 
                      
                        
                        

           
   

                     
                      

           

 
                  

           
          

          
     
    

 
                      
                        
                        

           
   

                     
                      

           

 
                  

           
          

          
     
    

 
                      
                        
                        

           
   

                     
                      

           

 
                  

           
          

          
     
    

 
                      
                        
                        

           
   

                     
                      

           

 
                  

           
          

          
     
    

 
                      
                        
                        

           
   

                     
                      

           

 
                  

           
          

          
     
    

 
                      
                        
                        

           
   

                     
                      

           

 
                  

           
          

          
     
    

 
                      
                        
                        

           
   

                     
                      

           

 
                  

           
          

          
     
    

10’4”x34”x4 1/4”
10’4”x34”x6”

12’0”x32”x6’’
10’2”x32”x4 1/4”

8’0’’x30’’x4’’

KID/WINDSURFING

12’0”x34”x6’’

TOURING/WINDSURFING

9’8”x32”x4 1/4”

ALLROUND/WINDSURFING

AIRKID CONV.+SUP SAIL & RIG AIRSUP CONV.+ AIRTOURER CONV.+

SUP Sail 5’5” Mast 430 3Pcs

SUP Sail 4’5” Mast 400 3Pcs

SUP Sail 2’5” Mast 250 2Pcs

SUP Sail 3’5” Mast 370 2Pcs

SUP Sail 1’5” Mast 200 2Pcs
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Broad SUP
Norfolk SUP Club profile
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The business was started by Steve Barraclough and his fiancée
Anna Booton at the end of 2014. With over 20 years of working
in watersports between them, it was a simple transition from
working in the overseas watersports industry to the Norfolk
Broads – just a little cooler.

The inspiration came one afternoon sitting in a beer garden
overlooking Hickling Broad and asking myself the question: ‘why
don’t we see any paddle boarders in Norfolk or on the Broads?’
That was the moment, and since then we have worked tirelessly
to get people on the water by running demo days, weekend
rental, lessons and also running a successful shop providing
experienced and novice SUP’ers with the essentials they need.

Already we have seen the SUP community in Norwich and Norfolk
engage with us and around 75% of our rentals have been from
complete novices, which is a great advert for the sport. It’s a
fantastic activity to do with family and friends either as a gentle
paddle or equally, for the more competitive, a race along the rivers.

Situated in the heart of the Norfolk
Broads, the Norfolk Paddle Co have

quickly become Norfolk and
Norwich’s premier stand up paddle
board club, shop and rental centre.

Words:Steve Barraclough
Pics:Norfolk SUP Club
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The Norfolk Paddle Co is situated on the banks of the stunning
Hickling Broad, a vast body of water surrounded by reed bed,
quaint country cottages and a nature reserve. From here we
provide rentals and SUP tuition to people from all walks of life.
We don’t ask for any qualifications or experience and actively
encourage people onto the water with the right equipment and
a few encouraging words. 

Hickling is unique and was recently voted one of the most
desirable villages to live in England. It is at the far end of the
northern rivers and, due to the presence of a century old bridge
at Potter Heigham, the big river traffic can’t get to Hickling
Broad. This makes it a safe haven for SUP, windsurf and sailing
activities, as well as for wildlife enthusiasts. Seeing the Norfolk
Broads on a SUP is a wonderful way of navigating the streams
and hidden rivers that the boats can’t reach. 

We often run organised SUP tours across the Broads network,
running from Surlingham Broad, Ranworth, Wroxham and

many more. We take the boards to A and you paddle them to B.
Rentals can be hourly, daily or weekly; so those coming to
Norfolk on holiday get the opportunity to rent a board for the
duration. We deliver and collect to cottages or hire boats with a
smile. 

We stock a large selection of boards from JP-Australia,
including several inflatables. These have proven to be very
popular with novices as they are lightweight, soft and
incredibly stable. Our particular favourite is the JP-Australia
Allroundair LE, weighing only 8 Kilos, but the CruiseAir,
Sportsstair and Allroundair models are great too. 

We also have a selection of surf SUP, tourers, race boards and
hard boards for the serious paddlers, including the Fusion,
Allround and Open Ocean. We are proud of our association with
JP – they are fantastic boards with a great pedigree. We have
just started replacing our rental fleet with 2016 kit. something
we will do annually.
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The jewel in our
crown is the
Norfolk Stand Up Paddle Club, situated on the river Wensum right in the
centre of Norwich at the Red Lion pub. We have our own slip straight into
the river and a club house that offers great food plus a tasty beer or two.
The slip is just a two minute paddle from the bustling Riverside shopping
complex and a 30 minute paddle to Whitlingham Broad, on the outskirts
of Norwich. The club is run in conjunction with our friends at CBK
Hunstanton, a kite surf school in North Norfolk www.cbk-hunstanton.com
.Together we run social SUP sessions, fitness, tours, Yoga, SUP/Bike/Run
events and much, much more. The club meets on Monday and Thursday
evenings from 6-9pm and during the winter months, as the nights drawn
in, we utilise the weekends. The club is active 12 months of the year. All
of this costs the member just £65 per year. 

We regularly get the brands to pop over to our club house to showcase
their kit and let us play on boards we don’t stock. We have also run
several demo days, offering free taster sessions to the people of
Norwich, which have been a roaring success.

To enquire about our club or to simply see what we and our members
are getting up to, visit our website at
www.norfolksupclub.wordpress.com 

Norfolk is a sleeping SUP giant and we are confident our club will
continue to grow and be a success both in Norwich and on the Broads..

To enquire about our club 
or to simply see what we and our
members are getting up to, visit:
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For more info on the Norfolk
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The jewel in our
crown is the
Norfolk Stand Up Paddle Club, situated on the river Wensum right in the
centre of Norwich at the Red Lion pub. We have our own slip straight into
the river and a club house that offers great food plus a tasty beer or two.
The slip is just a two minute paddle from the bustling Riverside shopping
complex and a 30 minute paddle to Whitlingham Broad, on the outskirts
of Norwich. The club is run in conjunction with our friends at CBK
Hunstanton, a kite surf school in North Norfolk www.cbk-hunstanton.com
.Together we run social SUP sessions, fitness, tours, Yoga, SUP/Bike/Run
events and much, much more. The club meets on Monday and Thursday
evenings from 6-9pm and during the winter months, as the nights drawn
in, we utilise the weekends. The club is active 12 months of the year. All
of this costs the member just £65 per year. 

We regularly get the brands to pop over to our club house to showcase
their kit and let us play on boards we don’t stock. We have also run
several demo days, offering free taster sessions to the people of
Norwich, which have been a roaring success.

To enquire about our club or to simply see what we and our members
are getting up to, visit our website at
www.norfolksupclub.wordpress.com 

Norfolk is a sleeping SUP giant and we are confident our club will
continue to grow and be a success both in Norwich and on the Broads..

To enquire about our club 
or to simply see what we and our
members are getting up to, visit:
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For more info on the Norfolk
Paddle Co visit:
www.norfolkpaddleco.co.uk
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are confident our club will continue to
grow and be a success both in Norwich
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Available from Kai Sports and participating Nah Skwell retailers
For more details/stockists contact Kai Sports on 

www.kaisports.co.uk info@kaisports.co.uk

023 8084 0777
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Nah Skwell
Beach Comp

12.6ft 
25” and 27”
comparison   
Take our two race boards,
equal in all parts except for
width measurements, and
pit them against each other
to assess the findings –
sounds simple doesn’t it? 

In practice, however, this
most definitely isn’t the
case. At the risk of stating
the obvious there are so

many factors that come in
to play when judging speed,
glide, tracking and stability.
It’s a wonder the brands
have time to test these
factors themselves. 

Actually they don’t, they
can’t. They design kit
optimised for specific

conditions and rider abilities
and then it’s over to you, the
paddler, to make it work. 

Discover the findings of 
SUP Mag UK’s comparison
test across a variety of
water states, weather

conditions, paddler weights,
abilities, styles and

techniques and judge for
yourselves, which one would

suit you the best.

Read here:
http://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/category/

sup-kit-reviews/comparison-tests/

mailto:mailto:info@kaisports.co.uk
http://www.kaisports.co.uk
http://www.kaisports.co.uk
mailto:info@kaisports.co.uk
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width measurements, and
pit them against each other
to assess the findings –
sounds simple doesn’t it? 

In practice, however, this
most definitely isn’t the
case. At the risk of stating
the obvious there are so

many factors that come in
to play when judging speed,
glide, tracking and stability.
It’s a wonder the brands
have time to test these
factors themselves. 

Actually they don’t, they
can’t. They design kit
optimised for specific

conditions and rider abilities
and then it’s over to you, the
paddler, to make it work. 

Discover the findings of 
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T e l l  u s  h o w  y o u  g o t  i n t o  s t a n d  u p  
p a d d l e  s u r f i n g ?
About eight or nine years ago I was on a boat trip in the
Mentawis with a bunch of the best longboarders on the planet
including the then World Champ Josh Constable. Josh kept
going on about how he had started SUP surfing and was
frothing about how much fun it was. Now this guy is a great
surfer (on both short and long boards) and I figured if he was
into it then it was worth a go! As soon as I got back home I bit
the bullet and got myself a C4 Waterman 10.6ft.

C o u l d  y o u  l e t  o u r  r e a d e r s  k n o w  a  
l i t t l e  a b o u t  y o u r  b a c k g r o u n d  a n d  
p a s t   w a t e r y  e x p e r i e n c e s ?
Well, I'm 49 years old and have been surfing for almost 40
years so I'm definitely a confirmed surf addict! I learned to
surf on a 7.2ft single fin pin tailed Zippy Sticks at Llangennith
that a family friend had lent me. I was instantly hooked and
surfing has taken me on an amazing journey over the decades
to far flung corners of the world in search of ‘the perfect wave’
ever since. It has enabled me to meet some amazing
characters too.

I competed for around 20 years on all sorts of boards but my
biggest success came on longboards, where I won a couple of
European titles as well as being rated as highly as top five in
the ASP world rankings.

C h r i s  ‘ G u t s ’  G r i f f i t h s  i s  
a  l e g e n d  w i t h i n  t h e  
U K ’ s   s u r f  s c e n e .  
C o l o u r f u l ,  l a r g e r  t h a n  
l i f e  a n d  s u p e r  
e n t h u s i a s t i c  a b o u t  
w a v e  r i d i n g ,  t h e  t w i c e  
E u r o p e a n  L o n g b o a r d  
C h a m p  i s  a l s o  a  f a n  o f  
s t a n d  u p  p a d d l e  
s u r f i n g .  S U P  M a g  U K  

c a u g h t  u p  w i t h  t h e  m a n  h i m s e l f  f o r  a  
n a t t e r  a b o u t  a l l  t h i n g s  S U P  a n d  s u r f .

Duck to 
water – 
Chris ‘Guts’ Griffiths 
interview

s t a n d  u p  p a d d l e  m a g  u k23

W h a t  d i d  y o u r  c r e w  t h i n k  w h e n  
t h e y  f i r s t  s a w  y o u  r o c k  u p  
s w i n g i n g  a  b l a d e ?  
I was the first person at my home break of Langland to take a
paddle board into the lineup and it would be fair to say there
were a few raised eyebrows. I was terrible at it too! It took me
months to even master the basics and several times I
considered giving up as I've never struggled with any form of
surfing as much as I did with SUP. But thankfully I persevered
and started to ride pretty well – which calmed down all the
boys nerves a bit as they realised I wasn't going to kill anyone.

H o w  d i f f e r e n t  i s  i t  r i d i n g  a   s t a n d  
u p  c o m p a r e d  t o  r e g u l a r  s u r f i n g ?  
It's totally different but exactly the same, if that makes any
sense? Once you've adjusted to the size of the board and
figured out all the skills you need with the paddle, it becomes
just another way of surfing. Different but equally fulfilling and
as fun as regular surfing. And because you can surf SUPs in
even the tiniest of ripples, it means that you get to go surfing
so many more days of the year.

  
  
   

Interview
:SUP M

ag UK   Pics:Chris Griffiths
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W h i c h  d o  y o u  p r e f e r  –  S U P  
o r  s u r f  –  a n d  w h y ?
I don't prefer any form of surfing over the
other – I am totally excited to be surfing my
shortboard, SUP or log. There are days (and
waves) that are more suited to one board or
another. I just find that riding all sorts of
boards keeps me interested and excited to surf
more than if I just rode the same type of board
every day. 

Y o u  c o m p e t e d  o n  t h e  E u r o  
L o n g b o a r d  T o u r  ( a n d  w o n  
i t  t w i c e )  a n d  w e  k n o w  
y o u ’ v e  d o n e  a  f e w  S U P  
c o m p s  i n  t h e  p a s t  –  a n y  
p l a n s  t o  m a k e  i t  m o r e  o f  a  
t h i n g ?
Yeah, I did all the UK SUP contests for a couple
of years and never lost an event I entered. I
am the current Welsh Champion too. That
being said, I am pushing 50 now and don't
have the desire to compete as much as I did
years ago. I may do a few select events but
contest surfing isn't my big focus anymore. I'd
rather surf great waves and progress myself
and my surfing in that way.

W h e r e ’ s  y o u r  l o c a l  
h a u n t   a n d  w h a t  t y p i c a l  
c o n d i t i o n s  a r e  y o u  f a c e d  
w i t h ?
My local beach is Langland Bay. It’s a great
place to call home and produces a variety of
waves depending on the tide – from soft
perfect peelers to world class reef breaks, all
on the same beach. It's a busy place and the
standard of surfing is high so it's super
competitive, which I like.

W h a t ’ s  y o u r  o p i n i o n  o n  
t h e  W e l s h  S U P  s c e n e  a s  a  
w h o l e ?  
There's a thriving SUP scene in Wales. It seems
(particularly locally) to have attracted quite a
few girls, which is great to see. The standard is
slowly getting better and we have several
British team members who SUP locally.

Y o u ’ v e  d o n e  y o u r  f a i r  
s h a r e  o f  g l o b a l  s u r f  
t r a v e l l i n g  –  w h a t ’ s  y o u r  
n u m b e r  o n e  s p o t  a n d  w h y  
s h o u l d  w e  g o  t h e r e ?
For regular surfing, my dream destination is
the Mentawais with its bathtub warm water
and super consistent perfect barrels. As for a
perfect SUP destination, that would have to be
the Maldives. You get the same perfect surf as
Indo but less barrels and power, which makes
it a bit more SUP friendly.
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W h a t  a b o u t  d o m e s t i c ?
My favourite waves to SUP in the UK are the sand reef
at low tide Langland. This is a slabby, thick,
challenging wave that holds a really solid swell. It's a
difficult but ultimately rewarding wave to SUP.
Another one is a cracking little wave in Yorkshire
called Caves situated at the north end of Sandsend
bay. This place produces a really fun rippable left
that machines away for 150 yards on a good day. My
third one is another left hander in West Wales, a very
special wave that is very fickle but when it's firing
can produce mind bendingly long, rippable waves to
rival any point break in the world. 

D o  y o u  h a v e  a n y  i n t e r e s t  i n  
f l a t  w a t e r  p a d d l i n g  o r  i s  i t  
j u s t  w a v e s  t h a t  f l o a t  y o u r  
b o a t ?  
I have done a few flat water races (I actually won
the Starboard September Sessions surf and
flatwater race when it was held in Ireland a few
years back) but it's not my forte. 

H o w ’ s  t h e  l o c a l  S U P  s c e n e  i n  
y o u r  a r e a ?
It's growing in popularity, that's for sure. But some
people overstep their ability level and take SUPs
into surf spots that they can't handle or are too
busy for a SUP, which can cause some friction for
sure. To be fair though, there are a lot more people
buying SUPs for flat water fun than for surf and I
think this will always be the case. 

W h a t  d o  y o u  t h i n k  a b o u t  t h e  
n a t i o n a l  S U P  s c e n e ?  D o  y o u  
s e e   i t  b e i n g  a s   b i g  a s  s o m e  
p r e d i c t   –  b i g g e r  t h a n  
s u r f i n g ?
No, I see SUP surfing staying much smaller than
regular surfing - especially in proper waves, as it's
just too difficult for most people's ability level. It
takes a lot of surfing skill to handle a SUP board
safely in decent surf. But I do see flatwater SUP
becoming massive. 

W h y  d o e s  p a d d l e  s u r f i n g  
a p p e a l   t o  t h o s e  w h o  s e e  i t ?
I think its appeal is that it is a completely different
way to approach surfing. It's a way to challenge
yourself and learn new skills in a sport that you have
maybe gleaned all you can. It also opens up the
possibility of surfing a raft of days a year when it's
too small to conventionally surf any other board.

T a l k  t o  u s  a b o u t  y o u r  
s h a p i n g  b a c k g r o u n d  –   h a v e  
y o u  c r a f t e d  a n y  G u t s  
b r a n d e d   s t a n d  u p  p a d d l e  
b o a r d s  y e t ?
I've been shaping now for 20 years and have
shaped boards that I feel are very suited to the
waves we have in this country. I started
predominantly shaping longboards for myself and
a host of Britain's best longboarders including Sam
Bleakley, Elliot Dudley, Connor Griffiths and Joe
Davies but these days I'm making more
shortboards and hybrids. I have made a few
custom SUPs for myself and a few friends but have
not really rolled them out commercially yet.

Maybe one day I’ll do this, but I have a small factory
that’s running at full production and I want to keep
making boards the old fashioned way (by hand) so
I'm limited to the amount of boards I can produce.

B l u  W a v e  h a v e  j u s t  s t a r t e d  
s p o n s o r i n g  y o u  –  h o w  d i d  
t h e i r  s u p p o r t  c o m e  a b o u t ?
I've been aware of Blu Wave as a SUP brand for
several seasons and have liked their boards and
accessories. I’ve been selling them in my shop for a
while now, but it was only recently they invited me
to try out their boards with a view to riding and
promoting them. It’s still early days but I have to
say that, as well as looking great, they surf really
well. They are lightweight, responsive and easy to
surf. I'm really impressed. 

W h a t ’ s  y o u r  ‘ g o  t o ’  s t i c k  i n  
t h e   B l u   W a v e  r a n g e ?  
There are two that I’m favouring at the moment. In
small waves I'm riding the 8.6ft Waverider pro and
in overhead stuff the 9.6ft Waverider pro. 

A n y  s p e c i f i c  S U P  p l a n s  
m o v i n g  f o r w a r d s ?  W a v e s  t o  
r i d e ,  s p o t s  t o  h i t  u p ?
Yeah, I'm heading to Ireland in September for a few
weeks to do some serious testing with the whole
Blu Wave range and then it’s time for somewhere
warmer for a winter trip!

F i n a l  s h o u t s  a n d  t h a n k s ?
Just a big thanks to everyone that has helped me
in my life and with my surfing career. It's been a
great journey so far!
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W h i c h  d o  y o u  p r e f e r  –  S U P  
o r  s u r f  –  a n d  w h y ?
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Words: María Andrés          Pics: Zahira Aragón

For a little while I’ve realised that sharing good times with others is what makes me 
enjoy those moments the most. Admiring the coastline from a SUP board with the 
water totally calm, feeling that you are standing over a huge liquid mass that is 
breathing in rhythm under your feet but you are feeling comfortable; that’s
something we have all experienced. But I am sure that you have also wanted to share
those kind of moments with friends or family.

I have the chance to enjoy these things with my
brothers and my boyfriend and I’m grateful for that, but
I still want to share them with more people I love. I wish
I could offer them those moments as a present.
Someone who I really wanted to do so with, and on the
coast where I live, is my friend Sarah Hebert. 

Sarah has been through so many adventures; she can
tell you stories that leave you breathless. She is a brave
and inspiring person. I was keen to bring her home and
show her just how amazing our coast is. As she said: “I
could not have imagined how beautiful and wild this
coast is!”

Spain’s Cadiz coast is such a natural playground for
exploring on a SUP. You can cruise along rivers that run
through quaint fishing villages, head into the forest or
just pass by flowery fields with cows grazing. You can
surf by yourself at little beaches with wonderfully clear
water, perfect peeling waves breaking on outer reefs in
front of the red cliffs, watching the sunset over the
horizon through the waves. Observing such a stunning
scene, your mind wonders whether it is real or not.
That’s when you realise how beautiful life is – and how
SUP is changing your relationship with nature forever,
letting you experience it from a deeper level.
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of moments in many places around the

world, but in Cadiz we have so many of

these spots; places that make you feel small

on a big and beautiful planet.

Depending upon which season you visit, you

will find very different landscapes – but

always hypnotic ones. In spring you can

paddle along beaches or pass through green

fields full of flowers; huge sunflower

plantations and a bright blue sky. In

summertime the countryside is dry and

yellow, reminiscent of Van Gogh paintings.

Even in summer you can find quiet places to

paddle and if you like to wander around in the

villages in search of dinner, tapas or a lively

bar then summer is the season to come.

Sarah and I were interested in finding

beautiful, quiet places to surf and cruise in

harmony with nature. We found some truly

magical places, full of energy and amazing

beauty.

Cruising around
With so many options, it was hard to 

choose our spots. The channels on the

marshes offer unique paths, with 

seabirds all around you. At some points in

the year you can even find numerous

flamingos, a wonderful sight. 

Paddling during the sunset or under a full

moon is a unique experience. Los Toruños,

on Cadiz Bay, is ideal for this kind of route –

and then you can keep on paddling to the

nearby fishing villages. In the natural park

of Doñana you’ll discover amazing channels

and a very special atmosphere too.

We decided to explore Sancti-Petri. The little

village and the island of Sancti-Petri with its

castle are magic spots, there is no doubt!

The place has lived through some

interesting history. During XII BC a Hercules

temple was built on the island. Some

historians say that Hercules himself was

buried under the temple, and many sailors

since have offered their sacrifices here over

the years. It is even said that Julius Caesar

visited the temple to be blessed before a

mission. 
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Of course you can get these kind

In summertime the
countryside is dry and
yellow, reminiscent of
Van Gogh paintings

USEFUL INFORMATION:

Nearby airports: Jerez, Malaga and

Seville.

Camping: At almost every beach

there is a campsites. It’s also

possible to free camp in some areas.

Getting around: To enjoy the area

and explore the best surf spots

depending on the conditions, having

a car is essential. There are many car

rental companies at the airports and

in the cities.

Forecast: Try to avoid coming when

we have strong winds from the south

or Levante; the coast becomes wild

with winds up to 50 knots.

Nowadays you can still feel that history and

energy. And, as with every special place,

there are some legends in the air… some say

that the Atlantis was submerged right there.

Today the village is very peculiar, with ruins

from an old fishermen’s village, some

chiringuitos to eat fresh fish right in front of

the river, a windsurfing club (my club!), a

little port and beautiful paintings of whales

on the ruins‘ walls.

Cruising down channels past small fishing

boats and the sand islands that emerge at

low tide is marvellous. Early in the morning

it is quiet and peaceful. Sarah and I paddled

in crystal clear, flat water under the warm

sunrise light, watching the seagulls

standing on the sand islands in front of the

castle. We paddled in silence towards the

birds until they noticed our presence. They

started flying all around us while we were

just floating in harmony. Simply beautiful.

Next we headed along the coast, to the north

and then to the south. Heading north you can

go to Cadiz town – just point to the huge new

bridge marking the north. It‘s not that far and

the coastline is wild and sandy with

picturesque sand dunes. Sometimes you’ll

get lucky and can even surf on the way.

Going south, follow the red cliffs of La

Barrosa beach and just paddle and paddle

as long as you want, passing in front of

Roche or Conil; both of them beautiful,

sometimes boasting amazing waves and

not many people.

We explored Conil and went up the river but

soon realised this was not the best idea –

too muddy and a treatment water plant...!

So, even though the landscape around the

river is stunning, in Conil we suggest that

you just cruise along the coast in front of

the cliffs. Going further south you find the

famous wave spots of El Palmar and Caños

de Meca (Cabo de Trafalgar). Both of them

are powerful because of their history,

location and landscape; again some of

those magic places on the map that you

should visit.

Then, from Barbate to Tarifa (the most

southerly point), the coast is quite wild and

beautiful, passing through Zahara and

Bolonia – two very charming villages. Long

sandy beaches alternate with hidden little

coves, natural pools, cliffs and sand dunes

overtaking pine woods. All of this is a great

area to cruise on calm and clear waters, and

it is also perfect for downwinders when the

Levante or Poniente winds blow.
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Camping: At almost every beach

there is a campsites. It’s also

possible to free camp in some areas.

Getting around: To enjoy the area

and explore the best surf spots

depending on the conditions, having

a car is essential. There are many car

rental companies at the airports and

in the cities.

Forecast: Try to avoid coming when

we have strong winds from the south

or Levante; the coast becomes wild

with winds up to 50 knots.

Nowadays you can still feel that history and

energy. And, as with every special place,

there are some legends in the air… some say

that the Atlantis was submerged right there.

Today the village is very peculiar, with ruins

from an old fishermen’s village, some

chiringuitos to eat fresh fish right in front of

the river, a windsurfing club (my club!), a

little port and beautiful paintings of whales

on the ruins‘ walls.
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boats and the sand islands that emerge at

low tide is marvellous. Early in the morning

it is quiet and peaceful. Sarah and I paddled

in crystal clear, flat water under the warm

sunrise light, watching the seagulls

standing on the sand islands in front of the

castle. We paddled in silence towards the

birds until they noticed our presence. They

started flying all around us while we were

just floating in harmony. Simply beautiful.

Next we headed along the coast, to the north

and then to the south. Heading north you can

go to Cadiz town – just point to the huge new

bridge marking the north. It‘s not that far and

the coastline is wild and sandy with

picturesque sand dunes. Sometimes you’ll

get lucky and can even surf on the way.

Going south, follow the red cliffs of La

Barrosa beach and just paddle and paddle

as long as you want, passing in front of

Roche or Conil; both of them beautiful,

sometimes boasting amazing waves and

not many people.

We explored Conil and went up the river but

soon realised this was not the best idea –

too muddy and a treatment water plant...!

So, even though the landscape around the

river is stunning, in Conil we suggest that

you just cruise along the coast in front of

the cliffs. Going further south you find the

famous wave spots of El Palmar and Caños

de Meca (Cabo de Trafalgar). Both of them

are powerful because of their history,

location and landscape; again some of

those magic places on the map that you

should visit.

Then, from Barbate to Tarifa (the most

southerly point), the coast is quite wild and

beautiful, passing through Zahara and

Bolonia – two very charming villages. Long

sandy beaches alternate with hidden little

coves, natural pools, cliffs and sand dunes

overtaking pine woods. All of this is a great

area to cruise on calm and clear waters, and

it is also perfect for downwinders when the

Levante or Poniente winds blow.
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Bolonia is probably 
the most special of our beaches. You can find
cows walking along the long and white sand
beach which ends with a huge dune that
climbs over the mountain, over the pines and
over anything else in its path, right on the
side of the Roman ruins of Baeloclaudia. Here
in summer you can enjoy live music or a play
at the old theatre, watching the moon
reflected on the sea right behind the stage.
This is absolutely amazing, a unique
experience that you will never forget.

Once in Tarifa, the coast line is very similar to
Bolonia with the sand dune on the north, a
result of the Levante winds, a long beach to
the south and the Atlas mountains from
Africa right in front of you. At certain times of
the year you can find nice lagoons along the
beach, and you can also explore Jara River. 

Of course there’s the opportunity for
downwinders here but also Tarifa Island is a
spectacular place to cruise around. Don’t miss
the opportunity to take snorkelling gear and
discover what lies within the deserted little
coves. The island is linked to mainland by a
small road, which is the exact dividing line
between the Atlantic ocean and the
Mediterranean sea. Another magic place.

It is very important to be informed about
currents and tides, as well as the wind
forecast. This coast can be surprisingly
powerful and dangerous.

We have some picturesque swamps and lakes
to visit too. Around Arcos de la Frontera,
Castellar or Benalup you can cruise on the
foggy waters during the mornings, a very
mysterious atmosphere. There are spots too
where you can camp, so it’s worth taking your
time, walking and paddling, to discover the
local fauna – as well as trying the superb
tapas from the 'ventas‘.

SUP surf
Along the coast there are many peaks. The great
thing is that, whatever the forecast, you can
always choose the right spot. Although
sometimes that means a lot of laps in your van...

Sarah is lucky, she stayed for just ten days
and yet we managed do everything;
windsurfing and SUP, on the flat and in the
surf. The wave of El Lentisco, in La Barrosa,
only works every three years in front of my
house. Well, today it's perfect! I can’t believe
what I‘m seeing. We stay in the water until
nightfall, facing the red cliffs of the coast. 

We were looking for accessible peaks, where
it’s easy to SUP surf and without too many
people. We discovered that while there are

Well, today it's perfect! I can’t
believe what I‘m seeing. We stay
in the water until nightfall, facing

the red cliffs of the coast

The island is linked to mainland by a
small road, which is the exact dividing
line between the Atlantic ocean and the
Mediterranean sea
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plenty of places like this, it heavily depends
on the weather and what time you go. El
Palmar is always the busiest area. But simply
walk a little to the right or the left of Mogollon
and it’s quiet – and the same happens in
Cortadura and at the other beaches too. Our
favourite spot of all is at the north of La
Barrosa beach in Chiclana.

One day we tried to surf at Cape Trafalgar and
Caños de Meca. There are several sites for SUP
surfing, all as good as each other. But today,
after a rather flat winter, all the local surfers
seem to have agreed to surf here. It’s too busy
for us to paddle. I regret not being able to
share this idyllic place that I have talked so
much about with Sarah, with its long,
perfectly lined up waves overlooked by the
lighthouse. 

We continue to El Palmar but it doesn’t look
good. A little disappointed, we head home.
There we get a rather lovely surprise – we see
some peaks, at this spot that breaks so rarely
right in front of our house in La Barrosa. Today
those peaks are flawless. Here the sunsets are
sublime; I know that tonight will be
memorable. Wave after wave, rights and lefts,
we surf until night. There are three more
friends with their SUP boards in the water.
Nobody else. Lentisco’s waves gave us a great
session.

From north to south, you can enjoy plenty of
other spots on this coast including Cien
Metros, Las Redes, Cortadura, Roche, La
Fontanilla, Yerbabuena, Bolonia, Benavides
and Balneario.

Today those peaks are flawless.
Wave after wave, rights and lefts,
we surf until night

USEFUL INFORMATION:
When: In winter there are more waves but it can
be cold and rainy. In spring it is warmer and
everything is quiet, though it becomes difficult to
catch the swell. Summer is pleasant and lively.
The villages are festive and there is life
everywhere. Waves are rare though. The beginning
of autumn is perhaps best of all – it’s still warm,
the beaches are not as crowded, there are
generally no storms and swell begins to arrive.

Neoprene: 4/3 in winter and shorty or swimsuit in
summer.
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Nap time in Andalusia
On this coast, life is good. The cities are very
welcoming. We laugh, we dance and we
certainly eat well in Andalusia – thanks to
its proximity to the sea, its fruit plantations
and its famous olive oil. Sarah feasts on
octopus a la plancha accompanied by
saffron potatoes. She made a great choice;
that’s definitely my favourite tapas!

The people of the coast of Cadiz are bright,
happy and have a special energy. There is
always something to do. People in the
streets and on the terraces, local festivals
plus beautiful flowers and winding, quaint
alleys give a special charm to the villages.

After lunch the whole town is quiet. We’re on
Spanish time and it‘s nap time. Whether
you slept or not, the shops are closed and if

it is hot then people flee the streets and
rest. Later the activity resumes. I enjoyed
watching Sarah absorb all of this as well as
sampling plenty of traditional tapas.

Castellar, Tarifa, Conil, Zahara... all these
coastal cities are beautiful but Vejer, for me,
is the one that has everything. It is perched
on top of a hill with white houses all
crammed in haphazardly, some suspended
in the abyss of the cliff. Vejer is a village
reminiscent of northern Morocco but with
geraniums in the windows. It has a pleasant
cosmopolitan and bohemian atmosphere.
Its curved streets are organised in a huge
and happy mess, encouraging you to walk
around and breathe in the breeze that rises
slowly around the little streets, enjoying
every step.

USEFUL
INFORMATION:
Location: You can find SUP,
windsurfing and kite schools
everywhere, but most of
them are around Tarifa.
Make sure you can rent a
board but take it with you to
other beaches before you
come – email the hire
companies in
advance.arrive.

Food: There are so many
amazing local dishes but the
very best of all is our tuna
fish so when it is the tuna
season, make sure you try it!

THE BLUE CHIP 
SUP SCHOOL

The First ASI accredited
SUP School in Europe for
Flat Water and Coastal
Open Water conditions.

Principle and head
instructor: 

Brian Johncey

There is no substitute for
Knowledge, Experience

and Passion

THE BLUE CHIP 
BOARD STORE 
Blue Chip has over 30

years of experience driven
knowledge, that's why

Blue Chip SUP Store is the
No1 SUP Supplier in the

UK.
Come and visit us at our
High Street Store, we open

at 07:30, 

Blue Chip - more than just
an internet store

Blue Chip holds the
largest stocks of SUP
boards in the UK 

We offer the best package
deals available.

www.BlueChipBoardStore.co.uk <<<<<<<<<

THE LARGEST DEMO FLEET OF

STAND UP

PADDLE
INFLATABLES IN THE UK

http://advance.arr
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UP
WAKE(S)WAKE(S)
UP
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Words: Peter Cockill
Photos: Steven Hughes
Back in 2012, upon returning home
to the temperate shores of Loch
Lomond and feeling much
rejuvenated from an amazing SUP
surfing trip to the stunning, crystal
clear waters of the Maldives, I was
looking for a regular surfing fix a
little closer to home avoiding my
usual two hour flog to the nearest
beach break. 

Loch Lomond, which lies 14 miles
north of Glasgow on the boundary of
the Lowlands and Highlands, is  24
miles long by five miles wide and gets
waves when westerlies blow. There are
several standing river waves nearby
too, similarly weather-dependent. 

I heard through the grapevine that a
new wake boat had arrived on the Loch
with a ‘surf system’, which produces
waves up to two foot in height and
whose length can be adjusted at the
touch of a button. I telephoned the
wake boat owner and explained
tentatively my idea of trying to surf
behind his boat on my paddleboard
and asked if I could give it a go. Whilst
I think he was interested mainly in
trying a paddleboard, to his credit he
agreed to go along with it.

I arrived the wakeboard base at
Rowardennan, a small, picturesque
village nestled just under Ben Lomond,
armed with my trusty Starboard Big
Easy, 12ft long and a little heavier
than current designs. As my board was
too big to go into the boat, I paddled
out to the middle of the Loch to try my
first attempt. On reaching the centre
of the Loch I had a moment of “What
now?”, as I had not actually worked
out how to get up onto the waves!

The first attempt involved the boat
driving past pretty quickly and me
paddling into the wave, however it
quickly became obvious this was just
not going to work. For my second
attempt I was towed via rope, straight
behind the boat, however I did not
quite get this right either and my
board rapidly became a missile,
headed straight towards the shiny new
vessel and demanding a quick abort.
Upon regrouping, I realised that I had
to get this right next time otherwise I
could well have outstayed my
welcome and be paddling back to
shore.
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So there I was: in the middle of Loch
Lomond, surfing a wave, feeling

amazingly stable, using the paddle to
balance any minor wobbles, flying

along at about 20mph

On my third try 
I decided to kneel on the board, five metres
behind and wide of the boat. This was it…
The boat took off and happily I was
positioned just right and got into the wave
and within a few metres I was on my feet
and riding. I threw the tow rope back to the
boat, grabbed my paddle in both hands and
that was it: I was SUP surfing unaided,
trimming up and down a sweet one to two
foot wave.  Some adjustments where
needed – if I got too close to the boat I
would move back and stall the board; if I
moved away from the curl then a few
paddle strokes through the whitewash soon
had me back in the ‘sweet spot’.

So there I was: in the middle of Loch
Lomond, surfing a wave, feeling amazingly
stable, using the paddle to balance any
minor wobbles, flying along at about
20mph and scoring three to four minute
rides. Naturally, I left that day jubilant,
with pretty sore calves but very happy. I
reckon quite a few surfing sessions at a
beach break would be needed to match
the length of time that I had been riding
waves for during that day.

Fast forward three years to the summer of
2015, when I was fortunate enough to have
another go at wake SUP surfing and this
time on my 9'5” Naish wave board, which
was a whole lot more manoeuvrable –
allowing  my wave trimming, top and
bottom turns all now to become more
defined. Plus I was able to get towed into
the wake already stood up, making the
transition to actual surfing easier than from
a kneeling position. ‘Hanging five’ and nose
riding will soon be mastered. Hopefully… 

Before I discovered paddleboarding I had
a longboard background in surfing and I
can only describe wake SUP surfing as the
closest thing to cruising on a big mal on a
mellow day. 

Having a group of friends only a few
metres away in the boat encouraging me
created a great camaraderie too, and with
the boat‘s music system and lights on it
was brilliant being able to ride into the
dark listening to favourite sounds. A tip we
worked out to gain a few extra inches in
wake height was to put the heaviest
person in one corner of the boat –
unfortunately this was usually me so I
never really benefited here!
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Wakeboarding itself
is there for those wanting a more aggressive
ride and experienced wakeboarders make it
very exciting to watch but, if like me,  you
are ‘getting on a bit’ and maybe nursing a
few aches or indeed just want an easier ride
then i’d say that wake SUp surfing is the
way to go. i believe too that board size could
come down and be more fun, with the
paddle used more for turning and balancing   

Questions that may arise here are: is this a
good alternative to open water surfing?
Does it compare to a day at your local
beach break? purists would probably think
not, as it is man-made waves and needs
the expense of a boat – although in some
ways it is similar to the wave Garden. 

wake SUp surfing works for me though as
an occasional treat but guess if i was out
every week it could get a bit boring. each
of the several great sessions over almost
four years have left me smiling, energised
and totally stoked, and well pleased that i
have found a fun-sized wave a few miles
close to home that is theoretically is
endless... So, if you are lucky enough like
me to find a generous skipper (preferably
one who wants a go too), then i
recommend that you try wake SUp surfing
at least once in your life.

Thanks to Ricky oldershaw, our skipper,
and Steven Hughes who took the photos.
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Top wake
SUp TipS:
l always have three in a

boat for safety.

l Use short fins to create a
loose board.

l Surf like you are on a
wave SUp.

l Move to the back of the
board if you’re getting
too close to the boat.
This will slow the board
down.

l extra bodies at the back
of the boat will increase
the size of wave.

l Use the paddle for
balance and powering
back into the curl of the
wave.
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me to find a generous skipper (preferably
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recommend that you try wake SUp surfing
at least once in your life.

Thanks to Ricky oldershaw, our skipper,
and Steven Hughes who took the photos.
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I was never a child gifted with brilliance… I’m not proud of that, but it’s a fact. 
I shouldn’t start this story with lies, right? I think so, just for the sake of
posterity, because later on I’m really going to be drawing off of a lot of 'artist’s
interpretation’ just for the sake of entertainment. You get it. So again, average
intelligence, average grades throughout my academic career. Attention
deficit? Yes. Initiative? No. You see what I’m depicting here, and you might
be wondering why it is that I’ve decided to open with this humdinger of a
self-depreciating hook?

Words:Bernd Roediger

Pics:Martin Daly – Epic Stock Media
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THE MARSHALL ISLANDS
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what I’m about to tell you might seem a little confusing at first, I know it was for me, and so
I’m offering you a bit of comfort here - we’ll get through this together; because if I can, you
can too. That’s logical, right?

Well, I guess it’s because

Ok here goes: do not, under any
circumstances, approach the
Marshall Islands, ever.

I’m serious, if you value your well-being
you should listen to me right now! The
place will ruin your mojo, the whole scene
is one big happiness hazard! I’m talking
about barrel blindness. It sets in almost
immediately upon arriving at the site. You
will witness, in horror, as the beach breaks
and b-grade waves most dear to you will
distort, disintegrate and eventually
disappear from view. White washed from
your mind’s eye! But it doesn’t end there.
The equatorial sun will turn you into a
Hawaiian, 90 degree water in the lineup
will make bathwater back home
unacceptable. There’s so much life in the
ocean, crusty dudes on the docks tell
tales of days they didn’t catch fish. 

One such crusty dude happens to hail from
Australia and goes by the name of Martin
Daly – he owns a multitude of boats. Don’t get
on the boats! He’ll tell you that he wants to
take you to a strange Marshallese atoll that’s
inexplicably foreign to the rest of the modern
world; really he’s trying to ruin your life.

Ok, so now I can almost hear the proverbial
record scratching. Where is this train wreck
of an article even going? That same melody
of sweet surf sensationalism we all love to
read has been broken down into a writhing
dubstep remix of nauseating ‘antistoke’. But
I’m your friend here, listen to your friend,
your friend wants to help you. If only I’d
known three years ago what I know now. I’d

have saved myself from imploding, and
probably have graduated with better grades.

To clear things up, a place such as this wasn’t
meant for mortal men. Guys like you and me,
we aren’t supposed to have this much fun.
Regardless of who you are, or how long ago
your state legalised marijuana, you’re not
equipped with the dopamine capacities for
this level of euphoria.

I feel like this is the part where my job as a
writer becomes simple, I could very easily
pepper these pages with a plethora of
descriptive words, add too many adjectives,
lather over the keyboard, stoke pouring out
until the pages are soaked, and now you’re
bored. Hose you down with adjectives the
way Mickey Cohen might’ve hosed down a
bank with a Tommy Gun. 
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I’ve been many a time been told that my writing
style is ‘long’. No, I’ll rest my fingers, and you can
rest your reading glasses; let me just point you to
these awesome photos, courtesy of Martin Daly.  

On the topic of Martin Daly, for those of you who
may not know who this guy is  Captain of the
Indies Trader, the flagship of the famed Quiksilver
Crossing, home of Kelly Slater’s Young Guns films.
You can safely bet the best names in surfing like
Tom Carroll, Kelly, Dane Reynolds, Bill Hartley, Taj
Burrow and Dave Kalama, consider the Indies to
be a second home; it just happens to be a boat.
The guy who’s been in the wheelhouse from day
one, Martin Daly, has pioneered the Mentawais
and named most of the breaks there, as well as
hundreds across the globe. He took the Quiksilver
Crossing everywhere from Madagascar and South
Africa to Alaska, from Jakarta to Jamaica, in and
out of major ports in Europe, to undiscovered
territories locked away in the South Pacific. Now
he’s taken the search here. 

Why did he seek out surf in the Marshalls? Beats
me, maybe he’s James Cook reincarnate and
unfinished spots on a map feel like paper cuts
under his finger nails, who am I to say? Maybe he
just couldn’t stand being the ‘established guy’
with all his assets in order, sitting complacently as
the big fish in the small Mentawaian pond. Three
consecutive years I’ve been spending my winters
with him and I still don’t understand the guy! Still,
after my first season, I understood how he had
profoundly changed my life, and in only 45 days.  

Fun fact, 15 year old me also wrote extremely
long, arduously time consuming, epics and tried
to get them into magazines. You’d think high
school would’ve taught me that short, sweet and
‘on time’ were comparable qualities to
painstakingly long and overdue.  

I’d be happy to.
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Hey, I was excited! I had just got back to
Maui after a month and a half on the Indies
Trader. Having only planned to spend 12
days on the atoll, you could understand the
difference in emotion between my parents
and I. I told them everything that had
happened to me while I was over there and
then decided to write it all down. Every photo
on my phone was a memory, every cut on
my body had a story (I was and still am all
scarred up from that trip), I even broke my
spine. Compression fracture on my T12
vertebrae, happened on the last big day of
my trip, going over the falls in wide open
10ft barrel – I’ll never forget what it was like
inside. 

And that’s probably the first time I’ve used
fact in this entire article! It’s true, I never
forgot the feeling of this place. I longed to go
back all summer long. It was truly the best
and worst thing that had ever happened to
me. I was hooked, my foot was in the stirrup,
and after a whirlwind of time passing, I find
myself here, writing again. Two more
Marshall Island adventures under my belt,
each time I make an attempt to plan a
simple two week trip, and each time Martin
dangles week after week in front of me. Just
for the price of working onboard, washing a
few dishes, tying and untying a few knots.
How can I shake off the addiction when it’s
gonna be that easy to get my fix?! Sorry
Mum, I’ll be an addict for life.

Do not, under any circumstances, approach
the Marshall Islands, ever. This is the part
where my job as a writer becomes very
complicated. I’ve given you fair warning,
tried my absolute best to put into words the
kind of irreparable damage at stake. We’re
dealing with substance abuse here, and the
drug in question? It’s paradise, freedom
maybe… or surfing, glorious surfing! The
chance to get hooked all over again, like we
all were in the beginning.  Before we turned
all salty and ‘try hard’.  

I can see you looking at these photos even
now, my words can’t feed those hungry eyes.
“What’s wrong,” you ask yourself “in just
having a little taste? Two weeks is all I need,
just one 10ft barrel will do me just fine.” Ok
man, come talk to me, let me introduce you
to a friend of mine…
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a massive collection of 24 atolls (1,156 islands). During WWII both the US and the Japanese
were vying for strategic advantages throughout the Pacific, the Marshalls being one of many
battlefronts. Sitting just north of the Equator, just east of the Federal States of Micronesia. 

After the war, the United States planted their fingers firmly into the Marshallese pie. You
may have heard of the American nuclear bomb testing on Bikini Atoll – if not check out the
opening footage of the newest Godzilla flick where they bomb an island… but in the movie
it’s a coverup and they were trying to oust Godzilla! However, it really was an atoll… they sort
of ‘evicted’ everyone off and then cooked it.  

DO NOT APPROACH THE
MARSHALL ISLANDS!

The Marshall Islands are
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20Dadand lad– rolling on 20s (questions)    with Steve and Ollie Laddiman
Even though you’re father and
son, your relationship comes
across more as mates. Is it
like that or do you annoy the
hell out of each other really?
(Steve) Pretty much, there will always be a
degree of patriarchy but when we’re on the
hunt for surf it’s very much on equal terms.
As soon as he’s driving then this will level
out even more so I can sleep on the way
and the way back like he does at the
moment!

Do you find surfing together
has increased your bond? It’s
not often you see such
camaraderie between family
members.
(Steve) For sure, surfing requires a lot of
time spent in each other’s pockets – not
only on the water but also travelling, as well
as all the planning and scouring of
forecasts. There’s the shared highs and lows
plus the common angst when one of us is
getting nailed badly! We are always
watching each other’s backs.

Are you competitive with
each other in the water? Is
the race on to see who will get
the most likes on Facebook
for their videos and pics?
(Ollie) There’s always going to be a slight
competitive air, but we don’t tend to show
it. 

(Steve) On the water we both have very
different styles (and I’m fully aware that
he’s way better than me!) so we tend not to
compete but do push each other on as
much as we can. Social media wise, there is
little to say really; it’s more a vessel to
document the better sessions we’ve had or
notable days out. If folk happen to like
what we put up then that’s great.  

Ollie, recently you took
possession of a performance
longboard shape from your
sponsor Escape. What made
you go down this route after
riding high performance short
boards for so long? 
The last two years of the Irish SUP comp we
have both entered the 10ft+ category. It’s
just a hoot, and no one seems to take it too
seriously, so I decided to go ahead and get
my own longboard style SUP. I’m definitely
not regretting it! It turns what would be a
crappy session into a chilled, fun surf.

Steve, are you into logging as
well or are you happy to stick
with your regular ride?
I don’t often venture much beyond 8ft but I
do love a longboard session. I reckon
there’s a lot of mileage in it. The current
longer SUPs are just a bit too big and fat. As
soon as they slim down a bit more I’m
there.

Steve, are you tempted to
step up and compete on the
world stage like your son? 
Funny! It was an education to be amongst the
world’s best last year at La Torche. The level is
just beyond, and increasing all the time.

Ollie, how would you feel if you
suddenly had to face off
against your dad during a heat? 
It’d just be like any other heat, but with a
bit more chat. It happened a few times in
the Irish SUP Dublin surf comp.

Who’d win?
(Ollie) Last time it wasn’t me… 

(Steve) Incredibly I did… twice! That’s
competition though. Anything can happen!

What moves are you both
working on with your SUP
surfing? If one sees the other
nail something huge is the
pressure on to stomp the
same?
(Ollie) Airs, 360s and backhand. Really, I
need to work on my backhand!  

(Steve) Style and link ups are my priority.
If I see him nail something huge it’s all
about the hooting.

Talk to us about your current
quivers. What are both using
and why?
(Ollie) Well I’ve got a few to talk about; three
to be precise. There is the Escape 6.10ft x
25”, the old one now, that basically works in
all conditions from knee high to overhead 

         with Steve and Ollie Laddiman
and can slash anything to pieces. Then
there’s my new door shaped Escape that is
6.8ft x 23.5”. This is a slack wave shredder. It
works really well in smaller conditions and is
surprisingly stable for its width. Then to top it
off there is the longboard 9.1ft x 24”. This
thing is the bomb. It is fun in all conditions
no matter the weather, size or wind. It carves
really nicely and it’s great fun running up to
the nose. There’s a board for every condition.
I don’t really need much else. Well… You can’t
have too many boards? Can you?  

(Steve) I’m currently rocking the Loco
Comp 8.2ft and the Loco short SUP 7.4ft.
The 7.4ft is my go to board for almost any
condition as it is such a hoot in waves right
up to overhead, squirty off the tail with
loads of pop but with its fairly parallel
outline it can hold a rail on the larger stuff
with ease. The 8.2ft is for big waves or super
messy conditions as it is more stable and
paddles in easily with a classic rail turning
style. A noserider / longboard style stick
would complete the quiver well.

Do either of you indulge in
any flat water paddling or is it
all about waves and surfing?
(Steve)We do go for the odd flatwater
family paddle when needs must, but we’re
not really geared up for it. 

(Ollie) No, flat water is not really our thing.
Only if we have a new board and there are
no waves, or we haven’t been out for over
two months. Flat water in my eyes is just
tedious, no excitement, so I have no
interest. 

How do you pass the time
during flat spells?
(Steve) North Wales has a lot of
everything going on so there is
always something to do. Mostly
though when work isn’t getting in
the way windsurfing fills the time
with rock climbing plugging
any gaps between wind
and waves.

More and
more
paddlers
are looking
to step up in
waves – do
you think
there’ll come a time
when paddle boarders
outnumber surfers?
(Ollie) I don’t think that
paddlers will ever outnumber
the surfers, Too many surfers
still don’t agree with the way
of the paddle, but paddle
surfing is on the rise and
becoming more popular all the
time, anything can happen. 

(Steve) Surfing is a massive
marketing machine,
people will always want
to associate themselves
with it and as such it
will always be more popular. Suits me
too, I can’t abide a break overpopulated with
stand ups.

Interview: SUP Mag UK
Pics: Steve and Ollie Laddiman
Welsh father and son paddle surfing duo Steve and Ollie Laddiman 
are partners in crime when it comes to chasing down UK wave 
conditions and slicing a few tops off. With Ollie already having 
competed in World Stand Up Tour events and Steve noted 
as being a bona fide charger, SUP Mag UK thought it high 
time we caught up with the pair for a natter.
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out even more so I can sleep on the way
and the way back like he does at the
moment!

Do you find surfing together
has increased your bond? It’s
not often you see such
camaraderie between family
members.
(Steve) For sure, surfing requires a lot of
time spent in each other’s pockets – not
only on the water but also travelling, as well
as all the planning and scouring of
forecasts. There’s the shared highs and lows
plus the common angst when one of us is
getting nailed badly! We are always
watching each other’s backs.

Are you competitive with
each other in the water? Is
the race on to see who will get
the most likes on Facebook
for their videos and pics?
(Ollie) There’s always going to be a slight
competitive air, but we don’t tend to show
it. 

(Steve) On the water we both have very
different styles (and I’m fully aware that
he’s way better than me!) so we tend not to
compete but do push each other on as
much as we can. Social media wise, there is
little to say really; it’s more a vessel to
document the better sessions we’ve had or
notable days out. If folk happen to like
what we put up then that’s great.  

Ollie, recently you took
possession of a performance
longboard shape from your
sponsor Escape. What made
you go down this route after
riding high performance short
boards for so long? 
The last two years of the Irish SUP comp we
have both entered the 10ft+ category. It’s
just a hoot, and no one seems to take it too
seriously, so I decided to go ahead and get
my own longboard style SUP. I’m definitely
not regretting it! It turns what would be a
crappy session into a chilled, fun surf.

Steve, are you into logging as
well or are you happy to stick
with your regular ride?
I don’t often venture much beyond 8ft but I
do love a longboard session. I reckon
there’s a lot of mileage in it. The current
longer SUPs are just a bit too big and fat. As
soon as they slim down a bit more I’m
there.

Steve, are you tempted to
step up and compete on the
world stage like your son? 
Funny! It was an education to be amongst the
world’s best last year at La Torche. The level is
just beyond, and increasing all the time.

Ollie, how would you feel if you
suddenly had to face off
against your dad during a heat? 
It’d just be like any other heat, but with a
bit more chat. It happened a few times in
the Irish SUP Dublin surf comp.

Who’d win?
(Ollie) Last time it wasn’t me… 

(Steve) Incredibly I did… twice! That’s
competition though. Anything can happen!

What moves are you both
working on with your SUP
surfing? If one sees the other
nail something huge is the
pressure on to stomp the
same?
(Ollie) Airs, 360s and backhand. Really, I
need to work on my backhand!  

(Steve) Style and link ups are my priority.
If I see him nail something huge it’s all
about the hooting.

Talk to us about your current
quivers. What are both using
and why?
(Ollie) Well I’ve got a few to talk about; three
to be precise. There is the Escape 6.10ft x
25”, the old one now, that basically works in
all conditions from knee high to overhead 

         with Steve and Ollie Laddiman
and can slash anything to pieces. Then
there’s my new door shaped Escape that is
6.8ft x 23.5”. This is a slack wave shredder. It
works really well in smaller conditions and is
surprisingly stable for its width. Then to top it
off there is the longboard 9.1ft x 24”. This
thing is the bomb. It is fun in all conditions
no matter the weather, size or wind. It carves
really nicely and it’s great fun running up to
the nose. There’s a board for every condition.
I don’t really need much else. Well… You can’t
have too many boards? Can you?  

(Steve) I’m currently rocking the Loco
Comp 8.2ft and the Loco short SUP 7.4ft.
The 7.4ft is my go to board for almost any
condition as it is such a hoot in waves right
up to overhead, squirty off the tail with
loads of pop but with its fairly parallel
outline it can hold a rail on the larger stuff
with ease. The 8.2ft is for big waves or super
messy conditions as it is more stable and
paddles in easily with a classic rail turning
style. A noserider / longboard style stick
would complete the quiver well.

Do either of you indulge in
any flat water paddling or is it
all about waves and surfing?
(Steve)We do go for the odd flatwater
family paddle when needs must, but we’re
not really geared up for it. 

(Ollie) No, flat water is not really our thing.
Only if we have a new board and there are
no waves, or we haven’t been out for over
two months. Flat water in my eyes is just
tedious, no excitement, so I have no
interest. 

How do you pass the time
during flat spells?
(Steve) North Wales has a lot of
everything going on so there is
always something to do. Mostly
though when work isn’t getting in
the way windsurfing fills the time
with rock climbing plugging
any gaps between wind
and waves.

More and
more
paddlers
are looking
to step up in
waves – do
you think
there’ll come a time
when paddle boarders
outnumber surfers?
(Ollie) I don’t think that
paddlers will ever outnumber
the surfers, Too many surfers
still don’t agree with the way
of the paddle, but paddle
surfing is on the rise and
becoming more popular all the
time, anything can happen. 

(Steve) Surfing is a massive
marketing machine,
people will always want
to associate themselves
with it and as such it
will always be more popular. Suits me
too, I can’t abide a break overpopulated with
stand ups.

Interview: SUP Mag UK
Pics: Steve and Ollie Laddiman
Welsh father and son paddle surfing duo Steve and Ollie Laddiman 
are partners in crime when it comes to chasing down UK wave 
conditions and slicing a few tops off. With Ollie already having 
competed in World Stand Up Tour events and Steve noted 
as being a bona fide charger, SUP Mag UK thought it high 
time we caught up with the pair for a natter.
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What’s your general opinion of
SUP surfing in the UK?
(Ollie) Its good, everyone I see out on a SUP
is always improving. The whole UK SUP
scene is getting better all the time. In a few
years the UK standard will have risen to
another level. Can’t wait to see what the
next couple of years have to bring! 

(Steve) We are a bit out in the sticks here
and don’t get to see that many others
paddling. From the looks of social media
though, as well as our forays over the
bridge, it does look like there are some
pretty talented riders out there.

Have you checked out the Surf
Snowdonia facility yet? If not
are you planning to and what
‘do you make of these
artificial waves?
(Steve) Any consistent wave has to be a
fantastic training tool. The facility looks
amazing. Once all the fuss has died down
we’ll be there.

(Ollie) We’ve been keeping track of it over
the internet and Dad has driven past a few
times. I still haven’t seen it in the flesh but
it’s looking good. We’ll definitely be going to
have a look once the initial rush of people
dies down. It is only up the road, we can’t
not! I think with an artificial wave it will be
great for training; perfect peeling lefts or
rights, it’s going to improve anyone’s
technique – maybe even my backhand too.  

We know you’re both huge
fans of selfies (joke – ed).
What is it that annoys you
about point of view shots from
the water?
(Steve) POV cameras are fine, I haven’t got
a problem with them… honestly! It’s more
about the way they are used. Fixed positions
like on the board or on the paddle are ok
once or twice but they all blur into each
other after a couple of shots. Same, same,
same. Yawn. Used on the water creatively, to
capture mates riding or interesting angles,
they’re great and encourage engagement

with fellow riders. Taking a beating in the
surf to get that shot of your buddy not only
is a hoot, but means they owe you one too.

(Ollie) I basically agree with what he said.
99% of nose pro pics look the same, maybe
with a different coloured sky or wetsuit
making the difference. However it is worth
using one occasionally, just not too often… 

How do you manage to capture
the action of you both riding?
(Steve) We try and make sure that one of us
does a stint on the camera when a session is
on but it only works at easy access
locations. It’s also a lot harder when the
conditions are firing.

The girls are very tolerant of pointing the
camera too when they are at the beach – in
fact most of the better footage is courtesy
of Martina, who is getting better behind the
lens all the time!

What are your plans for
paddle surfing shenanigans
moving forwards? We saw
updates about you both
scoping out new North Wales
spots recently. 
(Steve) North Wales is a hard place to SUP
surf really as we rarely get conditions that
would be acceptable elsewhere in the
country. Due to this we are always up for a
trip out to see what the rest of the country
has to offer. However you never know what
may be just around the corner at home; SUP
gives us the opportunity to go see, though
hiking round the coast on surf SUPs is a
challenge in itself!

Where do you see yourselves
with the sport in the next few
years?
(Steve) Personally there is the gradual
progression to look forward to as well as
many, many more places to visit and surf.
The search for new waves makes it
continually interesting, whilst still
appreciating what you have at home. I think
this one is a long burner.
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(Steve)POV cameras are fine, I haven’t got a
problem with them… honestly! It’s more about the
way they are used. Fixed positions like on the board
or on the paddle are ok once or twice but they all
blur into each other after a couple of shots.
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Any final shout outs?
(Ollie) I just have to say
thanks to all the people
supporting me and helping
me move forward in my SUP
surfing, so a big thank you to:

Escape Custom Surfboards

K4 Fins 

Aquaite Paddles

Funsport

And of course you guys for
this interview! 

Any final shout outs?
(Steve) Ahem! What about
me?

My shout out has to go to all
the support team at Loco SUP
and those who inspire me, but
mostly to the rest of the
family who are exceptionally
tolerant of this latest
addiction! 
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FAKING
it

Things rarely work out as planned but that
definitely keeps life interesting. Invited to
visit Surf Snowdonia and to meet
professional athletes of SUP how could I
resist. Being the end of July it should have
been warm and sunny. We packed our bags
and set off on an adventure to visit a one of

a kind facility. A man-made lagoon with
waves – a wave garden. Set in the stunning
beauty of Snowdonia’s national Park, in a
remote village, Dalgorrag, between Bets –y
– Coed and Llanberis.As ever the journey took longer than

expected, a little over 200 miles from
home we arrived towards 7.30 in the
evening. Initial impressions were not as I
might have hoped. There were no people
around and clearly the facility was not
quite finished. 

In the dimming light of the evening the
splendor and excitement which we
experienced the following day were not
apparent. 

However, within minutes we met and spoke
with Scott Warren and had the pleasure of
meeting the three young American
Starboard Ambassadors, Zane Schweitzer,
Sean Poynter and Izzy Gomez. Surf
Snowdonia experiencing teething problems
with the wave machine and therefore the
guys had completed their photoshoots and
were leaving early the next morning. Undaunted we went to check in where we

were welcomed by the wonderful staff.
Arriving so late we had not considered that

there might not be anywhere nearby to eat

or buy provisions with the exception of a
pub near Surf Snowdonia.Perhaps due to my navigational skills, or

tiredness following the long drive, we
failed to find the pub in a village nearby
where we could have joined the team from
Surf Snowdonia to enjoy some
refreshment.

As luck would have it, we did find a very
small take-away and surprise, surprise,
our American friends were enjoying a late
night snack of cheesy chips, onion rings
and pizza, so we joined them for a chat
about their experience in North Wales.
They were very impressed with the facility
and as the various photos and video
footage we shared on the SUP Mag UK
website showed, they provided amazing
demonstrations of SUP surf skills on the
amazing man-made waves.

Photos:Peter Chamberlain / DTL photographyhttp://www.dtlphotography.com& Aidan Egan Tranter 
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Hugs and goodbyes
exchanged we retired to our onsite pod.
Beautiful cosy wooden pods complete with
verandah and outside seating most facing
directly onto the lagoon. Close enough to
neighbours to socialize but spaced so a
vehicle can be parked along the side.
Sleeping up to four people, in two areas
ideal for families or groups of friends. 

We loved it, minimalist but comfortable
and secure. Even better when you book a
pod I believe it includes breakfast. Being
very food focused that works for me. The
toilet and shower block was nearby and
although I had the pleasure of sharing it
with several workmen who were putting the
finishing touches to the place it was of a
really comfortable standard.

Day 2
A filling and delicious breakfast eaten, my
first treat of the day was watching the surf
kayaks testing out the waves. 

It was a very exciting day with a real buzz
around the place. Lots of press were present
from a variety of media. In spite of that
Louise the PR manager managed to make
everyone really welcome. As we were from a
SUP publication she even managed to link
us up with Casper Steinfath, World
Champion and Vice President of the
International Surf Association. We took the
opportunity to interview Casper about his
thoughts on artificial waves and Surf
Snowdonia. A transcript of the video is after
this article together with the YouTube link,
apologies for some of the sound quality,
but we had to do the interview in the noisy
cafe facilities!

It was definitely a day for the surfers to
work their magic on the waves with GoPro
champion Kalani Rob demonstrated the
most amazing moves. A number of other
professional surfers were also testing out
all that the wave machine offered them. 

Louise offered me the opportunity to go on
the Lagoon and maybe surf a wave.
Hmmmm… Well as ever I find myself
saying yes but thinking oh my god I have
only SUPed on flat water, the choppiness of
the Thames during the BOTT nearly sent
me apoplectic. Ahhhh “Yes Louise, that
would be lovely”, well it would have been
rude to say no!

She introduced me to the lead instructor
and other members of the team. 

The equipment they have for instruction
and hire is all Starboard and there is an
excellent selection of boards and good
quality lightweight paddles.

It was now mid-afternoon and the sun was
shining. The wave garden was performing
consistently and the surfers were having a
blast. At least they were until they saw me
waddling out towards them with my board.
In retrospect I think my instructor was
having a little fun with me… I’m sure I
mentioned I hadn’t surfed a wave on a SUP
board. Well I have now, (sort of) but in my
own inimitable fashion… if you see the
video you’ll know what I mean. 

Two attempts later I exited the lagoon to
rapturous applause and laughter, the Go
Pro Chauffeur assuring me that my
‘moments’ were captured for posterity. I
myself was happy not to have caused
carnage and left the surfers to complete
their video.

However, that aside, I sensed that learning
to surf waves on a SUP board at surf
Snowdonia is going to be brilliant. The
people of North Wales are so lucky to have
this mega cool facility on their doorstep.
Many people will travel from all over the UK
and further afield to learn to Surf and SUP
here and they won’t be disappointed. 

Before we left, the difference from the day
before was very apparent, Surf Snowdonia
was coming together at a phenomenal rate
and even the landscaping had been
transformed to many areas of beautiful
green lawn. Completely finished it was
going to be stunning and yet blend in
perfectly with the mountain scenery
surrounding it.

Many thanks to Starboard for inviting me,
and for the opportunity to meet Zane, Sean
and Izzy; to Louise McWatt, and all the staff
at Surf Snowdonia, to the delightful and
charming Casper Steinfath for being my
first ever video interview and to my lovely
son Aidan for all his photography, filming
and excellent editing.

In retrospect I think my instructor was having a
little fun with me… I’m sure I mentioned I hadn’t

surfed a wave on a SUP board
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With Louise McWatt, the PR Manager

Sean, Izzy and Zane having fun
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Sean, Izzy and Zane having fun
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CASPER STEINFATH INTERVIEW

Casper Steinfath, 
Vice President of t

he International S
urf Association (IS

A) and Naish Elite

Rider, is a twice SU
P world champion

, has won the Euro
pean Cup this yea

r for the third yea
r in

succession and Th
e Strokes, on 31 Ju

ly, for the second 
year running. On 

SUP Mag UK’s visi
t to

Surf Snowdonia a
t the end of July, C

asper was kind en
ough to grant us a

n exclusive interv
iew…

THE VIKING DANE
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Have you done a 
lot of racing here

?

Honestly, this is m
y first time outside a

UK airport, so I’ve
 never really been

 to the

UK before. I think
 I may have come here

as child with my dad? But that w
as a long

time ago…

So you are here to
 see the wave gar

den

today? 

Yes, today and tom
orrow and as

spokesperson for 
the International

 Surf

Association (ISA).

You are Vice Pres
ident of the ISA a

nd

European Champion. That’s a big

achievement isn’t it?

Yes it’s a big deal,
 it’s an exciting po

sition.

You get to experie
nce lots of movements

on the forefront. N
ot just to see the w

ave

pool but actually 
try it out.

Are you staying f
or a while after

visiting Surf Snow
donia?

Actually, I have to
 leave tomorrow and fly

back to Denmark on Friday to ta
ke part in

an Ocean Crossing
 race called the

Strokes. The Scan
dinavian Mol’aki. 

It

really good to see
 all the Danes com

e out,

and even the Scan
dinavians and

Germans, to test themselves against the

elements. It’s pretty co
ol.

Is it difficult?

It’s a crossing, yo
u know, it’s open o

cean;

the problem can be that there
 is a lot of

wind just like the 
UK – head wind, s

ide

winds. And in Den
mark, just like the U

K,

the weather chan
ges a lot. It’s prett

y

unique, it doesn’t
 have the perfect

conditions of the 
Mol’aki but we ha

ve the

Viking culture and
 we are used to th

e

cold. The water’s p
retty cold!

When is it starting 
then?

Starts Saturday m
orning, I get into

Copenhagen arou
nd 10pm on Friday

night.

How long does th
e crossing take? 

Last year it took m
e about four hours

 and

20 minutes, but we had
 really good

conditions. But if t
he conditions are 

bad

then it can take w
ay longer. It is tota

lly

exhausting and hu
mbling to say the le

ast.

It must feel so good t
o reach the other

side?
It does. Once you

 are done, it’s high
 fives.

Just completing it is a big f
eat in itself.

It’s a race, yes, bu
t also a personal

challenge as to ho
w far I can push m

yself

against the elements. 

How many people are pa
rticipating?

I think we have ab
out 25 people sign

ed

up so far. It’s grow
ing step by step.

Denmark is a small paddling natio
n. To

see the faces of pe
ople, the determined

people, it’s pricele
ss.

That seems to apply not onl
y to elite

paddlers but also
 to beginners. I ha

ve

introduced a few 
friends to SUP ov

er the

last year, friends 
who had no

experience, and t
o see them stand up

and start paddlin
g and the sense o

f

happiness and ac
hievement that gives

is so wonderful. W
e have participat

ed in

charity events lik
e ‘Stand up for th

e

Cure’ in London in
 2014. Are you

involved in any w
ay with SUPC? Do

 you

know much about it?

I have been involv
ed a little bit. It’s 

a

great concept, I k
now Zane is very

involved. 

Are you involved 
in the 11 Cities R

ace?

Casper: I am, I have done it tw
ice, in 2011

and 2012. It was o
ne of the biggest

experiences of my life. I didn’t kno
w what

to expect the first
 time but it really was

the ultimate challenge bot
h mentally

and physically. U
nfortunately my

calendar is so bus
y nowadays that t

o

take time to do that event
, and still be

competitive afterward
s… It’s not possibl

e

to do everything. 
But I hope to do th

e 11

Cities again sometime. 

Interview: Anne Egan

Photos: Manolo Greco &

Aidan Egan Trante
r 

Video: Aidan Egan Trante
r
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CASPER STEINFATH INTERVIEW

Casper Steinfath, 
Vice President of t

he International S
urf Association (IS

A) and Naish Elite

Rider, is a twice SU
P world champion

, has won the Euro
pean Cup this yea

r for the third yea
r in

succession and Th
e Strokes, on 31 Ju

ly, for the second 
year running. On 

SUP Mag UK’s visi
t to

Surf Snowdonia a
t the end of July, C

asper was kind en
ough to grant us a

n exclusive interv
iew…

THE VIKING DANE
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What I love about SUP is that it has an
inclusive feeling. There’s no snobbery
and everyone is welcome to get
involved…
That’s what’s unique about stand up
paddling.

And the people involved are really cool,
in a good way. So you are a professional
surfer and a stand up paddle, how did
that come about?
My dad’s from California, so basically I grew
up on surfboards and surfed my teen years.
Stand up paddling came about seven years
ago for me. Basically I jumped on it and
immediately got hooked, it offered another
way to have fun on the water. You don’t
need waves, which makes it fun.

How are you coping with the British
weather?
You know what, the way I look at it, it’s very
similar to a Danish summer. This year it’s
been a very weird summer in Denmark –
some would call it a warm winter.

What do you think of the UK SUP scene?
From what I have seen, it’s a really energetic
scene, so many top racers. I just read about
Pete Kosinksi, Ryan James, Pete Holliday. I
competed a lot on the European Cup with
Peter Kosinski this summer. He’s a great guy
and strong paddler! They have all been an
inspiration to me, I only have respect for
them. I hope to come over here more.

How does the UK SUP scene compare
with other countries?
From what I hear there are a lot of
passionate people here in the UK. I keep
hearing good stories so I am going to have
to come over and do some paddling here.
In Denmark it’s the same, there are very
passionate people involved with the sport.

What are your thoughts on Surf
Snowdonia and artificial waves?
I think the wave garden at Surf Snowdonia is
a game changer. This technology opens up
a whole new dimension for surfboard sports
of opportunity. 

Traditional surfing has always been locked
to the ocean, whereas now this technology
allows us to go other places in the world and
share the stoke that we all feel.

Like here, for example, with the
International Surfing Association’s Olympic
campaign, we now have the technology to
go make a wave pool and compete on it
anywhere in the world.

Do you think stand up paddling will
become an Olympic sport?
I hope stand up paddling becomes an
Olympic sport, right now the ISA, surfing
and stand up paddling are two of eight
sports being shortlisted for inclusion in the
2020 Tokyo Olympics. There have been
some changes that allow the host country,
like Japan, to nominate sports they would
like to see included in the games. Japan has
nominated surfing and stand up paddling. 

it’s a process and that’s why I am here today
as vice president. The president is working
today on this application; there’s a lot of
positive things happening right now. We all
have to work to make it happen. Inspecting
the waves here today to see that we can have
regular waves of the same intensity and
quality. It opens up new opportunities.

There are many aspects to that,
performance aspects, training and safety
and, like you say, that’s why the sport is
taking off here in the UK and all over the
world. That’s a big boost. If you look at
stand up paddling it has the qualities of an
Olympic sport.
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And it can be very inclusive from the
point of view of including people with
various disabilities.
With sports like surfing and SUP you are
not limited to being a world champion.
You can go out on a SUP and have fun and
within five minutes you are paddling and
you are engaged. 

It’s a feeling, a freedom, I think
mentally, it’s incredibly positive.
There is something unique about standing
on water and gliding along. That’s what
it’s about, sharing and passion.

Every time I get on a board it makes
me feel happy and – more
embarrassingly – makes me want to
sing out loud.
There is something unique about standing
on water and gliding along. That’s what
it’s about, sharing and passion.

How did you become a Naish rider?
I was quite curious about stand up
paddling and I talked my dad into driving
me down to Germany for the 2009
Hamburg SUP World Cup, where I met
Robby Naish.

To cut a long story short, I somehow ended
up using his personal board. I was not old
enough to race. I was only 15, and not 16 for
two days. I met Robby there and since then
our relationship has deepened. I am really
happy to have Robby as a mentor and a
sponsor.

Traditional surfing has always been
locked to the ocean, whereas now this
technology allows us to go other
places in the world and share the
stoke that we all feel.
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Do you have a favourite global location
for paddling?
It’s hard to just name one, that’s the
problem. Either Tahiti or Iceland. I know
they are two contrasts, I think Iceland
caught me the most. I was on a field trip
with school. We went SUP surfing, humbled
by the sheer mass glacier, I felt like a little
tiny ant in the face of these big glaciers,
that was a big experience. Stand up is a
perfect way to go experience that.

Do you have any top tips for anyone
looking to step it up in surfing?
I’ve grown up surfing, so for me it feels
natural. The thing with surfing is it gets very
frustrating but it’s also very rewarding. Surfing
is just about letting yourself loose, you may
be tumbling around for a while but try to
follow the rhythm of the wave. There will be
ups and downs but just follow your passion.

I must try it.
Make sure you go out in what you are
comfortable with. Don’t go out in waves or
conditions that are beyond your ability, so
make sure you talk to someone who is
experienced. Ask where you should go out,
perhaps avoiding where all the pro surfers
are.

What equipment are you using at the
moment?
Naish 12.6 x 26” Javelin LE, a standard
production board

Why 12.6 rather than 14?
In most of the races I compete, like the ISA
world championships and on the world
racing series, they use the 12.6.

But why? Why do they use that size?
I am happy you asked the question, it’s a
really deep discussion. Part of it comes
down to travelling. A 12.6 is under four
metres, which is acceptable to some
airlines. Talking with other elite athletes,
smaller boards are often more dynamic,
more versatile, allowing you to make
tighter turns.
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What is your perspective on the
International Canoe Federation in terms
of the future governance of SUP?
The way I see it is that stand up paddling has
ancient roots. We at the ISA view SUP as a
surfing-related sport. We are working on
developing instructor courses, on hosting
international championships. I think stand up
paddling is just another way of surfing. The
International Canoe Federation is doing great
things as well. It’s just a process, and I respect
them, but we are maybe taking different
paths. 

I think why SUP is so successful is because it
is related to surfing in so many ways, you
don’t need waves but it is embedded in the
surfing culture.

Does surf culture need to be more
accepting of SUP?
Did you ever hear about when snowboarding
came along? There was the same thing. When
kitesurfing came along it was the same with
windsurfers. When something new comes in,
it’s about showing respect and tolerance. For
me I think the balance will find itself, we can’t
hate each other. It’s an evolutionary process –
when sometime new comes in it takes time.

Surfers become stand up paddlers, some
even become champions of the world, so
there is crossover…
The way I see it, you can be an asshole with
any type of equipment, it doesn’t take a
paddle. It’s about showing respect and
tolerance and time for anything new to
become established.

Thank you for taking time
to speak to SUP Mag UK.
We wish you the very best
for the future.

Watch the interview on
video on Youtube at: 
https://youtu.be/
1AL3BCAeyD0
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1. How old are you, where are you from and what’s your local put in?
I’m 13, living in Sandhurst. I most commonly paddle at Dinton Pastures and I’m
learning to paddle surf down on the south and east coast. I do like to explore
new spots though. I’m lucky enough to live close to coastlines with decent surf
and lots of flatwater spots.

2. Why do you love SUP – what is it that appeals? After all, many young ‘uns
still see stand up as uncool or a poor man’s surfing.
Before I got into the SUP scene I was longboard skating a lot, then I was
introduced to land SUP which I really enjoyed. Land SUP had almost the same
paddle technique and balance as you would need on the water so it had given
me a few skills before I had even got wet. Then it was suggested to me that I
actually should get on the water and give SUP a go, so I said why not and tried
it. I picked it up pretty quickly and once I was standing up I was really enjoying
myself. Everything went from there really. I think young people who see SUP as
uncool should give it a go before making their judgement.

3. How often do you manage to get out for a float?
School makes it hard to get afloat as much as I’d like, but I’m lucky enough to
get out at least 2-3 times a week. If I had it my way I would be out every day.

4. If you could paddle anywhere where would it be and why? What are your
favourite conditions?
I’d like to paddle somewhere scenic but calm, like Frog Lake in Oregon with views
over the snow-capped mountains, but I’d also like to go somewhere with good
surf vibes, where the waves are cranking and lots of people are out on the water.
My optimal conditions vary with how I intend to paddle at the time. If I’m out for
a chilled flatwater session I would want minimal wind and preferably for the sun
to be out. If I was out in the waves I would like the wind to be holding swells up. 

5. As a SUP grom, what do your mates think? Are they stoked to get involved
or happy to leave it to you? How do you think we can attract more
paddlers your age?
The majority of my mates are really close minded about the sport, most of
them would rather be on their Xbox! A lot of them are into mainstream sports
like football but that has never really been my thing. I really like SUP as it is
original and you are in a much more natural environment. I think we need to
encourage local lakes and clubs to offer free taster sessions to schools, this way
kids can see if they like it at no expense and it will help them realise it doesn’t
have to be an expensive sport.

gunDrew Lees profile
Drew Lees is one of a new breed of paddlers taking to UK waters.
Knee high to a grasshopper, this young gun displays boundless
stoke and enthusiasm for stand up paddle boarding, which is great
to see. Having not been swinging a blade for that long he’s already
a keen bean – literally frothing to get out on the brine in all
weather and across all conditions. SUP Mag UK caught up with
Drew to see why he’s so stoked on SUP.

Interview: SUP Mag UK
Pics:Russ Lees
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gunDrew Lees profile
Drew Lees is one of a new breed of paddlers taking to UK waters.
Knee high to a grasshopper, this young gun displays boundless
stoke and enthusiasm for stand up paddle boarding, which is great
to see. Having not been swinging a blade for that long he’s already
a keen bean – literally frothing to get out on the brine in all
weather and across all conditions. SUP Mag UK caught up with
Drew to see why he’s so stoked on SUP.

Interview: SUP Mag UK
Pics:Russ Lees
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6. What’s the plan with your SUPing? Any thinking towards
comps or are you going to keep personal and simply be
happy getting on the water?
I’ll probably be participating in a few competitions, but at the
moment I’m really enjoying myself, I don’t want to make it too
competitive to the point that I would stop having fun.. 

7. If so, what type – racing or surf?
Honestly I don’t enjoy racing that much, I’m happy to do the
odd race and help a club earn some points but I would much
rather be out in the surf because that is what I have the most
fun doing (not ready for the paddle surf comps yet though!).

8. Who would you love to beat – if anyone – on the UK scene?
I’ve still got so much to learn that at the moment I’m just
competing with myself. My answer might well be different in a
few years!

9. Who are your paddling heroes and why do you look up to
them?
I look up to people who made the jump from surfing to paddle
surf – like Laird Hamilton and Kai Lenny.

10. Have you watched any of the pros in action? If so what do
you think – do you reckon the UK could be up there with
the rest of the world’s elite?
I haven’t so far but I will be going to the BSUPA National SUP
Surf Champs in later this year. I see no reason why we can’t be
any better than any other nation at paddle surfing, we have
just as much potential. If we fight hard enough we could find
ourselves among the likes of Tahiti and Hawaii. 

11. If you could paddle anywhere in the world where would it be?
As before I would like to see the mountains from Frog Lake in
Oregon, this appeals as from pictures the scenery looks
amazing. I would also love to surf somewhere like Tahiti or
Hawaii – it may be generic but I think it would be a great
experience.

12. Any plans for overseas SUP travel (nudge, nudge dad!)?
I’d like to do a long distance paddle and some good candidates
would be the Nile or the Amazon, but to be honest I’m happy
anywhere with waves and sun really!

13. Talk to us about your local crew – we know your dad is also
into SUP but what about the others in your group?
My local crew consists of Simon Jeffrey, Jay JSUP Manning, Jay
Taylor, Lauren McGavin, Paul Amey, Nick Kingston and a few
more. We frequent a number of different south coast spots so
anybody who paddles in those places.

14.What kit are you currently rocking – board and paddle?
I’m on a Fatstick 9.6ft Bamboo Bullet. I like this board as it is a
great board to get on the waves with and it glides well so long
distance paddles aren’t such hard work. It is also very stable
and a good all-round board. I pair it with an X-Paddle (70%
carbon). I’m aware I need a smaller more wave specific though.

15. Describe your favourite board and paddle combo and how
these bits of equipment help?
My favourite board so far is what I’m currently on, the Bamboo
Bullet. It is really good in the waves and it glides very well
which is good for longer distance paddles, it is also very agile.
My paddle is carbon so it is very light and the blade is not very
wide, which means that I’m not dragging so much water – that
makes for a faster paddle.

16. What do you think in general about SUP gear available for
someone like you? What changes would you make, if you
could, and how easy do you think other groms who are
starting would find it to use the gear you’re on?
I think that the SUP gear available caters well to people my age.
For beginners there’s basic equipment available, for example a
long wide board with a bigger fin to make it more stable. I’m
honestly happy with the kit that I’m on and wouldn’t
recommend anything else – the only thing I would say is that
for a beginner, make sure to have a big centre-fin to make the
board more stable and for people moving up make the fin
smaller to make the board more agile. I think other groms
would find it quite easy to get accustomed to the gear. 

17. Tell us a bit about your land paddling. Do you love surfing
the concrete as much as being on the water? How do you
think land paddling helps your watery SUP?
I was land paddling before I was SUPing so it gave me an idea
of the paddle technique I needed. I love carving on a land SUP
but it’s not quite the same feeling as surfing a wave.

18. Do you practice any other sports?
I play basketball, but there’s not any other watersport that
appeals as much as SUP does.

19. Which area of your personal stand up do you think needs
work?
I think I need to build up some more arm and core strength to
make my paddling stronger and faster and I need to practice
moving around the board more and really getting comfortable
and confident with what I’m riding and the gear that I’m using.
I need to get in bigger waves and ride more manoeuvrable
boards as well. I’m working on it!

20. Any final shout outs, thanks or praise?
Simon Jeffery for originally teaching me to SUP, Nick Kingston
for helping out with my paddle surfing and how to read weather
etc, hopefully he will continue to do so in future, Reuben May
for letting me ride Fatstick and sponsoring me, I wouldn’t be
here without those boards, and thanks to everyone for
encouraging me and helping me to get better at SUP. Most of
all, thanks to my dad for carting me and my kit around all the
time and pushing me (actually I think I push him when it’s not
the nicest of days). Mum – for letting me go and listening to me
going on all the time about my SUPing. And also thanks to SUP
Mag UK for the opportunity to do this interview and write a
review about SUP equipment (see GromSUP review in our Gear
Shed section).
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“Turbulent and untamed, it is only navigable by canoe in spring and
autumn. In summer, the waters tarry and the valley invites you to
discover its charms on foot or horseback, bike or car.” That’s what
they say but could it be paddled by SUP with a last minute home
brew, flip up skeg?

The untamed
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Text and pics by Stephen Hale

The week before I was due to head
off I was frantically bandsawing,
milling and turning in the workshop
so I could have a midweek test
session and iron out any faults… I
took to the river and shot my local
weir a few times. It worked a treat,
the 9” fin flipping up to allow a
smooth passage over the shallow
weir then dropping straight back
down again to allow speedy
paddling on the slower, deeper
sections.

The board, paddling and camping gear
was quickly packed and I was almost
ready… fingers crossed the campsite
food would be ok as I had run out of
time and space for food.

I packed a couple of wetsuits and a
choice of footwear, not knowing what
the water temperature would be. As it
turned out shorts and T shirt was too
much; it was so hot I found myself
jumping in off the board for a cool off!

Alarm set for 3.45 am, left the hotel
room at 4.30 am for the 6.10 shuttle.
All going smoothly so far. Into France
and onto their mile upon mile of
perfect tarmac – I wish I could say the
same about the onboard technology
which took us on a 750 mile joyride
around France.

Arriving at Brengues many hours later,
the campsite Camping Le Moulin
Vieux was lovely, nice and shaded and
right next to the Célè. Although that
shade was not needed as the lovely
sunshine

had turned to rain by the time we
arrived. Oh well, camp set it was time
to sample the campsite food and wine.

I was glad I never did pack lots of
food, the campsite food was great and
very reasonably priced.
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The river Célé flows for 136km, 
rising in the Massif Central 713m above sea level in Calvinet and joins the river Lot at
Bouzies, near Saint Cirq Lapopie. Indications and forecasts on the water level are given by
the ‘Inf’eau loisirs’ bulletin (phone number 0805 46 46 00).

Day one started wet, but as soon as we started taking in the views from the river the light
rain was soon forgotten. The river was fast flowing, bendy and shallow, and my flip up skeg
was working like a dream.

The whole area is very canoe-focused, with purpose built put in points that are all very well
signposted and kept. The portages are very well made too and as you travel further
downstream you come across the glissière’s; big concrete canoe passes that are very easy in
canoe but on a SUP…? I had to try it. There was quite a crowd as it was a popular spot to have
a swim and a very hot day. The glissière was at a slight angle to the main flow of the river so
the flow of water going down it was not nice and flat but sloshing from side to side as it
flowed down.

It was, shall we say, an ‘interesting’ ride down and when the board hit the white stuff at the
end it skimmed crossed the surface, which almost took me by surprise. I stayed on and even
got a few cheers!

After a few days and 34.5km of stunning scenery and winding river we reached the
confluence with the river Lot. Paddling upstream we came to a rocky weir which we
scrambled over, then continued upstream with a backdrop of amazing sheer rock faces until
we reached the lock. A very hot walk followed to the top of Saint-Cirq-Lapopie, which is
perched on top of magnificent limestone cliffs, overlooking unspoiled views of the Vallée du
Lot. It was voted France’s favourite village in 2012 and it’s not hard to understand why.
Definitely worth a visit.
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It was, shall we say, an ‘interesting’ ride down and
when the board hit the white stuff at the end it
skimmed crossed the surface, which almost took me
by surprise

Did you know…
The river flows
generally west
through the

following towns:
Saint-Constant
(Cantal) and

Bagnac-sur-Célé &
Figeac (Lot)
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Back on the Lot
The next day we set off for Entraygues-sur-
Truyère, back on the Lot for some slightly
bigger water! The paddle was 21km and so
would have meant a long shuttle on the
slow, bendy mountain roads. An enquiry to
the kayak rental centre brought a result; for
a fee of 6.80 Euros they would shuttle us
back in an air conditioned coach. Bargain!

We were straight into some rather nice wave
trains, which quickly got the legs warmed
up. This section of the river was very
different in character, much wider in a
lovely, tree lined valley with a good mix of
G1/G2.

At the 10km point there is another kayak
rental centre where you can stop for lunch.
Our lunch stop was rather too long there –
realising once back on the water that we

had not allowed anywhere near enough
time to cover the remaining 11km so, with
very few taxi services in the area, the
pressure was on to get to the end by
4.30pm!

The river widened and slowed which didn't
help things, then a headwind picked up and
with the temperature over 100ºF it turned
into a real slog. Diving in off the board was
refreshing but it didn't take long to dry out!
We arrived in the nick of time, the board was
loaded onto the trailer and tied down then
we climbed aboard the coach to be ferried
back to the start.

It would have been nicer with more water in
the river but it was still a pleasant bumpy
paddle on the Badfish MCIT 9’6”. The very
efficient shuttle service makes the Lot
possible for a solo paddler too.
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Did you know…
The Lot is a river in
southern France, a

tributary of the
Garonne river
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So why put these two sticks
side by side? 
Basing board choices on looks alone can be
deceiving. While one is certainly longer than
the other, they’re actually not that far apart
in terms of the jobs they’re designed for. 

Surf conditions around the UK’s coastline
can be up and down like a yoyo. One day it’s
flat, the next overhead and clean. Arming
yourself with the latest forecast and tidal
data is one thing, but Mother Nature likes to
throw us curve balls. Having kit to cope with
these fluctuations is a bonus. If said
equipment also spans a variety of rider
moods and styles, then all the better.

A question of style
Fanatic’s Stylemaster is one of a new breed
of surf SUP aiming to put longboard riding
back on the map. Rather than slash/tear, it’s
a board crafted for graceful riding.
Maximising small to medium size swells,
the Stylemaster could be the ‘go to’ tool of
choice during mellower sessions.

And if the conditions ramp up or the rider
wants a zippier sled, but without completely
losing all the elements of a nose rider, enter
the Stubby 8.6ft… 

First looks
Stylemaster 10ft 
Fanatic’s Stylemaster 10ft comes in eye
catching eggshell blue with wood reveal.
The deckpad is super grippy and
honeycomb fins are top drawer. At 30”
wide, it should be a stable platform
incorporating a domed standing area. Add
a low volume profile (reduced rail
thickness) to the mix and it was a bit of a
guess how the Stylemaster would perform
on the water.

Stubby 8.6ft
The Stubby 8.6ft looks like an
upscaled wakeboard. Twin tip esque
with a duck’s beak nose, the Stubby
displays a fun look that echoes
Fanatic’s windsurf line of the
same name. There’s a good
deal of rocker up front with
some deep concaves flowing
along the hull. Coupled
with five fin boxes
(although supplied
with only three
quality
honeycomb
fins), the
Stubby
8.6ft looks
ready for
action.

Peas in a pod – 
Fanatic Stubby 8.6ft/Stylemaster 10ft comparison   
Both the Stylemaster 10ft and Stubby 8.6ft are new for Fanatic’s 2016
range. Both are billed as ‘real world wave riders’ – tools that maximise
paddler time on the water in small/moderate size surf. SUP Mag UK got
its hands on the Stubby 8.6ft LTD and Stylemaster 10ft wood. Both are
everything you’d expect from a high end brand like Fanatic in terms of
construction.
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the Stylemaster could be the ‘go to’ tool of
choice during mellower sessions.

And if the conditions ramp up or the rider
wants a zippier sled, but without completely
losing all the elements of a nose rider, enter
the Stubby 8.6ft… 

First looks
Stylemaster 10ft 
Fanatic’s Stylemaster 10ft comes in eye
catching eggshell blue with wood reveal.
The deckpad is super grippy and
honeycomb fins are top drawer. At 30”
wide, it should be a stable platform
incorporating a domed standing area. Add
a low volume profile (reduced rail
thickness) to the mix and it was a bit of a
guess how the Stylemaster would perform
on the water.

Stubby 8.6ft
The Stubby 8.6ft looks like an
upscaled wakeboard. Twin tip esque
with a duck’s beak nose, the Stubby
displays a fun look that echoes
Fanatic’s windsurf line of the
same name. There’s a good
deal of rocker up front with
some deep concaves flowing
along the hull. Coupled
with five fin boxes
(although supplied
with only three
quality
honeycomb
fins), the
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8.6ft looks
ready for
action.

Peas in a pod – 
Fanatic Stubby 8.6ft/Stylemaster 10ft comparison   
Both the Stylemaster 10ft and Stubby 8.6ft are new for Fanatic’s 2016
range. Both are billed as ‘real world wave riders’ – tools that maximise
paddler time on the water in small/moderate size surf. SUP Mag UK got
its hands on the Stubby 8.6ft LTD and Stylemaster 10ft wood. Both are
everything you’d expect from a high end brand like Fanatic in terms of
construction.



Conditions
We headed to the West Country to put both
boards through their paces across a number
of different locations. We scored conditions
from slow/mellow ankle biters right up to
head high vertical waves. With rider weights
ranging from featherweight to middle
weight, we got a rounded view of what both
boards can and can’t do.

On the water
Stylemaster 10ft
The first thing you notice is the Stylemaster’s
domed deck. We were expecting it to
drastically affect stability but this isn’t the
case. Instead your tootsies are rewarded with
a super comfortable paddling position that
alleviates stress placed on the ankles.

The thin profile of the Stylemaster 10ft drops
rider centre of gravity lower, which helps
improve stability further – especially if it’s
choppy and/or there’s strong tide. Paddling
out to the take off, the 10ft glides well and
ample nose kick climbs froth with ease.

Stubby 8.6ft
The Stubby 8.6ft demands an adjustment in
stance. At 28.5” wide it’s quite narrow for

many – especially those aspiring to ride more
performance orientated SUPs. The Stubby’s
girthy nose, however, aids stability – as long
as paddlers are far enough forwards.

Glide and tracking is pretty good, although
you’ll never be as fast as on the Stylemaster.
Getting over white water needs proactive
foot placement but, compared to other
traditional shapes, but the Stubby 8.6ft is
extremely forgiving and inspires a lot of
confidence for a performance stick.

Into the waves
Stylemaster 10ft
The amount of glide the Stylemaster 10ft has
is surprising. Our initial thinking was that the
low riding profile would require more oomph
to pick up swells: not so. It catches waves
super early and gives tentative surfers time
to dial in their footwork.

For those not confidently carving, the
Stylemaster delivers a quick but
manageable ride and provides insight into
how standing on the tail would feel. From
the mid-point it’s a cruisy ride and that full
nose is tantalisingly close for a bit of toes
over action.
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Price: 
Stylemaster wood: £1,499, 
Stubby LTD 8.6ft: £1,899

Info: 
www.fanatic.com/
product/stubby-ltd-2/

www.fanatic.com/
product/stylemaster-4/

Thanks to 
Black Project paddles and Ke
Nalu UK and Ireland who
provided paddles that helped
with this article.

If nose riding is your thing then you’ll need
to wax this section as there’s no grip forward
of the deckpad. It was fun trying to get as far
forward as possible without pearling. The
Stylemaster’s length helps the tail engage
and, as long as you have speed, riders will get
pretty close to that magic hang 5/10 stance.

The real surprise is how rippable the
Stylemaster is. Get above the fins and
cranking top turns are possible. We’ll not lie,
there’s a lot of foam in front of you to go
vertical. Controlling this needs a deft
technique but if high performance
longboard paddle surfing is your thing then
the Stylemaster delivers! Mid to
heavyweights would also be happy on the
Stylemaster in bigger waves.

Stubby 8.6ft
Offering almost as much glide as the
Stylemaster, Fanatic’s Stubby 8.6ft picks off
swells efficiently. Feeling super loose off the
bottom, the magic of the Stubby 8.6ft is
generating speed and keeping it. Banging pro
like moves relies on momentum and keeping
it going – the Stubby 8.6ft feels like you’re
almost cheating and will reward riders who
play with slower swells in particular. A full
vertical turn, slashy tail slide, floater or even
aerial are all for the taking.

Another pleasing Stubby trait is how it lets
paddlers finish off moves properly. During
steep vertical carves, boards can sometimes
nose dive. The Stubby’s nose rocker and width
allows paddlers to rebound efficiently and

pivot back in the direction of travel. All the
time there’s no anxiety of being slammed.

Fins
Fanatic supply their gear with top notch
optimised fins. Even with that in mind it’s
always good to switch things up and
experiment – after all, being able to tune
your kit to conditions should be taken
advantage of.

We swapped the fins from both boards and
in both instances found the Stylemaster
and Stubby performed as intended with
both set as thrusters. Having the
opportunity to change your skegs though is
definitely a tick in the box for both SUPs.
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Conclusion
If you’re a longboard style surfer
looking for a more performance-
orientated stick, or simply a
different experience, then
Fanatic’s Stubby 8.6ft and
Stylemaster 10ft would certainly
fit the bill as a quiver. Likewise if
you’re after tools to maximise
wave conditions across as broad
a spectrum as possible then
you’ve come to the right place.

Both boards can be driven as
hard or soft as you please. The
added benefit of the Stylemaster
is being able to use it on flat
water. Both SUPs also come with
rig attachment options for
windSUP action.

Lightweight riders would maybe
do better with the smaller
Stubby while heavy riders may
take time to adjust to the narrow
(ish) nature of the 8.6ft. As paddle
surfing quivers go – for real
world wave riders – this is one
duo that’s hard to beat.

(And don’t rule out the Stubby
Air for those looking to travel
with gear).

http://www.fanatic.com/product/stylemaster-4/
http://www.fanatic.com/product/stylemaster-4/
http://www.fanatic.com/product/stubby-ltd-2/
http://www.fanatic.com/product/stubby-ltd-2/
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always good to switch things up and
experiment – after all, being able to tune
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added benefit of the Stylemaster
is being able to use it on flat
water. Both SUPs also come with
rig attachment options for
windSUP action.

Lightweight riders would maybe
do better with the smaller
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(ish) nature of the 8.6ft. As paddle
surfing quivers go – for real
world wave riders – this is one
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With more paddlers looking to get in on the wave
riding act, we’ve gathered together a bunch of
sleds that make the SUP surfing process easier
for newbies, can cope with a variety of different
conditions and/or would be a perfect
complement to your already owned high
performance stick. Able to cope with slack mush
burger conditions as well as idyllic cleaner days,
the term ‘real world wave’ relates to conditions
most of us end up confronted with.

And as for the boards on the following pages? The
majority are SUPs that can be used across multiple
environments, making them about as versatile as you
can get! Even if you’re not a wave hound, there’s bound
to be something within the following selection that
floats your boat.

A n d  d o n ’ t  f o r g e t  t o  c h e c k  
o u r  w e b s i t e  w h e r e  y o u ’ l l  
f i n d  p r e v i o u s  w r i t e  u p s  o f  
k i t  f i t t i n g  t h e  r e a l  w o r l d  
w a v e  c a t e g o r y :

Circle One 10.5ft: 
http://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/06/04/cool-
blue-tool-circle-one-10-5ft/

Jobe 10ft Allround: 
http://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/05/20/fun-for-
the-masses-jobe-10ft-all-round-sup/

Sick Stick 9.6ft: 
http://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/05/12/float-
stick-sickstick-9-6ft/

Exocet Fish 8.11ft: 
http://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/05/20/flying-
fish-exocet-8-11ft-x-30/

…to name a few. Head to the site and check them out.

Happy paddling!
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S U P  M a g  U K ’ s  t e s t  s t a t i o n .  
I f  y o u  w a n t  y o u r  p r o d u c t  
r e v i e w e d  a n d  t h i n k  i t  w i l l  b e  
o f  i n t e r e s t  t o  S U P e r s
E m a i l : r e v i e w s @
s t a n d u p p a d d l e m a g . c o . u k

G e a r  S h e d  r e v i e w s  k i n d l y  s u p p o r t e d  b y  F a t s t i c k  S J 4 0 0  a c t i o n  c a m s ,  
F l y m o u n t  a c t i o n  c a m  m o u n t s ,  K E  N a l u  U K  a n d  B l a c k  P r o j e c t .

Gear shed

Autumn signals the start of low pressure weather systems
spinning way out in the North Atlantic. These depressions
can send swells across the ocean to eventually arrive on
our shores – providing liquid energy that we can harness
and use for our own amusement. Autumn also sees the
sea temperature at its warmest. Coupled with still
(hopefully) mild weather, paddle boarders are keener than
ever to make use of these conditions before the cold
depths of winter set in.

Welcome to
the real world!

NEPTUNE
s t a n d  u p  p a d d l e  m a g  u k
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S U R F  B O A R D  S P E C I A L

Supplied in custom pro construction, the
Maxi-G 7.6ft is one of the lightest boards
we had for this test and is available in
even lighter and stiffer pro carbon as well!
It’s a joy to carry and transport – it even
fits neatly inside most cars. Although
tough, you’ll need to be careful as it will
pick up dings if you’re careless in your
handling.

Unusually, the Maxi-G is supplied as a
twin keel fin ripper. There aren’t many
other brands we can think of that have
gone down this route – the quality of FCS
fins is noteworthy as well. Three pronged
fins are harder to find (if you fancy
swapping the supplied out), but Nah
Skwell have include these to deliver the
performance they had in mind.

Jumping aboard the Nah Skwell, that
familiar secondary stability kicks in – a

trait that permeates throughout the
brand’s whole range. You can paddle the
Maxi-G at a slightly offset angle and still
not end up wet – this is great when
sweeping for the peak. Reducing drag by
railing (slightly) the board and increasing
straight line efficiency is most welcome.

Glide is OK for such a short SUP – don’t
get us wrong, you’re never going to cut
through water as you would on a bigger
board. But tracking is true and few
corrective strokes are needed.

Once out back you can happily hang at
the bus stop waiting for your wave and
the ample width (running nose to tail)
means footwork isn’t such an issue – you
can actually walk all over the Maxi-G 7.6ft
without fear of upsetting its composure.
Short SUPs do tend to rock front to back,
however, but riders will get used to that
sensation quickly.

The 7.6ft catches waves super early for
the type of board it is – even gutless
rollers are for the taking. Carving from the
tail it only takes a small amount of rail
pressure to get it steaming in the
direction chosen. Unlike narrower surf
machines, you can’t bank the Maxi-G over
to extreme angles – but that really isn’t
the point. Without much effort it’ll
slingshot riders towards the lip and allow
that feeling of being a surf rockstar with
minimal fuss.

Max power! – Nah Skwell 
Maxi-G 7.6ft custom pro 
w w w . n a h s k w e l l - s u p . c o m

We reviewed Nah Skwell’s smaller Maxi-G 7.3ft nearly two years
ago – the brand was one of the first to introduce this style of cut
off nose/wide tail/short SUP. The 7.6ft big brother offers even more
stability and should be a good choice for anyone getting into short
board paddle surfing.

C O N C L U S I O N

Nah Skwell’s Maxi G 7.6ft is a real
world wave rider in the truest sense of
the phrase. It’ll flatter any paddler’s
riding in small to medium sized waves
(as long as fundamentals are nailed
down) and will make the most of fat
sections and frothy lips. If you want to
look like a ripping pro, but don’t yet
have the skills and/or access to world
class wave conditions, the 7.6ft is the
tool for you. Able to be ridden at super
short lengths, stability isn’t
compromised, and the twin FCS keel
fins allow for a real skatey feel. The
Maxi-G 7.6ft would ideally be
partnered with a step up board for
when waves get a little bigger and
hollower as the board does lose a little
grip when conditions ramp up – have a
look a Nah Skwell’s Surf Series for
choices in this field. That said, it was
still used in head high waves and that
added speed allows for some full
power tail slides that will have you
grinning like a Cheshire cat.

Further info : 
www.nahskwell-sup.com or
www.kaisports.co.uk
info@kaisports.co.uk and
naishuk2@aol.com or call Jon on
02380 840777

Price:
£949 CPF (custom pro finish) or
£1199 CPFC (custom pro full carbon)

http://www.blackprojectfins.com
http://www.kenalu.co.uk
http://www.flymount.com
http://www.fatstick.co.uk
mailto:mailto:reviews@standuppaddlemag.co.uk
mailto:mailto:reviews@standuppaddlemag.co.uk
http://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/05/20/flying-fish-exocet-8-11ft-x-30/
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S U R F  B O A R D  S P E C I A L
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world wave rider in the truest sense of
the phrase. It’ll flatter any paddler’s
riding in small to medium sized waves
(as long as fundamentals are nailed
down) and will make the most of fat
sections and frothy lips. If you want to
look like a ripping pro, but don’t yet
have the skills and/or access to world
class wave conditions, the 7.6ft is the
tool for you. Able to be ridden at super
short lengths, stability isn’t
compromised, and the twin FCS keel
fins allow for a real skatey feel. The
Maxi-G 7.6ft would ideally be
partnered with a step up board for
when waves get a little bigger and
hollower as the board does lose a little
grip when conditions ramp up – have a
look a Nah Skwell’s Surf Series for
choices in this field. That said, it was
still used in head high waves and that
added speed allows for some full
power tail slides that will have you
grinning like a Cheshire cat.

Further info : 
www.nahskwell-sup.com or
www.kaisports.co.uk
info@kaisports.co.uk and
naishuk2@aol.com or call Jon on
02380 840777

Price:
£949 CPF (custom pro finish) or
£1199 CPFC (custom pro full carbon)

http://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/06/04/coolblue-tool-circle-one-10-5ft/
http://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/05/20/fun-forthe-masses-jobe-10ft-all-round-sup/
http://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/05/12/floatstick-sickstick-9-6ft/
http://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/05/20/flyingfish-exocet-8-11ft-x-30/
mailto:mailto:naishuk2@aol.com
mailto:mailto:info@kaisports.co.uk
http://www.kaisports.co.uk
http://www.nahskwell-sup.com
http://www.nahskwell-sup.com
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S U R F  B O A R D  S P E C I A L

Out of the box this version came in glass
sandwich construction, which isn’t quite as
light as Loco’s wood offerings. That said,
the board’s weight isn’t too bad and the
carefully positioned carry handle makes
easy work of carrying to the put in.

This model was supplied with stock fins,
which aren’t particularly performance
orientated. Before we hit the brine these
were swapped out for something a little
higher end. For a few extra pennies
paddlers can upgrade to Furtures or K4
skegs, which are much better.

The 9.5ft sits very flat on the water
when paddling straight and the step
deck reduces the amount of board
exposed to chop and flotsam. It
tracks well and offers an incredibly
composed ride – even in the roughest
of water states. (If you’ve been
having trouble paddling out at your
local break then the Loco 9.5ft will
certainly help – especially if you’re a
mid to larger rider). 

Scooting around outback you can
really take the foot off the gas and
concentrate on incoming sets – such is
the 9.5ft’s composure. Once your wave has
been spotted, it’s a relatively easy manoeuvre
to kick turn and start paddling for the drop. The

Loco’s wide tail will forgive
clumsy footwork during pivots
and as a tutor the Loco works
well. Carving off the bottom, it
shoots back up to the lip, or
down the line, with controllable
speed, while offering enough
oomph to boost a few moves.

For a larger surf SUP the elevator
effect you feel when climbing
the wave face is akin to
smaller paddlesurfing
machines. It builds and
keeps momentum and is
surprisingly loose off the
lip. Bigger boned
individuals will find
cranking turns a breeze,
but even lighter
paddlers will earn
satisfaction – that low
profile volume
distribution making its
wide tail feel less than it
is. If you aspire for new
school hacks and slashes
then one of Loco’s shorter

SUPs would suit better –
but we can’t knock the

looseness you do get for the
size of board the 9.5ft is.

Pretty in pink – Loco 9.5ft 
h t t p : / / l o c o s u r f i n g . c o m

Having used a variety of Loco SUPs in the last few years, we
were looking forward to sweeping about on the brand’s pink
raspberry-flavoured 9.5ft.

C O N C L U S I O N

Loco’s 9.5ft is a real winner for
those at the larger end of the
weight spectrum looking for a
performance-orientated surf
sled. Lighter riders would find it
a good tutor and platform for
learning those surfing
fundamentals – and for cruddy
onshore days we can’t fault it.
It’s also good if you’re after an
all round board – Loco actually
sell this size to newbies as it fits
this bill without trouble.
Upgrade the fins for a more
tuned up ride and you’ll have a
decent stick for real world wave
conditions or all round paddling
fun.

Further info : 
http://locosurfing.com/prod
uct/2015-95-31-loco-sup-
paddle-board-2/

Price:
£799 – check Loco
website for deals,
however.

http://locosurfing.com/product/2015-95-31-loco-sup-paddle-board-2/
http://locosurfing.com/product/2015-95-31-loco-sup-paddle-board-2/
http://locosurfing.com/product/2015-95-31-loco-sup-paddle-board-2/
http://locosurfing.com
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S U R F  B O A R D  S P E C I A L

Out of the box this version came in glass
sandwich construction, which isn’t quite as
light as Loco’s wood offerings. That said,
the board’s weight isn’t too bad and the
carefully positioned carry handle makes
easy work of carrying to the put in.

This model was supplied with stock fins,
which aren’t particularly performance
orientated. Before we hit the brine these
were swapped out for something a little
higher end. For a few extra pennies
paddlers can upgrade to Furtures or K4
skegs, which are much better.

The 9.5ft sits very flat on the water
when paddling straight and the step
deck reduces the amount of board
exposed to chop and flotsam. It
tracks well and offers an incredibly
composed ride – even in the roughest
of water states. (If you’ve been
having trouble paddling out at your
local break then the Loco 9.5ft will
certainly help – especially if you’re a
mid to larger rider). 

Scooting around outback you can
really take the foot off the gas and
concentrate on incoming sets – such is
the 9.5ft’s composure. Once your wave has
been spotted, it’s a relatively easy manoeuvre
to kick turn and start paddling for the drop. The

Loco’s wide tail will forgive
clumsy footwork during pivots
and as a tutor the Loco works
well. Carving off the bottom, it
shoots back up to the lip, or
down the line, with controllable
speed, while offering enough
oomph to boost a few moves.

For a larger surf SUP the elevator
effect you feel when climbing
the wave face is akin to
smaller paddlesurfing
machines. It builds and
keeps momentum and is
surprisingly loose off the
lip. Bigger boned
individuals will find
cranking turns a breeze,
but even lighter
paddlers will earn
satisfaction – that low
profile volume
distribution making its
wide tail feel less than it
is. If you aspire for new
school hacks and slashes
then one of Loco’s shorter

SUPs would suit better –
but we can’t knock the

looseness you do get for the
size of board the 9.5ft is.

Pretty in pink – Loco 9.5ft 
h t t p : / / l o c o s u r f i n g . c o m

Having used a variety of Loco SUPs in the last few years, we
were looking forward to sweeping about on the brand’s pink
raspberry-flavoured 9.5ft.

C O N C L U S I O N

Loco’s 9.5ft is a real winner for
those at the larger end of the
weight spectrum looking for a
performance-orientated surf
sled. Lighter riders would find it
a good tutor and platform for
learning those surfing
fundamentals – and for cruddy
onshore days we can’t fault it.
It’s also good if you’re after an
all round board – Loco actually
sell this size to newbies as it fits
this bill without trouble.
Upgrade the fins for a more
tuned up ride and you’ll have a
decent stick for real world wave
conditions or all round paddling
fun.

Further info : 
http://locosurfing.com/prod
uct/2015-95-31-loco-sup-
paddle-board-2/

Price:
£799 – check Loco
website for deals,
however.

mailto:mailto:info@loco-sup.com
http://www.locosurfing.com
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHRZlwgF-bw8GOR_n-yImTA
https://plus.google.com/u/0/116230894543040691321/posts
https://vimeo.com/user9705273
https://twitter.com/loco_sup
https://www.facebook.com/locosup
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Configured as a quad fin (there’s the
option to set up skegs exactly how
you please, as the board comes with
five fin boxes and foils), resistance
through the water is minimal –
although those paddlers not used to
lively rides will require a period of
adjustment. Tracking is pretty good,
mainly down to the board being over
9ft, and straight line top speed, for a
surf SUP, is admirable.

Prowling the break, the Surfer just
begs you to whip into a slice of
liquid joy and as you take off the
Laird reacts well to pumping and being
proactive. Concentration needs to be

given to foot placement as, although stable
enough, it still won’t forgive dodgy technique.

Once up and riding, the Laird Surfer powers
down the line and allows riders to
concentrate on which section they
want to hit and what move they
want to complete. This board’s
secret is being nimble and
manoeuvrable from forwards of
the tail section (great for slow
waves and improving
intermediates) while able to
achieve all the big power
moves (if you’re capable
enough/have the conditions)

associated with high
performance carving from above

the fins. 

Ride it old school noserider style or
new school hack and slash –
whatever your flavour, the Laird
Surfer accommodates. OK, we’ll
admit that you’re never going to
get quite as contorted as World
Tour pros with the 9.6ft, but for
most UK rippers the Laird Surfer
9.6ft will tick all the boxes, cope
with a broad range of conditions,
prick your interest when you
least expect and offer a wide
range of tuning (through fins) to

accommodate varied styles of wave
riding.

C O N C L U S I O N

The Laird Standup Surfer 9.6ft
looks a beauty – it almost
appears more like a custom
surfboard than a stand up paddle
surfing weapon. With five fin
boxes you can tune this baby up
depending on the conditions you
face on the day, it’s super
versatile. Our preference was
quad fin mode, which makes the
Surfer super loose and perfect for
carving/slashing. Ride the Surfer
further forwards for a mellower
experience or bang some full
power turns once on the tail.
Nose ride and spin or simply
glide. Whatever your preference
of performance SUP surfing,
you’ll get it here. It’s a board that
also works as a step bigger wave
SUP.

If you’re a newbie or tentative
rider then look at the brand’s
bigger version for a less
engaging ride.

Sweet lines/cool glides – 
Laird Surfer 9.6ft  
w w w . l a i r d s t a n d u p . c o m

Sometimes you step aboard a brand’s sled and it all just clicks
into place. The Surfer from Laird Standup is one such board.
With quoted 28” width and 115L of volume, it’s a low profiled
performance SUP – especially for a 9.6ft. Feeling much
smaller underfoot, you can totally see why the man himself
(Laird, in case you’re scratching your head) has this as his
‘go to’ wave rider.

S U R F  B O A R D  S P E C I A L

Further info : 
www.lairdstandup.com/
product/surfer/

Price:
£1080

We tried the Fish in thruster
mode and twin fin
configuration. It was the twin
set up that worked best for us,
offering a skatey style ride. If
you choose thrusters then
we’d suggest banging the
central fin right forwards to
increase maximum pivot
when on a wave. 

Due to the Fish’s short and
stubby profile, tracking and glide
needs concentration. A deft paddle

technique is required when facing choppy
conditions to keep it straight and
true – minute corrections of paddle
stroke will keep you positioned at
the take off.

Driving yourself onto a wave is
easy enough and it’s once the
board slides down a watery wall
that the magic of the Fish makes
itself known. The swallow tail
grips like stink off the bottom
and the Fatstick’s rocker profile

gives lift out of the trough. Nose
kick is enough to not pearl on take
off and the board’s width forgives
dodgy foot placement. We
expected there to be a certain
amount of drag coming from
the ample width that can halt
top speed, but the tapered tail
refuses to slow down. 

The secret of the Fatstick
Fish is being able to carve
the board smoothly from the
mid-point – therefore it’s a
great tutor for anyone
entering the wave
environment for the first time.
For those with the skills full

chat turns are the reward with
and redirects are easily

achievable. 

s t a n d  u p  p a d d l e  m a g  u k

Sticking with the fat – 
Fatstick Fish 8.6ft 
w w w . s u p d i r e c t . c o . u k

Affordable SUP brand Fatstick passed us their Fish 8.6ft
for this issue’s real world wave test, stating: ‘You need to
try it to appreciate it!’ Stable this thing most certainly is
but, unlike similar voluminous boards, it actually sits
pretty low in the water at rest. The Fish’s fins will need to
be upgraded (Fatstick offer this) or swap them out
yourself to something more high performance. We’d
also like to see five fin boxes so riders can tune to
the conditions.
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C O N C L U S I O N

Some surf SUPs are great for pivot
style turns and vertical riding
while others display more slash
and slide characteristics. It’s the
latter camp the Fatstick Fish 8.6ft
falls into. Offering superior
stability in junky conditions, but
displaying cracking performance
in the 1-4ft wave size arena, it
feels more like a traditional
surfboard of same ilk rather than
SUP surfer. Good for heavy
weights and middle weights
alike, get your fin tuning sorted
and you’ve got yourself a top
drawer board for much of what
the UK’s surfing beaches tend to
serve up. Also available in scaled
up 9.6ft version and full carbon
construction coming soon.

S U R F  B O A R D  S P E C I A L

Further info : 
www.supdirect.co.uk/fatstick-
shop/4584165157/fatstick-fish-wave-
sup-8'6/7870540

Price: £639

http://www.lairdstandup.com/product/surfer/
http://www.lairdstandup.com/product/surfer/
http://www.lairdstandup.com
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Configured as a quad fin (there’s the
option to set up skegs exactly how
you please, as the board comes with
five fin boxes and foils), resistance
through the water is minimal –
although those paddlers not used to
lively rides will require a period of
adjustment. Tracking is pretty good,
mainly down to the board being over
9ft, and straight line top speed, for a
surf SUP, is admirable.

Prowling the break, the Surfer just
begs you to whip into a slice of
liquid joy and as you take off the
Laird reacts well to pumping and being
proactive. Concentration needs to be

given to foot placement as, although stable
enough, it still won’t forgive dodgy technique.

Once up and riding, the Laird Surfer powers
down the line and allows riders to
concentrate on which section they
want to hit and what move they
want to complete. This board’s
secret is being nimble and
manoeuvrable from forwards of
the tail section (great for slow
waves and improving
intermediates) while able to
achieve all the big power
moves (if you’re capable
enough/have the conditions)

associated with high
performance carving from above

the fins. 

Ride it old school noserider style or
new school hack and slash –
whatever your flavour, the Laird
Surfer accommodates. OK, we’ll
admit that you’re never going to
get quite as contorted as World
Tour pros with the 9.6ft, but for
most UK rippers the Laird Surfer
9.6ft will tick all the boxes, cope
with a broad range of conditions,
prick your interest when you
least expect and offer a wide
range of tuning (through fins) to

accommodate varied styles of wave
riding.

C O N C L U S I O N

The Laird Standup Surfer 9.6ft
looks a beauty – it almost
appears more like a custom
surfboard than a stand up paddle
surfing weapon. With five fin
boxes you can tune this baby up
depending on the conditions you
face on the day, it’s super
versatile. Our preference was
quad fin mode, which makes the
Surfer super loose and perfect for
carving/slashing. Ride the Surfer
further forwards for a mellower
experience or bang some full
power turns once on the tail.
Nose ride and spin or simply
glide. Whatever your preference
of performance SUP surfing,
you’ll get it here. It’s a board that
also works as a step bigger wave
SUP.

If you’re a newbie or tentative
rider then look at the brand’s
bigger version for a less
engaging ride.

Sweet lines/cool glides – 
Laird Surfer 9.6ft  
w w w . l a i r d s t a n d u p . c o m

Sometimes you step aboard a brand’s sled and it all just clicks
into place. The Surfer from Laird Standup is one such board.
With quoted 28” width and 115L of volume, it’s a low profiled
performance SUP – especially for a 9.6ft. Feeling much
smaller underfoot, you can totally see why the man himself
(Laird, in case you’re scratching your head) has this as his
‘go to’ wave rider.

S U R F  B O A R D  S P E C I A L

Further info : 
www.lairdstandup.com/
product/surfer/

Price:
£1080

We tried the Fish in thruster
mode and twin fin
configuration. It was the twin
set up that worked best for us,
offering a skatey style ride. If
you choose thrusters then
we’d suggest banging the
central fin right forwards to
increase maximum pivot
when on a wave. 

Due to the Fish’s short and
stubby profile, tracking and glide
needs concentration. A deft paddle

technique is required when facing choppy
conditions to keep it straight and
true – minute corrections of paddle
stroke will keep you positioned at
the take off.

Driving yourself onto a wave is
easy enough and it’s once the
board slides down a watery wall
that the magic of the Fish makes
itself known. The swallow tail
grips like stink off the bottom
and the Fatstick’s rocker profile

gives lift out of the trough. Nose
kick is enough to not pearl on take
off and the board’s width forgives
dodgy foot placement. We
expected there to be a certain
amount of drag coming from
the ample width that can halt
top speed, but the tapered tail
refuses to slow down. 

The secret of the Fatstick
Fish is being able to carve
the board smoothly from the
mid-point – therefore it’s a
great tutor for anyone
entering the wave
environment for the first time.
For those with the skills full

chat turns are the reward with
and redirects are easily

achievable. 

s t a n d  u p  p a d d l e  m a g  u k

Sticking with the fat – 
Fatstick Fish 8.6ft 
w w w . s u p d i r e c t . c o . u k

Affordable SUP brand Fatstick passed us their Fish 8.6ft
for this issue’s real world wave test, stating: ‘You need to
try it to appreciate it!’ Stable this thing most certainly is
but, unlike similar voluminous boards, it actually sits
pretty low in the water at rest. The Fish’s fins will need to
be upgraded (Fatstick offer this) or swap them out
yourself to something more high performance. We’d
also like to see five fin boxes so riders can tune to
the conditions.
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C O N C L U S I O N

Some surf SUPs are great for pivot
style turns and vertical riding
while others display more slash
and slide characteristics. It’s the
latter camp the Fatstick Fish 8.6ft
falls into. Offering superior
stability in junky conditions, but
displaying cracking performance
in the 1-4ft wave size arena, it
feels more like a traditional
surfboard of same ilk rather than
SUP surfer. Good for heavy
weights and middle weights
alike, get your fin tuning sorted
and you’ve got yourself a top
drawer board for much of what
the UK’s surfing beaches tend to
serve up. Also available in scaled
up 9.6ft version and full carbon
construction coming soon.

S U R F  B O A R D  S P E C I A L

Further info : 
www.supdirect.co.uk/fatstick-
shop/4584165157/fatstick-fish-wave-
sup-8'6/7870540

Price: £639

http://www.supdirect.co.uk/fatstick-shop/4584165157/fatstick-fish-wave-sup-8'6/7870540
http://www.supdirect.co.uk/fatstick-shop/4584165157/fatstick-fish-wave-sup-8'6/7870540
http://www.supdirect.co.uk/fatstick-shop/4584165157/fatstick-fish-wave-sup-8'6/7870540
http://www.supdirect.co.uk


Flip the Kala on its deck and you
immediately see a pronounced,
scooped concave in the tail section
with five fin boxes placed quite far
forwards. The provided skegs are
high quality and allow riders to
tune their stick between all
manner of configurations. With
the wide tail we plumped for
thruster to start with to give more
drive out of bottom turns.

On the water the Kala is super
stable, that’s for sure. Paddlers
can stand a little further back than
normal, although this does create
a bit of drag when heading for the
take off zone. The pronounced nose
rocker of the Kala allows for easy
climbing of white water and it rides
over swells, during the paddle out,
without trouble – it’s a good SUP when
there’s a decent size wave heading your way.

Taking off is easy enough, although you’ll
need to put the hammer down a little to

unstick the tail. Having dropped in, the
Aqua Inc Kala glides along effortlessly,
once again the performance nose
keeping clear of trouble and avoiding
that dreaded pearl (nose dive).

Bottom turns are progressive but
zippy and the Kala prefers a more
drawn out carve. Once back at the
lip, riders will find rebounding off
the white water a rewarding
experience and those forward
placed fins beneath do the trick –
allowing surfers to crank turns
without being right on the tail. If
you’re experienced enough and can
get above the fins, the Kala gives
even more scope for carving turns.

For those wanting a looser experience,
opting for quad fin mode will deliver the

goods although, as thought, some drive
from bottom turns is lost and paddlers will

need to be more proactive at generating
speed.

Hala atcha – Aqua Inc Kala 9.2ft 
w w w . a q u a i n c - g l o b a l . c o m

Conceived on the Greek peninsula Halkidiki, Aqua Inc may be
a new name to many – but with a diverse range of shapes for
all types of SUP, we were intrigued as to how the brand’s Kala
9.2ft, developed by Fabio Giacomini, would fare. Out of the
box and the Kala is a wide and unique shape. It has a good
deal of width in the tail and mid-section that gives way to
what appears a very high performance (traditional) nose.
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C O N C L U S I O N

Aqua Inc’s Kala 9.2ft is a
slightly quirky looking board
with its wide point placed quite
far back. This is helpful when
schooling newbie wave riders in
the art of carving as it forgives
dodgy foot placement during
turns. Glide is OK; paddlers will
need to work a bit harder to
pick up waves earlier but once
on a wall the Kala is nippy.
Happy to be carved from
forwards of a traditional stance,
it’s a good SUP for
intermediates looking to step
up in waves and the high
rockered nose copes well with
the sucky/dumpy conditions
you find at more
exposed/windy breaks.

Further info : 
www.aquainc-
global.com/#!sup-board/c3ku

www.facebook.com/Aqua-
Inc-407458945978488

Prices:
£799

S U R F  B O A R D  S P E C I A L

Manufactured, as is usual with the big
S brand, to a high standard it looks
the business sitting on the beach. A
quality central fin protrudes from
the board’s underbelly and has
been optimised for the Drive’s
flat water capabilities. There’s
the option of adding side bites
– recommended if heading to
the surf.

Once aboard the Drive it’s a very
forgiving ride, even when faced
with confused sea states. As
such it makes a good junky
wave machine and rewards
paddlers with an easy sweep out
to the line up. Sticking with the
non-wave theme for a second, the
Drive tracks well for a blunt nose SUP
and glide is respectable, which makes it a
good choice for those looking for a tool to simply
get afloat. 

Back into waves and it’ll climb white water easily,
getting you out back swiftly, and offers a great

tutoring platform for those surfing newbies.
Prowling the take off Starboard’s Drive
10.5ft is nippy and able to be
positioned in the right spot just at the
correct time – that said, remember
not to be a wave hog, as this board
will allow that if you let it!

Picking off swells super early the
Drive drops in with a decent
amount of speed. It’s then a
progressive carve off the bottom to

slingshot riders down the line or
back up to the lip. While perfectly
capable of cutting back the Drive
isn’t an aggressive wave rider.
Instead it’s all about the fun
factor and styling it. If you do
want a degree more
manoeuvrability then it’d be
worth swapping the central fin
for something smaller which
loosens the Drive up further.

The Drive is strong and durable
in AST construction and while
light enough it might be worth
considering the brushed carbon
model for a truly throw about
sensation – that extra reduction

in weight will allow for more
aggressive riding.

That said, the Drive really is a multi-
tool for paddlers who sweep across

various environments – not just waves. Even
Yoga antics are applicable with Starboard’s
Drive 10.5ft.

s t a n d  u p  p a d d l e  m a g  u k

Drive it like ya stole it – 
Starboard Drive 10.5ft AST 
h t t p : / / s t a r - b o a r d . c o m

Starboard’s Drive continues to be a super popular stand
up paddle board in the UK and straddles the all round
SUP/small to medium size wave board category. Looking
exactly like a longboard style wave rider it’s a balanced
and composed ride on the flat and will suit those
looking for mellow sessions cruising their local put in.
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C O N C L U S I O N

Although we put the Drive 10.5ft
through its paces in waves
there’s more to this sled than
arcing cutbacks. Composed and
well-mannered on flat water it’s
a delightful board to paddle for
the sheer hell of getting afloat.
When a bump does show itself
you’ll be more than tooled up for
attacking a few liquid walls and
for a 30” wide SUP the Drive
carves well – albeit in a more
drawn out fashion.

It’s not hard to see why
Starboard’s Drive 10.5ft has
such a loyal following.
Straddling multi-disciplines this
is a one SUP fits all that can be
used across inland waterways
and surf orientated ocean
environments without blinking.

S U R F  B O A R D  S P E C I A L

Further info : 
http://star-board-
sup.com/2015/products/drive-10-
5x30/

Price:
From £799.00 (Starshot
Construction) AST £1085.00 
(as reviewed). 
Available in: Astro Inflatable,
Starshot, AST Electric, Wood and
Carbon

https://www.facebook.com/Aqua-Inc-407458945978488
https://www.facebook.com/Aqua-Inc-407458945978488
http://www.aquainc-global.com/#!sup-board/c3ku
http://www.aquainc-global.com/#!sup-board/c3ku
http://www.aquainc-global.com


Flip the Kala on its deck and you
immediately see a pronounced,
scooped concave in the tail section
with five fin boxes placed quite far
forwards. The provided skegs are
high quality and allow riders to
tune their stick between all
manner of configurations. With
the wide tail we plumped for
thruster to start with to give more
drive out of bottom turns.

On the water the Kala is super
stable, that’s for sure. Paddlers
can stand a little further back than
normal, although this does create
a bit of drag when heading for the
take off zone. The pronounced nose
rocker of the Kala allows for easy
climbing of white water and it rides
over swells, during the paddle out,
without trouble – it’s a good SUP when
there’s a decent size wave heading your way.

Taking off is easy enough, although you’ll
need to put the hammer down a little to

unstick the tail. Having dropped in, the
Aqua Inc Kala glides along effortlessly,
once again the performance nose
keeping clear of trouble and avoiding
that dreaded pearl (nose dive).

Bottom turns are progressive but
zippy and the Kala prefers a more
drawn out carve. Once back at the
lip, riders will find rebounding off
the white water a rewarding
experience and those forward
placed fins beneath do the trick –
allowing surfers to crank turns
without being right on the tail. If
you’re experienced enough and can
get above the fins, the Kala gives
even more scope for carving turns.

For those wanting a looser experience,
opting for quad fin mode will deliver the

goods although, as thought, some drive
from bottom turns is lost and paddlers will

need to be more proactive at generating
speed.

Hala atcha – Aqua Inc Kala 9.2ft 
w w w . a q u a i n c - g l o b a l . c o m

Conceived on the Greek peninsula Halkidiki, Aqua Inc may be
a new name to many – but with a diverse range of shapes for
all types of SUP, we were intrigued as to how the brand’s Kala
9.2ft, developed by Fabio Giacomini, would fare. Out of the
box and the Kala is a wide and unique shape. It has a good
deal of width in the tail and mid-section that gives way to
what appears a very high performance (traditional) nose.
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C O N C L U S I O N

Aqua Inc’s Kala 9.2ft is a
slightly quirky looking board
with its wide point placed quite
far back. This is helpful when
schooling newbie wave riders in
the art of carving as it forgives
dodgy foot placement during
turns. Glide is OK; paddlers will
need to work a bit harder to
pick up waves earlier but once
on a wall the Kala is nippy.
Happy to be carved from
forwards of a traditional stance,
it’s a good SUP for
intermediates looking to step
up in waves and the high
rockered nose copes well with
the sucky/dumpy conditions
you find at more
exposed/windy breaks.

Further info : 
www.aquainc-
global.com/#!sup-board/c3ku

www.facebook.com/Aqua-
Inc-407458945978488

Prices:
£799

S U R F  B O A R D  S P E C I A L

Manufactured, as is usual with the big
S brand, to a high standard it looks
the business sitting on the beach. A
quality central fin protrudes from
the board’s underbelly and has
been optimised for the Drive’s
flat water capabilities. There’s
the option of adding side bites
– recommended if heading to
the surf.

Once aboard the Drive it’s a very
forgiving ride, even when faced
with confused sea states. As
such it makes a good junky
wave machine and rewards
paddlers with an easy sweep out
to the line up. Sticking with the
non-wave theme for a second, the
Drive tracks well for a blunt nose SUP
and glide is respectable, which makes it a
good choice for those looking for a tool to simply
get afloat. 

Back into waves and it’ll climb white water easily,
getting you out back swiftly, and offers a great

tutoring platform for those surfing newbies.
Prowling the take off Starboard’s Drive
10.5ft is nippy and able to be
positioned in the right spot just at the
correct time – that said, remember
not to be a wave hog, as this board
will allow that if you let it!

Picking off swells super early the
Drive drops in with a decent
amount of speed. It’s then a
progressive carve off the bottom to

slingshot riders down the line or
back up to the lip. While perfectly
capable of cutting back the Drive
isn’t an aggressive wave rider.
Instead it’s all about the fun
factor and styling it. If you do
want a degree more
manoeuvrability then it’d be
worth swapping the central fin
for something smaller which
loosens the Drive up further.

The Drive is strong and durable
in AST construction and while
light enough it might be worth
considering the brushed carbon
model for a truly throw about
sensation – that extra reduction

in weight will allow for more
aggressive riding.

That said, the Drive really is a multi-
tool for paddlers who sweep across

various environments – not just waves. Even
Yoga antics are applicable with Starboard’s
Drive 10.5ft.

s t a n d  u p  p a d d l e  m a g  u k
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C O N C L U S I O N
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there’s more to this sled than
arcing cutbacks. Composed and
well-mannered on flat water it’s
a delightful board to paddle for
the sheer hell of getting afloat.
When a bump does show itself
you’ll be more than tooled up for
attacking a few liquid walls and
for a 30” wide SUP the Drive
carves well – albeit in a more
drawn out fashion.

It’s not hard to see why
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such a loyal following.
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is a one SUP fits all that can be
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and surf orientated ocean
environments without blinking.

S U R F  B O A R D  S P E C I A L
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http://star-board-sup.com/2015/products/drive-10-5x30/
http://star-board-sup.com/2015/products/drive-10-5x30/
http://star-board-sup.com/2015/products/drive-10-5x30/
http://www.star-board.com


Out of the box and it’s a familiar
looking board to the naked eye
when gazing at the deck – its
seemingly all round shape telling
all secrets. There’s a quality pad
that runs from nose to tail –
something you don’t often see
these days. Flip the B&B over,
however, and it’s a different
story. A simple single fin
protrudes from the tail and
there’s an odd looking scoop
dug out from under the nose.
Pick the board up and it feels
super light – even with that full
deckpad. You’ll also notice thinned
out 50/50 rails and stripped out tail
volume. All in all it’s a pure bred shape,
under the microscope, and our caps are doffed in
Jimmy’s direction because of this.

Paddling out, we were surprised how stable
the Black&Blue is – even at 28” wide. Paddlers
will need to be aware of chop and foam as
there’s not a great deal of rocker up front – a
complete contrast to the tail – and this could

trip SUPers up if standing too far forward
when going for the catch. 

During our testing we had small, waist
high clean waves. They weren’t perfect
but it gave us a platform to feel the
board in motion and showed how
easy it was to catch waves with
very little effort.

Those that have ridden nose rider
surfboards will know the feeling
of being locked into a wave,
cruising rather hitting Mach 10
shortboard speeds – certainly
true on the Black&Blue. With its

single fin and tail rocker jammed
in, this board makes you feel like
you’re part of the wave rather than
having to race each section. Gliding
along its line is sublime – drawn out
arced turns, preparing to move in
soul arch mode, is where it’s at
with the Black&Blue.

As soon as you’ve dropped in
and set your rail, it’s time to
start edging towards the front.
Stepping forwards with positive
but sensitive footwork until
you’re in the zone gets you
hanging, but be ready to reverse

step and add some sweeping drop
knee carves to do it all again. 

We mentioned the scooped out underside
nose; it’s when hanging fives or 10s that this
design trait comes into play. Acting like a
vacuum, it traps air between wave and board
which gives a cushioning/floating effect. It
literally feels like you’re riding a magic carpet at
top speed – if you step off the gas then it doesn’t
quite work and instead results in pearling.

Back to the future – Jimmy Lewis
Black&Blue Machine 9.6ft 
w w w . s u r f s - s u p . c o . u k

There are nose riders and then there are, well, nose riders.
Jimmy Lewis, being the toes over aficionado he is, obviously
knows a thing or two about designing boards for old school
styling. It’ll come as no surprise that the JL Black&Blue
9.6ft is a pure thoroughbred nose rider – and in fact the
purest of this type of board we’ve tested to date.

C O N C L U S I O N

The Jimmy Lewis Black&Blue
9.6ft is, as always, a well made
board with a high end finish
and distinctive look. Designed
for those who love to get five
and 10 toes over, with the odd
swooping carve thrown in for
good measure, it rewards
paddlers who sweep in clean
conditions and would
especially be at home styling it
on some clean smooth faces
with defined take offs. If you’re
an aspiring stylemeister and
yearn for a tool that fits your
mentality, look no further.
Check out the JL 10.2ft version
if you’re a bigger boned rider or
want even more glide.

Further info : 
www.surfs-sup.co.uk/shop/stand-
up-paddleboarding/stand-up-
paddleboards/jimmy-lewis-black-
and-blue-machine/

Price:
£1200 – incl. bag
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http://www.surfs-sup.co.uk/shop/stand-up-paddleboarding/stand-up-paddleboards/jimmy-lewis-black-and-blue-machine/
http://www.surfs-sup.co.uk/shop/stand-up-paddleboarding/stand-up-paddleboards/jimmy-lewis-black-and-blue-machine/
http://www.surfs-sup.co.uk/shop/stand-up-paddleboarding/stand-up-paddleboards/jimmy-lewis-black-and-blue-machine/
http://www.surfs-sup.co.uk/shop/stand-up-paddleboarding/stand-up-paddleboards/jimmy-lewis-black-and-blue-machine/
http://www.surfs-sup.co.uk
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that runs from nose to tail –
something you don’t often see
these days. Flip the B&B over,
however, and it’s a different
story. A simple single fin
protrudes from the tail and
there’s an odd looking scoop
dug out from under the nose.
Pick the board up and it feels
super light – even with that full
deckpad. You’ll also notice thinned
out 50/50 rails and stripped out tail
volume. All in all it’s a pure bred shape,
under the microscope, and our caps are doffed in
Jimmy’s direction because of this.
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the Black&Blue is – even at 28” wide. Paddlers
will need to be aware of chop and foam as
there’s not a great deal of rocker up front – a
complete contrast to the tail – and this could

trip SUPers up if standing too far forward
when going for the catch. 

During our testing we had small, waist
high clean waves. They weren’t perfect
but it gave us a platform to feel the
board in motion and showed how
easy it was to catch waves with
very little effort.

Those that have ridden nose rider
surfboards will know the feeling
of being locked into a wave,
cruising rather hitting Mach 10
shortboard speeds – certainly
true on the Black&Blue. With its

single fin and tail rocker jammed
in, this board makes you feel like
you’re part of the wave rather than
having to race each section. Gliding
along its line is sublime – drawn out
arced turns, preparing to move in
soul arch mode, is where it’s at
with the Black&Blue.

As soon as you’ve dropped in
and set your rail, it’s time to
start edging towards the front.
Stepping forwards with positive
but sensitive footwork until
you’re in the zone gets you
hanging, but be ready to reverse

step and add some sweeping drop
knee carves to do it all again. 

We mentioned the scooped out underside
nose; it’s when hanging fives or 10s that this
design trait comes into play. Acting like a
vacuum, it traps air between wave and board
which gives a cushioning/floating effect. It
literally feels like you’re riding a magic carpet at
top speed – if you step off the gas then it doesn’t
quite work and instead results in pearling.

Back to the future – Jimmy Lewis
Black&Blue Machine 9.6ft 
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There are nose riders and then there are, well, nose riders.
Jimmy Lewis, being the toes over aficionado he is, obviously
knows a thing or two about designing boards for old school
styling. It’ll come as no surprise that the JL Black&Blue
9.6ft is a pure thoroughbred nose rider – and in fact the
purest of this type of board we’ve tested to date.

C O N C L U S I O N

The Jimmy Lewis Black&Blue
9.6ft is, as always, a well made
board with a high end finish
and distinctive look. Designed
for those who love to get five
and 10 toes over, with the odd
swooping carve thrown in for
good measure, it rewards
paddlers who sweep in clean
conditions and would
especially be at home styling it
on some clean smooth faces
with defined take offs. If you’re
an aspiring stylemeister and
yearn for a tool that fits your
mentality, look no further.
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Supplied as a quad fin, but with the
option of configuring skegs how
riders see fit, we left as a four foil
set up for our first outing but
then swapped things around
during later sessions. Standing
atop the 9ft Cosmo is a
familiar feeling. Up front is a
very wide platform and, just
as with the 8ft Cosmo,
paddlers will need to be
positioned further forwards
than thought to keep the tail
lifted and not create drag.
Step back for lightning fast
pivots, however…

The plan shape of the
Cosmo is pretty unique with
a series of ‘wingers’ running
down the rails to a
performance tapered tail – this
is how RRD cram in volume and
width. Nose rocker is ample, even
when standing in that forwards placed

sweet spot – you’ll be surprised how much
clearance you actually get!

Out at the take off and the 9ft displays good
glide and therefore gets you onto walls
efficiently. The lightweight construction of
the RRD makes it feel a little ‘corky’ but
there’s no denying how easy is it is to catch

waves – from knee high and up. The Cosmo
is another example of how performance
orientated sleds can maximise even the
slackest of wave sessions.

A really lively personality, for a
relatively wide SUP, inspires paddlers to
push the envelope in terms of what
they can achieve when riding. Even
from just in front of the tail pad, it’s
possible to whack in smooth fast

turns – get yourself above the fins
and the Cosmo is a proper
carving/lip swatting machine. 

‘Working’ the Cosmo does
produce best results so
proactivity is a must –
moving feet about the deck
will yield efficient trim
results and therefore better
performance. If simply
gliding is your thing then
perhaps look at the RRD
Wassup range – although you
can still slide and gaze with
the Cosmo. Rev up to speed,

however, and the Cosmo 9ft is a
joy to chuck around.

Big boy toy – RRD Cosmo 9ft pro 
w w w . r o b e r t o r i c c i d e s i g n s . c o m

We tested RRD’s Cosmo 8ft pro back at the start of the year
(http://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/05/20/cosmo-fo-sho-
rrd-cosmo-8ft-2015-pro/) and were therefore intrigued to see
how its larger sibling would fare. Supplied in pro carbon
construction, as with the 8ft, it’s a lightweight stick for its
size and super easy/comfy to carry from the car to the
put in.

C O N C L U S I O N

With more glide, stability and
carving ability than you’d
imagine for a wide body SUP,
RRD’s Cosmo 9ft is great for big
boned riders or those entering
the wave arena for the first
time. It’s also applicable to
lighter weights who want a tool
for slacker wave days. Set up as
a quad fin for maximum
manoeuvrability or stick it in
thruster mode to lend yourself
more drive, there’s scope for
tuning your sled to conditions,
which is commendable.
Supplied fins are quality and
the whole package is top
drawer– typically RRD in that
sense. Just watch out for dings
with pro construction, as it’s
easy to hole your pride and joy!

Further info : 
www.robertoriccidesigns.com/
equipment/shop/cosmo-sup-pro/

Prices:
£TBC
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As with a lot of boards, the provided fins
aren’t what we’d like to see so these were
swapped out for a higher performance
set which instantly transforms the on
water performance.

The Navigator offers great glide for a
round nose SUP and it cuts a decent
track through the water – paddlers
barely having to deviate from their
chosen course or having to drop in
corrective strokes. As such it’d make
a good all round stick for those
looking for crossover performance.

Feeling quite long underfoot,
paddling to the peak is a rapid
experience. If there’s a lot of froth
kicking about then you’ll need to
step right back – further than you’d
think, to hoof the nose over white
water – but this is easy to get used to.

The Snell Navigator isn’t the lightest stick in its
class but this actually comes into its own on
fatter swells as momentum is easy to generate
and keep the board gliding. Making sections and
escaping crumbly lips is super easy with the

10.6ft and as such it’s great for building
confidence in those new to surf
environments.

Stepping back onto the tail during
steeper wave rides unlocks a degree
more manoeuvrability. Ripping
turns, though, isn’t the Snell’s forte.
It’s a board designed more for
swooping turns and arcing cutbacks
with maybe the odd nose ride
thrown in for good measure. For
riders perfecting their technique
it’s also a good platform as it
forgives clumsy foot placement
and allows the rider to
concentrate on having fun
rather than chucking you off.

If you’re after crossover flat
water performance then the
Navigator is also as happy
punting about creeks,
estuaries, lakes, canals and
rivers as it in open water. As a
one board wave rider does all
for middle to heavy weights
it’s a good choice and it would
also suit lighter weights

looking for a fun all round flat
water SUP to improve on.

s t a n d  u p  p a d d l e  m a g  u k

Navigate this! – 
Snell Bros Navigator 10.6ft 
w w w . s b s b o a r d s . c o m

Having tried the Snell Bros Widow Maker big boys’ wave
toy a few issues ago, we were keen to inspect the popular
Navigator 10.6ft. Billed more as an all round SUP that can
be used for wave riding, it’s manufactured in similar Snell
bamboo/sandwich construction and looks the bomb.
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C O N C L U S I O N

We’ve tested a number of Snell
Brothers SUPs now and all are
configured for those slacker
wave environments –
something that makes sense
when you consider the brand’s
south coast location. The 10.6ft
Navigator would suit slightly
heavier riders looking for a
cruisy board to surf and will
help develop a high level of
technique for when it’s time to
move down to the Snell Widow
Maker – their high performance
toy reviewed here:
standuppaddlemag.co.uk/
2015/06/11/solid-as-a-rock-
snell-bros-8-3ft-widow-maker/

If you love drawn out style
carves, getting those toes over
or mucking about in small to
medium waves then the
Navigator would fit the bill.

S U R F  B O A R D  S P E C I A L

Further info : 
www.sbsboards.com/product/
navigator-stand-up-paddleboard/

Price:
£749 for board only or £849 for
board and paddle

http://www.robertoriccidesigns.com/equipment/shop/cosmo-sup-pro/
http://www.robertoriccidesigns.com/equipment/shop/cosmo-sup-pro/
http://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/05/20/cosmo-fo-sho-rrd-cosmo-8ft-2015-pro
http://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/05/20/cosmo-fo-sho-rrd-cosmo-8ft-2015-pro
http://www.robertoriccidesigns.com
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when standing in that forwards placed
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there’s no denying how easy is it is to catch
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performance. If simply
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rrd-cosmo-8ft-2015-pro/) and were therefore intrigued to see
how its larger sibling would fare. Supplied in pro carbon
construction, as with the 8ft, it’s a lightweight stick for its
size and super easy/comfy to carry from the car to the
put in.
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With more glide, stability and
carving ability than you’d
imagine for a wide body SUP,
RRD’s Cosmo 9ft is great for big
boned riders or those entering
the wave arena for the first
time. It’s also applicable to
lighter weights who want a tool
for slacker wave days. Set up as
a quad fin for maximum
manoeuvrability or stick it in
thruster mode to lend yourself
more drive, there’s scope for
tuning your sled to conditions,
which is commendable.
Supplied fins are quality and
the whole package is top
drawer– typically RRD in that
sense. Just watch out for dings
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S U R F  B O A R D  S P E C I A L

As with a lot of boards, the provided fins
aren’t what we’d like to see so these were
swapped out for a higher performance
set which instantly transforms the on
water performance.

The Navigator offers great glide for a
round nose SUP and it cuts a decent
track through the water – paddlers
barely having to deviate from their
chosen course or having to drop in
corrective strokes. As such it’d make
a good all round stick for those
looking for crossover performance.

Feeling quite long underfoot,
paddling to the peak is a rapid
experience. If there’s a lot of froth
kicking about then you’ll need to
step right back – further than you’d
think, to hoof the nose over white
water – but this is easy to get used to.

The Snell Navigator isn’t the lightest stick in its
class but this actually comes into its own on
fatter swells as momentum is easy to generate
and keep the board gliding. Making sections and
escaping crumbly lips is super easy with the

10.6ft and as such it’s great for building
confidence in those new to surf
environments.

Stepping back onto the tail during
steeper wave rides unlocks a degree
more manoeuvrability. Ripping
turns, though, isn’t the Snell’s forte.
It’s a board designed more for
swooping turns and arcing cutbacks
with maybe the odd nose ride
thrown in for good measure. For
riders perfecting their technique
it’s also a good platform as it
forgives clumsy foot placement
and allows the rider to
concentrate on having fun
rather than chucking you off.

If you’re after crossover flat
water performance then the
Navigator is also as happy
punting about creeks,
estuaries, lakes, canals and
rivers as it in open water. As a
one board wave rider does all
for middle to heavy weights
it’s a good choice and it would
also suit lighter weights

looking for a fun all round flat
water SUP to improve on.

s t a n d  u p  p a d d l e  m a g  u k

Navigate this! – 
Snell Bros Navigator 10.6ft 
w w w . s b s b o a r d s . c o m

Having tried the Snell Bros Widow Maker big boys’ wave
toy a few issues ago, we were keen to inspect the popular
Navigator 10.6ft. Billed more as an all round SUP that can
be used for wave riding, it’s manufactured in similar Snell
bamboo/sandwich construction and looks the bomb.
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C O N C L U S I O N

We’ve tested a number of Snell
Brothers SUPs now and all are
configured for those slacker
wave environments –
something that makes sense
when you consider the brand’s
south coast location. The 10.6ft
Navigator would suit slightly
heavier riders looking for a
cruisy board to surf and will
help develop a high level of
technique for when it’s time to
move down to the Snell Widow
Maker – their high performance
toy reviewed here:
standuppaddlemag.co.uk/
2015/06/11/solid-as-a-rock-
snell-bros-8-3ft-widow-maker/

If you love drawn out style
carves, getting those toes over
or mucking about in small to
medium waves then the
Navigator would fit the bill.

S U R F  B O A R D  S P E C I A L

Further info : 
www.sbsboards.com/product/
navigator-stand-up-paddleboard/

Price:
£749 for board only or £849 for
board and paddle

http://www.sbsboards.com/product/navigator-stand-up-paddleboard/
http://www.sbsboards.com/product/navigator-stand-up-paddleboard/
http://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/06/11/solid-as-a-rock-snell-bros-8-3ft-widow-maker/
http://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/06/11/solid-as-a-rock-snell-bros-8-3ft-widow-maker/
http://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/06/11/solid-as-a-rock-snell-bros-8-3ft-widow-maker/
http://www.sbsboards.com


Quatro’s SUP range is a pretty simple one,
offering two lines only. The Carve is a higher
performance shape and designed to
maximise riding whereas Quatro’s Glide sticks
are more all-round sleds designed for slacker
surf and a mellower experience.

When we first clapped eyes on the Glide
we couldn’t believe how much width
had been crammed into its
relatively short 8.10ft shape. 34”
makes the Quatro one of the
widest SUPs in this class we’ve
tested to date. This also led to
scepticism about how it would
fare in waves.

Even with such a big board, it’s
super light and a doddle to
carry – the 8.10ft’s lipped
carry handle being an
ergonomic fit to most paddler’s
mitts. Fins are high quality and
certainly look bang up for the job in
hand – another tick in the box.

All the Glide’s width and volume are located just
in front of the board’s centre point. As such you

have to stand a little further towards the nose
than you’re used to when paddling on the flat.
Trust the designer, however, as it works. Choppy
sea states are no match for the Quatro’s nose
rocker, which stays clear of trouble.

It’s certainly a stable ride; that’s for sure. And
actually, even though the forward wide point does
push a little water, it glides well – glide by name,
glide by nature. Tracking is also pretty efficient
and you’ll be at the take off in no time. We tried
the Glide in a variety of conditions and found that
even though the board’s width ensures maximum
composure during onshore breezy sessions, it

actually prefers cleaner waves.

Picking up swells early (the Glide’s,
er, glide coming in to play again),
the Quatro loves to drop down into
the trough and wind up to terminal
velocity progressively. The wide
nose can be an issue if wave faces
are choppy – cut up flotsam acting
like a brake – hence its desire for
smooth faces. Having hit redline
speeds, it’s easy to crank critical

turns, as long as you’re riding from
above the fins on the tail, or simply
arc shallower carves from further
forwards. Either way, it’s a good
tutor for those learning paddle
surfing fundamentals or those
with experience – maximising
smaller days while still being
able to ride a performance SUP.

For those with skills it favours
slashier turns, as opposed to

vertical top to bottom riding, and is
super fun for tail slides and snappy

pivots. As an added bonus, if you’re
windSUP afflicted, the Quatro Glide 8.10ft boasts
a windsurf rig attachment, increasing the
board’s versatility tenfold.

Wide boy wave bonanza – 
Quatro Glide 8.10ft 
h t t p : / / q u a t r o i n t e r n a t i o n a l . c o m

Keith Teboul is a renowned shaper from Maui and, while many
of you may not have heard of him before, his surfboard,
windsurf and now SUP shapes are legendary. Erring more
towards the wave riding end of the scale, Keith crafts swell
weapons for a number of the world’s elite and, as such, we
couldn’t wait to jump on the Glide 8.10ft and take it for a spin.

C O N C L U S I O N

Quatro’s Glide 8.10ft is a wide
boy SUP that offers a versatile
but extremely composed
paddle surfing experience. It’s
so stable you almost don’t need
to concentrate – even if there’s
breeze and white water flying
about. In terms of actual wave
riding, however, the Glide does
like a groomed and chop free
face to maximise its slash and
turn riding potential. Being
applicable to beginner paddle
surfers and experienced riders
looking for a small wave tool,
the Glide is a well
manufactured SUP that all
paddlers will enjoy.

Further info : 
http://quatrosup.com/production/
stand-up-paddling/boards/glide/

Price:
£1349
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S U R F  B O A R D  S P E C I A L

The Pea is stable on the flat but
demonstrates a playful feel to keep
pilots interested, whatever the on
water conditions. Riding high above
chop and flotsam we initially
worried about the nose burying as
there’s not huge amounts of rocker
up front. Having paddled the O’Shea
in some pretty choppy sea states
this isn’t the case, however. The
board glides over obstacles and
keeps its composure intact.

Scooting around on flat water is fun
although for even better flat water
performance check out the brand’s
11.2ft GT offering we reviewed in a
previous issue
(http://standuppaddlemag. co.uk/
2015/07/06/built- to-tour-oshea- gran-
tourer-isup/). Heading into waves though and

it’s a pretty good performer.
While not actually specifically
designed for this purpose you can

have great fun picking up
frothy/mushy waves and it’s a great
SUP for learning the basics of
paddle surfing. Pivoting
effectively off the tail it’s
possible to get the feeling of
proper top turns.

The 9.4ft is possibly a tad on
the small side for bigger
boned individuals, in which
case we’d suggest getting
hold of the O’Shea 10.2ft
which will float larger
paddlers better –
http://standuppaddlemag.
co.uk/2015/05/19/ blow-n-
go-oshea- 10-2ft-inflatable/
- and deliver a better all
round experience. That said,

with perseverance and skill,
most paddlers will be able to

pilot the 9.4ft and achieve that all
important stoke.

s t a n d  u p  p a d d l e  m a g  u k

(9) 4 on the floor – 
O’Shea 9.4ft inflatable SUP 
w w w . o s h e a s u r f . c o m

Having tested a number of O’Shea’s inflatables we kind of
had an idea what to expect. A well manufactured product,
with distinct livery, and attention to engineering detail is
once again evident with the brand’s 9.4ft (nicknamed ‘the
Pea’) offering. Produced in Dropstitch Mylor it’s a standard
procedure to inflate. We have to mention O’Shea’s simple
screw and go fin system which is super quick and
efficient. After all, who wants to be faffing with ‘bits’ when
the water is calling?

91

C O N C L U S I O N

Another quality product from
the North Wales based O’Shea
their 9.4ft inflatable Pea would
be a worthy addition to any
paddlers kit box – either as a
‘blow ‘n’ go’ travel toy, flat
water fun SUP for groms and
teens or mellow wave rider for
those with a bit of skill. It’s a
good tutor for paddlers looking
to step up their SUP game – a
trait familiar across the whole
O’Shea range. Rather than
being overly elitist Farrel and
his team have got their eye
firmly on the recreational
paddler’s wants and needs –
something which should be
commended.

S U R F  B O A R D  S P E C I A L

Further info : 
www.osheasurf.com/94.html

Price:
£649
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Quatro’s SUP range is a pretty simple one,
offering two lines only. The Carve is a higher
performance shape and designed to
maximise riding whereas Quatro’s Glide sticks
are more all-round sleds designed for slacker
surf and a mellower experience.

When we first clapped eyes on the Glide
we couldn’t believe how much width
had been crammed into its
relatively short 8.10ft shape. 34”
makes the Quatro one of the
widest SUPs in this class we’ve
tested to date. This also led to
scepticism about how it would
fare in waves.

Even with such a big board, it’s
super light and a doddle to
carry – the 8.10ft’s lipped
carry handle being an
ergonomic fit to most paddler’s
mitts. Fins are high quality and
certainly look bang up for the job in
hand – another tick in the box.

All the Glide’s width and volume are located just
in front of the board’s centre point. As such you

have to stand a little further towards the nose
than you’re used to when paddling on the flat.
Trust the designer, however, as it works. Choppy
sea states are no match for the Quatro’s nose
rocker, which stays clear of trouble.

It’s certainly a stable ride; that’s for sure. And
actually, even though the forward wide point does
push a little water, it glides well – glide by name,
glide by nature. Tracking is also pretty efficient
and you’ll be at the take off in no time. We tried
the Glide in a variety of conditions and found that
even though the board’s width ensures maximum
composure during onshore breezy sessions, it

actually prefers cleaner waves.

Picking up swells early (the Glide’s,
er, glide coming in to play again),
the Quatro loves to drop down into
the trough and wind up to terminal
velocity progressively. The wide
nose can be an issue if wave faces
are choppy – cut up flotsam acting
like a brake – hence its desire for
smooth faces. Having hit redline
speeds, it’s easy to crank critical

turns, as long as you’re riding from
above the fins on the tail, or simply
arc shallower carves from further
forwards. Either way, it’s a good
tutor for those learning paddle
surfing fundamentals or those
with experience – maximising
smaller days while still being
able to ride a performance SUP.

For those with skills it favours
slashier turns, as opposed to

vertical top to bottom riding, and is
super fun for tail slides and snappy

pivots. As an added bonus, if you’re
windSUP afflicted, the Quatro Glide 8.10ft boasts
a windsurf rig attachment, increasing the
board’s versatility tenfold.

Wide boy wave bonanza – 
Quatro Glide 8.10ft 
h t t p : / / q u a t r o i n t e r n a t i o n a l . c o m

Keith Teboul is a renowned shaper from Maui and, while many
of you may not have heard of him before, his surfboard,
windsurf and now SUP shapes are legendary. Erring more
towards the wave riding end of the scale, Keith crafts swell
weapons for a number of the world’s elite and, as such, we
couldn’t wait to jump on the Glide 8.10ft and take it for a spin.

C O N C L U S I O N

Quatro’s Glide 8.10ft is a wide
boy SUP that offers a versatile
but extremely composed
paddle surfing experience. It’s
so stable you almost don’t need
to concentrate – even if there’s
breeze and white water flying
about. In terms of actual wave
riding, however, the Glide does
like a groomed and chop free
face to maximise its slash and
turn riding potential. Being
applicable to beginner paddle
surfers and experienced riders
looking for a small wave tool,
the Glide is a well
manufactured SUP that all
paddlers will enjoy.

Further info : 
http://quatrosup.com/production/
stand-up-paddling/boards/glide/

Price:
£1349
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S U R F  B O A R D  S P E C I A L

The Pea is stable on the flat but
demonstrates a playful feel to keep
pilots interested, whatever the on
water conditions. Riding high above
chop and flotsam we initially
worried about the nose burying as
there’s not huge amounts of rocker
up front. Having paddled the O’Shea
in some pretty choppy sea states
this isn’t the case, however. The
board glides over obstacles and
keeps its composure intact.

Scooting around on flat water is fun
although for even better flat water
performance check out the brand’s
11.2ft GT offering we reviewed in a
previous issue
(http://standuppaddlemag. co.uk/
2015/07/06/built- to-tour-oshea- gran-
tourer-isup/). Heading into waves though and

it’s a pretty good performer.
While not actually specifically
designed for this purpose you can

have great fun picking up
frothy/mushy waves and it’s a great
SUP for learning the basics of
paddle surfing. Pivoting
effectively off the tail it’s
possible to get the feeling of
proper top turns.

The 9.4ft is possibly a tad on
the small side for bigger
boned individuals, in which
case we’d suggest getting
hold of the O’Shea 10.2ft
which will float larger
paddlers better –
http://standuppaddlemag.
co.uk/2015/05/19/ blow-n-
go-oshea- 10-2ft-inflatable/
- and deliver a better all
round experience. That said,

with perseverance and skill,
most paddlers will be able to

pilot the 9.4ft and achieve that all
important stoke.
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(9) 4 on the floor – 
O’Shea 9.4ft inflatable SUP 
w w w . o s h e a s u r f . c o m

Having tested a number of O’Shea’s inflatables we kind of
had an idea what to expect. A well manufactured product,
with distinct livery, and attention to engineering detail is
once again evident with the brand’s 9.4ft (nicknamed ‘the
Pea’) offering. Produced in Dropstitch Mylor it’s a standard
procedure to inflate. We have to mention O’Shea’s simple
screw and go fin system which is super quick and
efficient. After all, who wants to be faffing with ‘bits’ when
the water is calling?
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C O N C L U S I O N

Another quality product from
the North Wales based O’Shea
their 9.4ft inflatable Pea would
be a worthy addition to any
paddlers kit box – either as a
‘blow ‘n’ go’ travel toy, flat
water fun SUP for groms and
teens or mellow wave rider for
those with a bit of skill. It’s a
good tutor for paddlers looking
to step up their SUP game – a
trait familiar across the whole
O’Shea range. Rather than
being overly elitist Farrel and
his team have got their eye
firmly on the recreational
paddler’s wants and needs –
something which should be
commended.

S U R F  B O A R D  S P E C I A L

Further info : 
www.osheasurf.com/94.html

Price:
£649
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Manufactured in the UK (by
Lindstrand Technologies) and
featuring super high end
materials, such as cork deck
pads, gel coat second skin (an
extra strong second layer), four
layers of material and a testing
process that pushes these
boards until they literally pop –
Origin are certainly trying to
stand out from the crowd.

Inflating the 10.6ft is REALLY
easy with the supplied K-Pump.
The K-Pump is possibly one of the
easiest iSUP pumps we’ve used. It
takes a little longer to get the board
to its recommended 15psi but it can
be done one handed and without any
overexertion whatsoever. Origin claim the
10.6ft can be inflated in excess of 100psi
although we didn’t actually try this. Stiffness
should never be an issue though.

Having blown the Origin up, it’s an enjoyable
experience transporting the board to your put
in. Super light sums up how it feels when

carried. It’s a shame, in some ways, the supplied
FCS fin adds extra weight – but then at least it’s
a quality fin you’re getting!

Out afloat and paddling, the Origin is an
elevated affair. It sits on the water rather

than in it and really gives a magic carpet
sensation. Glide is very good when
paddling at moderate pace, the
sturgeon nose doing a good job of
helping momentum. It doesn’t really
reward hammer down sweeping,
instead preferring ‘normal’ paddling
pace. This shouldn’t be surprising –
after all this is what the designers had
in mind when creating the 10.6ft – it’s
very much a board to ease paddlers
across the water with minimum effort,
admiring the scenery in the process.

As much as Origin’s 10.6ft isn’t a
specific surf SUP, we couldn’t resist
chucking it at a few small swells.
Due to an extremely flat rocker, the
10.6ft picks up waves incredibly
early. As soon as momentum is
revved the board feels lively and
playful. It’s worth concentrating on
your footwork to avoid burying that
rolled sturgeon nose if you’re

heading for a few waves.

Paddlers will certainly be able to set a
rail for down the line gliding but don’t

expect full power top and bottom turns.
Progressive carves, however, are possible.

The Origin 10.6ft is more of a mellow
session stick – a trait that recreational paddle
surfers will appreciate.

Back on flat water and it’s an iSUP with a great
deal of composure that just begs the rider to
have fun, enjoy themselves and simply
appreciate being outdoors.

Origin(al) air – Origin Paddle-
boards 10.6ft Sport inflatable SUP
w w w . o r i g i n p a d d l e b o a r d s . c o m

Having met both Neal and Neil of Origin Paddleboards, we
fully admire their iSUP concept and way of thinking.
Striving to produce the world’s best inflatable boards (their
claim, not ours) while having as minimal an impact on
the environment as possible, the founding partners are
super passionate and keen to achieve their goals.

C O N C L U S I O N

If you’re looking for a flat water
based inflatable stand up
paddle board, with 100% green
credentials firmly intact, then
look no further. While Origin’s
10.6ft iSUP will cope with
mellow swells, it’s certainly not
a wave ripper – but that kind of
isn’t the point. We love the
brand ethos and doff our caps
to the inclusion of the super K-
Pump. The five year warranty is
also very welcome. And if that
isn’t enough, the supplied bag
made from Scottish waxed
canvas and cork deck pad is yet
another tick for a brand
wanting to stand out and be
different. 

Further info : 
www.originpaddleboards.com/sto
re/origin-106-sport-inflatable-
paddle-board

Prices:
£899
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Manufactured from Dropstitch, it
looks robust and durable out of the
wrapping. The supplied pump and
inflation process is pretty
standard and, while you'll
never win records for the
fastest blow up time, it
doesn't take too long to get
the desired 15psi rammed
in. The supplied fin is solid
in its box, once fixed, with
two screw tensioners
securing it in place. Not
needing a screwdriver is a
plus point!

Carrying the EOTW to the
put in is painless as the
webbing strap handle is
located correctly and it's
quite a light board - not
featherweight, but fine for
most to transport.

There's a good deal of thickness
rammed into the board and as such it's
an elevated paddling experience from
the get go. High sided rails are at the
mercy of chop/swell at exposed
coastal locations. Head to more
sheltered water and the EOTW
Cruiser 9.6ft regains composure. It’s
actual a great SUP for exploring
sheltered inlets, harbours and
inland waterways.

If small swells rear up during your
session it feels lively under foot
and displays a fun playful nature,
you can chuck the board around
all day and never get bored. It's
never going to be a red bloodied
wave ripper but for ankle biters it's
a good platform for learning
paddle surfing fundamentals and

simply enjoying being out on the
water.

s t a n d  u p  p a d d l e  m a g  u k

Eye eye! 
Eye of the Wave Cruiser 9.6ft 
h t t p : / / s e n i o r a 5 . w i x . c o m / e y e o f t h e w a v e

Eye of the Wave are a new brand to the UK offering a range
of inflatable SUPs designed for paddlers of all abilities.
Their Cruiser 9.6ft blow up is aimed squarely at all
round paddling – flat water (mainly) but with the
ability to float a few rollers too.

93

C O N C L U S I O N

While certainly not being a true
surf SUP –- most inflatables
aren't –- the Eye of the Wave
Cruiser 9.6ft is a fun blow up
that will cope with a variety of
conditions. A high riding
machine does increase the
already lively feel but this
should keep paddler interest
going. Manufactured from
Dropstitch material, it certainly
appears damage proof and, as a
fun family beach toy or
secondary easy-to-use general
SUP, it's hard to knock.

S U R F  B O A R D  S P E C I A L

Further info : 
http://seniora5.wix.com/eyeofthewave
#!the-cruiser/c682

Price:
£545
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Manufactured in the UK (by
Lindstrand Technologies) and
featuring super high end
materials, such as cork deck
pads, gel coat second skin (an
extra strong second layer), four
layers of material and a testing
process that pushes these
boards until they literally pop –
Origin are certainly trying to
stand out from the crowd.

Inflating the 10.6ft is REALLY
easy with the supplied K-Pump.
The K-Pump is possibly one of the
easiest iSUP pumps we’ve used. It
takes a little longer to get the board
to its recommended 15psi but it can
be done one handed and without any
overexertion whatsoever. Origin claim the
10.6ft can be inflated in excess of 100psi
although we didn’t actually try this. Stiffness
should never be an issue though.

Having blown the Origin up, it’s an enjoyable
experience transporting the board to your put
in. Super light sums up how it feels when

carried. It’s a shame, in some ways, the supplied
FCS fin adds extra weight – but then at least it’s
a quality fin you’re getting!

Out afloat and paddling, the Origin is an
elevated affair. It sits on the water rather

than in it and really gives a magic carpet
sensation. Glide is very good when
paddling at moderate pace, the
sturgeon nose doing a good job of
helping momentum. It doesn’t really
reward hammer down sweeping,
instead preferring ‘normal’ paddling
pace. This shouldn’t be surprising –
after all this is what the designers had
in mind when creating the 10.6ft – it’s
very much a board to ease paddlers
across the water with minimum effort,
admiring the scenery in the process.

As much as Origin’s 10.6ft isn’t a
specific surf SUP, we couldn’t resist
chucking it at a few small swells.
Due to an extremely flat rocker, the
10.6ft picks up waves incredibly
early. As soon as momentum is
revved the board feels lively and
playful. It’s worth concentrating on
your footwork to avoid burying that
rolled sturgeon nose if you’re

heading for a few waves.

Paddlers will certainly be able to set a
rail for down the line gliding but don’t

expect full power top and bottom turns.
Progressive carves, however, are possible.

The Origin 10.6ft is more of a mellow
session stick – a trait that recreational paddle
surfers will appreciate.

Back on flat water and it’s an iSUP with a great
deal of composure that just begs the rider to
have fun, enjoy themselves and simply
appreciate being outdoors.

Origin(al) air – Origin Paddle-
boards 10.6ft Sport inflatable SUP
w w w . o r i g i n p a d d l e b o a r d s . c o m

Having met both Neal and Neil of Origin Paddleboards, we
fully admire their iSUP concept and way of thinking.
Striving to produce the world’s best inflatable boards (their
claim, not ours) while having as minimal an impact on
the environment as possible, the founding partners are
super passionate and keen to achieve their goals.

C O N C L U S I O N

If you’re looking for a flat water
based inflatable stand up
paddle board, with 100% green
credentials firmly intact, then
look no further. While Origin’s
10.6ft iSUP will cope with
mellow swells, it’s certainly not
a wave ripper – but that kind of
isn’t the point. We love the
brand ethos and doff our caps
to the inclusion of the super K-
Pump. The five year warranty is
also very welcome. And if that
isn’t enough, the supplied bag
made from Scottish waxed
canvas and cork deck pad is yet
another tick for a brand
wanting to stand out and be
different. 

Further info : 
www.originpaddleboards.com/sto
re/origin-106-sport-inflatable-
paddle-board

Prices:
£899
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Manufactured from Dropstitch, it
looks robust and durable out of the
wrapping. The supplied pump and
inflation process is pretty
standard and, while you'll
never win records for the
fastest blow up time, it
doesn't take too long to get
the desired 15psi rammed
in. The supplied fin is solid
in its box, once fixed, with
two screw tensioners
securing it in place. Not
needing a screwdriver is a
plus point!

Carrying the EOTW to the
put in is painless as the
webbing strap handle is
located correctly and it's
quite a light board - not
featherweight, but fine for
most to transport.

There's a good deal of thickness
rammed into the board and as such it's
an elevated paddling experience from
the get go. High sided rails are at the
mercy of chop/swell at exposed
coastal locations. Head to more
sheltered water and the EOTW
Cruiser 9.6ft regains composure. It’s
actual a great SUP for exploring
sheltered inlets, harbours and
inland waterways.

If small swells rear up during your
session it feels lively under foot
and displays a fun playful nature,
you can chuck the board around
all day and never get bored. It's
never going to be a red bloodied
wave ripper but for ankle biters it's
a good platform for learning
paddle surfing fundamentals and

simply enjoying being out on the
water.

s t a n d  u p  p a d d l e  m a g  u k

Eye eye! 
Eye of the Wave Cruiser 9.6ft 
h t t p : / / s e n i o r a 5 . w i x . c o m / e y e o f t h e w a v e

Eye of the Wave are a new brand to the UK offering a range
of inflatable SUPs designed for paddlers of all abilities.
Their Cruiser 9.6ft blow up is aimed squarely at all
round paddling – flat water (mainly) but with the
ability to float a few rollers too.

93

C O N C L U S I O N

While certainly not being a true
surf SUP –- most inflatables
aren't –- the Eye of the Wave
Cruiser 9.6ft is a fun blow up
that will cope with a variety of
conditions. A high riding
machine does increase the
already lively feel but this
should keep paddler interest
going. Manufactured from
Dropstitch material, it certainly
appears damage proof and, as a
fun family beach toy or
secondary easy-to-use general
SUP, it's hard to knock.

S U R F  B O A R D  S P E C I A L

Further info : 
http://seniora5.wix.com/eyeofthewave
#!the-cruiser/c682

Price:
£545
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Inflating it is a standard affair
with the board hitting its
optimum around 15psi. The
supplied pump is easy to use
and certainly gets the job done.
Fins are moulded plastic and,
although these are super
durable, there’s an element of
needing to manipulate them
back into shape if the board
has been tightly packed.

Neptune’s iSUP is a
lightweight product, with a
carefully positioned and
balanced webbing carry handle.
It’s therefore easy to transport
from vehicle to put in without
breaking too much of a sweat.
Once afloat, it sits flat and planted

with the board’s thin profile dropping it deeper
into the water. Without high riding rails for
chop and swell to rebound off, it’s a well-
mannered ride and instils confidence in
paddlers as they sweep around.

Although not specifically designed for
waves, it’s actually an admirable
performer in small to medium sized
swells. Tracking pretty good, its all
round shape will transport riders to the
take off without too much drama.
You’ll need to work out where the
sweet spot is for straight line paddling
and this will fluctuate according to

user weight. The Neptune is as
happy in a mellow wave
environment as it is on the flat
though.

Catching waves will require a
little grunt and keeping the
hammer down until having fully
dropped in will ensure speed is
kept as you glide along a
watery wall. We’ll be honest,
you’re never going to crank
radical turns with this board
(look to Neptune’s Allrounder
or Surf range for this) but
that’s not really the point. As a
tutor for further wave riding
antics and progressing skills it’s
a great platform and will deliver

ample amounts of fun all session
long.

Air filled fun – 
Neptune SUPs inflatable 10ft 
w w w . n e p t u n e s u p s . c o m

When Damian Scott from Neptune SUPs gave us a holla
regarding the brand’s new inflatable board, we were
intrigued. Unpacking it from the box, it certainly looks
like a quality product with the designers having
incorporated Neptune’s instantly recognisable livery
into the finished product – making it very distinct. 

C O N C L U S I O N

Neptune SUP have produced a
high end, well manufactured
product with their inflatable
stand up. In an extremely
competitive market it
certainly holds its own and
delivers a fun ride that SUPers
from a wide range of skill
levels can enjoy. While not
being a specific wave rider, it
certainly handles swells no
problem – the board’s low
volume profile helping deliver
as bounce-free an experience
as possible.

It’s possible to learn all the
core basics of paddle surfing
with the Neptune iSUP and it
remains a great board for
general use at the beach or
inland waterway. At £599 it’s
a snip for what you actually
get as well!

Further info : 
www.neptunesups.com/cate
gory-s/169.htm

Price:
£599 or £699 with Neptune
carbon adjustable paddle
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Surf SUP
£529.00

8'6"x30"x4"
Weight-9KG
Volume-123lt
9'x30"x4"

Weight-9.4KG
Volume-130lt

http://www.neptunesups.com

Allrounder
£549.00

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt

10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

WindSUP
£599.00

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt

10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

*Add our 3K Carbon adjustable paddle for only £100 (RRP £149.00)
*Pro versions available with Carbon rails and Honeycomb Carbon fins for an extra £100.

YogaSUP
£579.00

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt

10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

Cruiser
£799.00

11'x30.5"x6"
Weight-15.5KG
Volume-230lt
12'6"x31"x6"
Weight-16.5KG
Volume-247lt

ISUP
£699.00
10'x30"x4"

Weight-12.5KG
Volume-180lt
10'6"x30"x4"
Weight-13KG
Volume-190lt

www.facebook.com/Neptunesups

https://twitter.com/neptunesups

http://www.neptunesups.com/category-s/169.htm
http://www.neptunesups.com/category-s/169.htm
http://www.neptunesups.com
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Inflating it is a standard affair
with the board hitting its
optimum around 15psi. The
supplied pump is easy to use
and certainly gets the job done.
Fins are moulded plastic and,
although these are super
durable, there’s an element of
needing to manipulate them
back into shape if the board
has been tightly packed.

Neptune’s iSUP is a
lightweight product, with a
carefully positioned and
balanced webbing carry handle.
It’s therefore easy to transport
from vehicle to put in without
breaking too much of a sweat.
Once afloat, it sits flat and planted

with the board’s thin profile dropping it deeper
into the water. Without high riding rails for
chop and swell to rebound off, it’s a well-
mannered ride and instils confidence in
paddlers as they sweep around.

Although not specifically designed for
waves, it’s actually an admirable
performer in small to medium sized
swells. Tracking pretty good, its all
round shape will transport riders to the
take off without too much drama.
You’ll need to work out where the
sweet spot is for straight line paddling
and this will fluctuate according to

user weight. The Neptune is as
happy in a mellow wave
environment as it is on the flat
though.

Catching waves will require a
little grunt and keeping the
hammer down until having fully
dropped in will ensure speed is
kept as you glide along a
watery wall. We’ll be honest,
you’re never going to crank
radical turns with this board
(look to Neptune’s Allrounder
or Surf range for this) but
that’s not really the point. As a
tutor for further wave riding
antics and progressing skills it’s
a great platform and will deliver

ample amounts of fun all session
long.

Air filled fun – 
Neptune SUPs inflatable 10ft 
w w w . n e p t u n e s u p s . c o m

When Damian Scott from Neptune SUPs gave us a holla
regarding the brand’s new inflatable board, we were
intrigued. Unpacking it from the box, it certainly looks
like a quality product with the designers having
incorporated Neptune’s instantly recognisable livery
into the finished product – making it very distinct. 

C O N C L U S I O N

Neptune SUP have produced a
high end, well manufactured
product with their inflatable
stand up. In an extremely
competitive market it
certainly holds its own and
delivers a fun ride that SUPers
from a wide range of skill
levels can enjoy. While not
being a specific wave rider, it
certainly handles swells no
problem – the board’s low
volume profile helping deliver
as bounce-free an experience
as possible.

It’s possible to learn all the
core basics of paddle surfing
with the Neptune iSUP and it
remains a great board for
general use at the beach or
inland waterway. At £599 it’s
a snip for what you actually
get as well!

Further info : 
www.neptunesups.com/cate
gory-s/169.htm

Price:
£599 or £699 with Neptune
carbon adjustable paddle
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Surf SUP
£529.00

8'6"x30"x4"
Weight-9KG
Volume-123lt
9'x30"x4"

Weight-9.4KG
Volume-130lt

http://www.neptunesups.com

Allrounder
£549.00

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt

10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

WindSUP
£599.00

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt

10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

*Add our 3K Carbon adjustable paddle for only £100 (RRP £149.00)
*Pro versions available with Carbon rails and Honeycomb Carbon fins for an extra £100.

YogaSUP
£579.00

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt

10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

Cruiser
£799.00

11'x30.5"x6"
Weight-15.5KG
Volume-230lt
12'6"x31"x6"
Weight-16.5KG
Volume-247lt

ISUP
£699.00
10'x30"x4"

Weight-12.5KG
Volume-180lt
10'6"x30"x4"
Weight-13KG
Volume-190lt

www.facebook.com/Neptunesups

https://twitter.com/neptunesups

https://twitter.com/neptunesups
https://www.facebook.com/Neptunesups
http://www.neptunesups.com


Enthusiastic oldies are one thing but
there’s no substitute for the stoke of a
nipper. We were keen to get hold of a
GromSUP and put it through its paces
but we also wanted an actual grom to
test drive it. Drew Lees (see profile
elsewhere in this issue) kindly loaned
us his piloting services and scribbled
down his thoughts. Over to Drew for the
low down…

The GromSUP is a great beginner entry-
level board for youths between 50-
110lbs looking to start in SUP. It has an
egg shape, which makes the board very
stable and easy to get up and go
although it does veer from side to side
when you paddle along – this is normal with
short boards though so not unexpected. The
board is really light so young groms will have no
problem carrying the board to the water. 

Once afloat it is very easy to manoeuvre and turn.
You can learn all the basic fundamentals of SUP on
this board. Pivoting and spinning is fun and even
the lightest of paddlers will have no problem
turning. It is also very easy to change position, from

parallel to surf stance, and learning to
catch waves is a doddle – if this is
your thing. 

The GromSUP comes with a
balanced carry handle so parents
can walk their groms into the waves
and save them wasting their
energy, if they’re really young. The
board is great in the surf as it is easy
to get up to speed and catching
waves is almost effortless. On flat
water it’s not as fast as more pointy
nosed SUPs, but it’s a good stand up
to cruise on and check out your local
spot. As a fun beach toy or something
to enjoy the lake/river it works well.

The board is available in plenty of colours
and grip patterns to cater for all tastes – the

pink one tested here might not be for everyone.
The board has a three fin setup with a large centre
fin to make the board nice and stable. The fins are
also very tough and can take a beating. In fact,
overall durability of the GromSUP is pretty good –
great if you’re a bit clumsy or drop the board when
carrying.
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SUP for groms – GromSUP 7.2ft
h t t p : / / g r o m - s u p . c o . u k

Review by Drew Lees

When we first saw GromSUP’s board offerings appear in the
UK we were stoked that a brand had stepped up to service
the kids end of the market – an area that’s important, as
after all we need to keep new blood flowing into the sport
and maintain momentum/ progression/growth. OK,
GromSUP isn’t the only brand supplying kiddy
friendly SUP kit, but credit where credit’s due…

C O N C L U S I O N

The GromSUP is a great piece
of gear for those kids looking to
get out and going for a budget
price on an all-round board. It’s
pretty stable for lighter
paddlers and is good for both
flat water SUPing and tackling
mellow waves. Good for
learning the fundamentals of
stand up, it takes a good deal
of abuse and there’s no reason
it couldn’t make up part of a
quiver as you get better and
add to your equipment list.

Further info : 
http://grom-
sup.co.uk/product/stoke-72-
kids-sup-pink/

Price: £399
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Eye of the tiger – Black Project
Tiger sprint SUP fin
h t t p : / / w w w . b l a c k p r o j e c t s u p . c o m

Having tried Black Project’s Maliko and Epic Pro carbon paddle
(see last issue) we were gagging to get hold of the brand’s Tiger
sprint SUP fin. Upon arrival it appeared relatively short in length –
at least when sat next to its Maliko sibling. Finished to a superior
level – a common trait among BP accessories – it’s certainly a foil
that looks the business and we couldn’t wait to put it through its
paces.

Billed as a tool for faster SUP races (sprints), with buoy turns and
swell bumps, it certainly feels lively once slotted in and out afloat.
Sonni Hoenscheid used the Tiger during her successful quest for
the SUP Euro Tour crown, which indicates it’s on water
performance.

There’s a degree of tuning (forwards and backwards in the board’s
fin box) that’s required to find optimum placement (after all every
paddler and board is different) but once dialled in there’s no
mistaking the Tiger’s superiority. At top speed you can feel the lift
generated, all the while prolusion is maximised. Where the BP
Maliko excels over distance, the Tiger begs you to chuck in some
turns. It adds a decent amount of stability to your SUP, even with
its fairly short 20cm length. And because of the Tiger’s rake and
super thin trailing edge drag is minimal.

Come those buoy turns and the Tiger delivers, acting almost like
an anchor for riders to pivot off without losing balance. Obviously
fundamental paddling and board skills need to be in place first
but there’s no denying the Tiger is a worthwhile investment if
you’re a SUP racer battling shorter distances.

So what if you’re not into competing? Well, the Black Project Tiger
is still worth a look. During testing we tackled a number of
downwind routes. As already mentioned, the Tiger helps with board
stability, once the sweet spot has been found in its box, and this
transfers to downwind environments where paddlers are often faced
with confused water states. The real magic is in the Tiger delivering
that lively feedback without hindering paddler performance and
hampering concentration. When riding rollers it feels almost like a
surf fin but minus the skitty nature.

C O N C L U S I O N

Black Project have once again come up with the goods – be that in a
race environment or when chasing rolling bumps. It also copes well
with surfing and aids manoeuvrability which is key when facing Battle
of the Paddle style wave arenas. If you’re looking to improve the
current performance of your existing set up then you wouldn’t go far
wrong by adding a Black Project Tiger fin to your existing arsenal.

Price: £140

Info: www.blackprojectfins.com/
sup-fins/tiger-sprint-pro-race/

The #TIGER Sprint Pro Race fin features our new proprietary foil, optimized 
for rapid buoy turns & blistering straights. Designed to release at low speed, 
promoting faster turns while delivering enhanced grip at higher velocity. 
This new fin will ensure that you are the hunter, not the hunted this season.
Learn more about our fins and paddles at blackprojectfins.com 

SMARTER. FASTER. 

DEALER ENQUIRES WELCOMED

MAUI HAWAII

http://grom-sup.co.uk/product/stoke-72-kids-sup-pink/
http://grom-sup.co.uk/product/stoke-72-kids-sup-pink/
http://grom-sup.co.uk/product/stoke-72-kids-sup-pink/
http://grom-sup.co.uk


Enthusiastic oldies are one thing but
there’s no substitute for the stoke of a
nipper. We were keen to get hold of a
GromSUP and put it through its paces
but we also wanted an actual grom to
test drive it. Drew Lees (see profile
elsewhere in this issue) kindly loaned
us his piloting services and scribbled
down his thoughts. Over to Drew for the
low down…

The GromSUP is a great beginner entry-
level board for youths between 50-
110lbs looking to start in SUP. It has an
egg shape, which makes the board very
stable and easy to get up and go
although it does veer from side to side
when you paddle along – this is normal with
short boards though so not unexpected. The
board is really light so young groms will have no
problem carrying the board to the water. 

Once afloat it is very easy to manoeuvre and turn.
You can learn all the basic fundamentals of SUP on
this board. Pivoting and spinning is fun and even
the lightest of paddlers will have no problem
turning. It is also very easy to change position, from

parallel to surf stance, and learning to
catch waves is a doddle – if this is
your thing. 

The GromSUP comes with a
balanced carry handle so parents
can walk their groms into the waves
and save them wasting their
energy, if they’re really young. The
board is great in the surf as it is easy
to get up to speed and catching
waves is almost effortless. On flat
water it’s not as fast as more pointy
nosed SUPs, but it’s a good stand up
to cruise on and check out your local
spot. As a fun beach toy or something
to enjoy the lake/river it works well.

The board is available in plenty of colours
and grip patterns to cater for all tastes – the

pink one tested here might not be for everyone.
The board has a three fin setup with a large centre
fin to make the board nice and stable. The fins are
also very tough and can take a beating. In fact,
overall durability of the GromSUP is pretty good –
great if you’re a bit clumsy or drop the board when
carrying.
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SUP for groms – GromSUP 7.2ft
h t t p : / / g r o m - s u p . c o . u k

Review by Drew Lees

When we first saw GromSUP’s board offerings appear in the
UK we were stoked that a brand had stepped up to service
the kids end of the market – an area that’s important, as
after all we need to keep new blood flowing into the sport
and maintain momentum/ progression/growth. OK,
GromSUP isn’t the only brand supplying kiddy
friendly SUP kit, but credit where credit’s due…

C O N C L U S I O N

The GromSUP is a great piece
of gear for those kids looking to
get out and going for a budget
price on an all-round board. It’s
pretty stable for lighter
paddlers and is good for both
flat water SUPing and tackling
mellow waves. Good for
learning the fundamentals of
stand up, it takes a good deal
of abuse and there’s no reason
it couldn’t make up part of a
quiver as you get better and
add to your equipment list.

Further info : 
http://grom-
sup.co.uk/product/stoke-72-
kids-sup-pink/

Price: £399
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Eye of the tiger – Black Project
Tiger sprint SUP fin
h t t p : / / w w w . b l a c k p r o j e c t s u p . c o m

Having tried Black Project’s Maliko and Epic Pro carbon paddle
(see last issue) we were gagging to get hold of the brand’s Tiger
sprint SUP fin. Upon arrival it appeared relatively short in length –
at least when sat next to its Maliko sibling. Finished to a superior
level – a common trait among BP accessories – it’s certainly a foil
that looks the business and we couldn’t wait to put it through its
paces.

Billed as a tool for faster SUP races (sprints), with buoy turns and
swell bumps, it certainly feels lively once slotted in and out afloat.
Sonni Hoenscheid used the Tiger during her successful quest for
the SUP Euro Tour crown, which indicates it’s on water
performance.

There’s a degree of tuning (forwards and backwards in the board’s
fin box) that’s required to find optimum placement (after all every
paddler and board is different) but once dialled in there’s no
mistaking the Tiger’s superiority. At top speed you can feel the lift
generated, all the while prolusion is maximised. Where the BP
Maliko excels over distance, the Tiger begs you to chuck in some
turns. It adds a decent amount of stability to your SUP, even with
its fairly short 20cm length. And because of the Tiger’s rake and
super thin trailing edge drag is minimal.

Come those buoy turns and the Tiger delivers, acting almost like
an anchor for riders to pivot off without losing balance. Obviously
fundamental paddling and board skills need to be in place first
but there’s no denying the Tiger is a worthwhile investment if
you’re a SUP racer battling shorter distances.

So what if you’re not into competing? Well, the Black Project Tiger
is still worth a look. During testing we tackled a number of
downwind routes. As already mentioned, the Tiger helps with board
stability, once the sweet spot has been found in its box, and this
transfers to downwind environments where paddlers are often faced
with confused water states. The real magic is in the Tiger delivering
that lively feedback without hindering paddler performance and
hampering concentration. When riding rollers it feels almost like a
surf fin but minus the skitty nature.

C O N C L U S I O N

Black Project have once again come up with the goods – be that in a
race environment or when chasing rolling bumps. It also copes well
with surfing and aids manoeuvrability which is key when facing Battle
of the Paddle style wave arenas. If you’re looking to improve the
current performance of your existing set up then you wouldn’t go far
wrong by adding a Black Project Tiger fin to your existing arsenal.

Price: £140

Info: www.blackprojectfins.com/
sup-fins/tiger-sprint-pro-race/

The #TIGER Sprint Pro Race fin features our new proprietary foil, optimized 
for rapid buoy turns & blistering straights. Designed to release at low speed, 
promoting faster turns while delivering enhanced grip at higher velocity. 
This new fin will ensure that you are the hunter, not the hunted this season.
Learn more about our fins and paddles at blackprojectfins.com 

SMARTER. FASTER. 

DEALER ENQUIRES WELCOMED

MAUI HAWAII

http://www.blackprojectsup.com
http://www.blackprojectsup.com
http://www.blackprojectfins.com
http://www.blackprojectfins.com/
http://blackprojectfins.com


Welly up! – 
NCW neoprene footwear
w w w . n o r t h c o a s t w e t s u i t s . c o . u k

SUP friendly neoprene brand North Coast Wetsuits are no
strangers to these pages and as we head into colder months it’s
not only time to upgrade your bodily (water) attire, but also
you tootsie comforters too!

NCW’s home grown range of products extends from head to toe
and their thermal lined wetty boots and neoprene socks would
be worthy additions to any paddler’s SUP kit box. Coming in
standard black the finish is top notch and with glued and blind
stitched seams both will stand up to a good old pasting.

The booties are stretchy, without being too elastic, so fit
snugly. Inside polypropylene layering ensures there’s no heat
loss and paddler feet stay toastie right through the session.
Whether you’re on frigid inland waterways or slightly less
Baltic open water NCW’s thermal lined winter wetsuit boots are
must have items.

For those who like a little more feel when riding NCW also offer
3mm neoprene socks which while not being quite as effective a
barrier against chilly water still do a worthwhile job of fending
of cold and leaving paddlers ice block free.

The benefit, especially if surfing, is still having that contact
with your board and being able to feel what’s happening.
Sometimes thicker wetsuit boots numb this feedback which
can interrupt your flow.

C O N C L U S I O N

Whether you plump for the full on 5mm thermal lined neoprene
wetsuit boots or 3mm socks from NCW you’ll be in good hands, or is
that, er, feet? Either way it’s winter paddling protection you
definitely can’t do without and both products do an admirable job.
Just be aware if you do go down the 3mm sock route that these
aren’t quite as hard wearing as booties. 

Price: Boots – £22.49, Socks – £9.89

Info: www.northcoastwetsuits.co.uk

CAT’s got the cream – 
CAT Rugged Phones S40
ww w . c a t p h o n e s . c o m

‘Aren’t CAT that company who make earth moving machines
and work wear’, I hear you ask? ‘Why the hell are they in a SUP
mag?’ Good questions, but ones that can be answered easily
when you note CAT are also manufacturers of smartphones
designed with the outdoor enthusiast in mind – perfect for
paddlers then…

Everyone these days (more or less) owns a smartphone, but
with ever increasing technological advances comes ever
increasing demands for being robust and durable.
Unfortunately most just don’t cut the mustard – saltwater,
sand and the elements simply don’t play well with the majority
of what’s currently available.

CAT Phone’s brand new S40 is an altogether different beast.
Being able to withstand dunkings in the drink, impact and
clatterings with general beach objects and yet still be in one
piece makes the S40 a must for all SUPers. You don’t need a
protective pouch or any of that gubbins, it’s simply a case of
charging up and sweeping away.

Featuring the latest Android software and apps powered by
Google and CAT – some of which are very useful from CAT – it’s
a familiar interface that’s easy to use and responsive, even
with damp grubby fingers. In fact, it’s a super sensitive touch
screen and you have to be careful during scrolling to not
accidentally click on something you don’t need.

The SD card, nano sim, charger and headphones ports are all
watertight and secure – you do have to remind yourself to fully
close these though if you’re planning on taking it on the water!
As already stated, you can certainly go afloat with the CAT
Phones S40. If you have a Bluetooth enabled waterproof
speaker then flat water paddles could be accompanied by the
soundtrack of your fave tunes.

You’ll need a way of securing the S40 as, although waterproof,
it’s still a dead weight and WILL sink to the depths if you drop
it! And we don’t recommend taking it out in surf as this is
simply unnecessary and a potential hazard.

C O N C L U S I O N

For watersports aficionados of all types, who spend a good deal of
time at the beach where smartphones don’t play well with the local
environment, CAT Phones’ S40 fits the bill perfectly. Impact
resistant and waterproof, it’s an ideal phone for SUPers and will
stand up to a great a deal of abuse. Featuring super sensitive touch
screen technology that’s extremely
bright, you can even make calls,
text and check the weather with
wet/sandy fingers. You also get
18hrs of battery life, 39 days of
stand by time and glove on
tracking which means even when
fingers are neoprened up you can
use your S40 normally. We can’t
think of a better smartphone for paddlers
out there…

Price: £349.99

Info: www.catphones.com/en-
gb/phones/s40-smartphone/
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Active & friendly membership HUB 
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Available digitally for just £1.99 or £10.99 for six per year. 
To subscribe visit: http://joom.ag/By1p

Also available in print for only £6.99 inc. P&P on top quality matt paper with thick
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The Paddler is fantastic media for paddle sport, that brings the top news and adventures from kayakers all around
the world. The quality of articles and images really showcase how amazing the sport of kayaking is. 
Claire O’Hara – Freestyle World Champion

I have enjoyed tremendously reading the Paddler every time it comes out. I don't have a lot of free time, and the
little I have I must spend wisely.  Thanks for such a fantastic magazine. 
Corran Addison – Olympic Canoeist, designer and WW kayaker

A very colourful and easy to read paddling magazine. Fun to browse through the many articles, and delve deeper
into the one that is of interest to me. 
Claudia Van Wijk – Canadian National Slalom Champion
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Based in Maidenhead, we provide SUP tuition
and coaching for beginner to advanced levels
including instructor course and coaching for
fitness and racing. 

Tel: 01628 638860
http://www.braylake.com

New and ex-demo
equipment…

Learn SUP in
London with
Active360
Lessons, trips, courses,
races, parties, events,
Yoga and SUP Ball. Bases
around London and offer
SUP in iconic locations
such as India, Sardinia
and the Hebrides.
info@active360.co.uk
0203 393 5360
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be worthy additions to any paddler’s SUP kit box. Coming in
standard black the finish is top notch and with glued and blind
stitched seams both will stand up to a good old pasting.

The booties are stretchy, without being too elastic, so fit
snugly. Inside polypropylene layering ensures there’s no heat
loss and paddler feet stay toastie right through the session.
Whether you’re on frigid inland waterways or slightly less
Baltic open water NCW’s thermal lined winter wetsuit boots are
must have items.

For those who like a little more feel when riding NCW also offer
3mm neoprene socks which while not being quite as effective a
barrier against chilly water still do a worthwhile job of fending
of cold and leaving paddlers ice block free.

The benefit, especially if surfing, is still having that contact
with your board and being able to feel what’s happening.
Sometimes thicker wetsuit boots numb this feedback which
can interrupt your flow.
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Whether you plump for the full on 5mm thermal lined neoprene
wetsuit boots or 3mm socks from NCW you’ll be in good hands, or is
that, er, feet? Either way it’s winter paddling protection you
definitely can’t do without and both products do an admirable job.
Just be aware if you do go down the 3mm sock route that these
aren’t quite as hard wearing as booties. 
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mag?’ Good questions, but ones that can be answered easily
when you note CAT are also manufacturers of smartphones
designed with the outdoor enthusiast in mind – perfect for
paddlers then…

Everyone these days (more or less) owns a smartphone, but
with ever increasing technological advances comes ever
increasing demands for being robust and durable.
Unfortunately most just don’t cut the mustard – saltwater,
sand and the elements simply don’t play well with the majority
of what’s currently available.

CAT Phone’s brand new S40 is an altogether different beast.
Being able to withstand dunkings in the drink, impact and
clatterings with general beach objects and yet still be in one
piece makes the S40 a must for all SUPers. You don’t need a
protective pouch or any of that gubbins, it’s simply a case of
charging up and sweeping away.

Featuring the latest Android software and apps powered by
Google and CAT – some of which are very useful from CAT – it’s
a familiar interface that’s easy to use and responsive, even
with damp grubby fingers. In fact, it’s a super sensitive touch
screen and you have to be careful during scrolling to not
accidentally click on something you don’t need.

The SD card, nano sim, charger and headphones ports are all
watertight and secure – you do have to remind yourself to fully
close these though if you’re planning on taking it on the water!
As already stated, you can certainly go afloat with the CAT
Phones S40. If you have a Bluetooth enabled waterproof
speaker then flat water paddles could be accompanied by the
soundtrack of your fave tunes.

You’ll need a way of securing the S40 as, although waterproof,
it’s still a dead weight and WILL sink to the depths if you drop
it! And we don’t recommend taking it out in surf as this is
simply unnecessary and a potential hazard.

C O N C L U S I O N

For watersports aficionados of all types, who spend a good deal of
time at the beach where smartphones don’t play well with the local
environment, CAT Phones’ S40 fits the bill perfectly. Impact
resistant and waterproof, it’s an ideal phone for SUPers and will
stand up to a great a deal of abuse. Featuring super sensitive touch
screen technology that’s extremely
bright, you can even make calls,
text and check the weather with
wet/sandy fingers. You also get
18hrs of battery life, 39 days of
stand by time and glove on
tracking which means even when
fingers are neoprened up you can
use your S40 normally. We can’t
think of a better smartphone for paddlers
out there…

Price: £349.99

Info: www.catphones.com/en-
gb/phones/s40-smartphone/
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The Paddler is fantastic media for paddle sport, that brings the top news and adventures from kayakers all around
the world. The quality of articles and images really showcase how amazing the sport of kayaking is. 
Claire O’Hara – Freestyle World Champion
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little I have I must spend wisely.  Thanks for such a fantastic magazine. 
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A very colourful and easy to read paddling magazine. Fun to browse through the many articles, and delve deeper
into the one that is of interest to me. 
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Based in Maidenhead, we provide SUP tuition
and coaching for beginner to advanced levels
including instructor course and coaching for
fitness and racing. 

Tel: 01628 638860
http://www.braylake.com

New and ex-demo
equipment…

Learn SUP in
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Active360
Lessons, trips, courses,
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